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Preface

The title of this volume may appear a bit too ambitious to some readers. Bio-
technology has been developing so fast in recent decades and has had a great impact
on our life and society by addressing various problems including environmental
pollution, ecological protection, energy issues, and public health. It is therefore
almost impossible for a single volume to provide topics covering the current
development and future trends in all aspects of biotechnology. Nevertheless, for
this volume we have selected a number of interesting topics from a few important
areas of biotechnology. These contributions are based on talks which were held at
the 1st Asian Congress on Biotechnology (ACB) in 2011 which was organized
under Asian Federation of Biotechnology (AFOB) (http://www.afob.org/) [1] to
acknowledge the significant advances in biotechnology innovation and
applications.

In order to establish a sustainable society, not reliant on using fossil resources,
bioconversion technologies which turn biomass resources into valuable materials
have received great attention in recent years. To improve cellular properties for
high productivity and high yield production of desired products, the metabolic
engineering approach is very useful [2]. Here, optimization of metabolic pathways
of cells and creation of stress tolerant cells are important [3]. Prof. Hiroshi Shimizu
and his coworkers from Osaka University describe multi-omics information
analyses and rational design methods for molecular breeding (‘‘Systems
Metabolic Engineering: The Creation of Microbial Cell Factories by Rational
Metabolic Design and Evolution’’).

Recent studies indicate that bacteria usually coordinate their behaviors at popu-
lation level by producing, sensing, and responding to small signal molecules. This so-
called quorum sensing regulation enables bacteria to live in a ‘society’ with cell–cell
communication, and controls many important bacterial behaviors [4]. Profs. Jian-
Jiang Zhong and Yang-Chun Yong from Shanghai Jiao Tong University and Jiangsu
University review quorum sensing signals and their impacts on microbial metabo-
lism and human health (‘‘Impacts of Quorum Sensing on Microbial Metabolism
and Human Health’’). Quorum sensing plays an important role both in bacteria
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directly and human beings, and a better understanding of this phenomenon would
lead to better control of bacteria.

The next two chapters are related to biomanufacturing, which is defined as the
manufacture of desired products using living biological organisms (e.g., bacteria,
yeasts, animal cells) or some components from one or several biological organisms
[5]. Chinese hamster ovary (CHO) cells are the current industrial workhorse for
manufacturing the majority of leading recombinant biologics. Glycosylation is an
important characteristic of CHO cells, which decorate protein or lipid backbones by
carbohydrate moieties, leading to a wide range of bioactive end products. Dr. Zhiwei
Song and his colleagues from the Bioprocessing Technology Institute of Singapore
describe CHO glycosylation mutants as potential host cells to produce therapeutic
proteins with enhanced efficacy (‘‘CHO Glycosylation Mutants as Potential
Host Cells to Produce Therapeutic Proteins with Enhanced Efficacy’’). In light of
the critical impact of glycosylation on biopharmaceutical performances (safety and
efficacy), the CHO glycosylation mutants have enormous potential in producing
glycoprotein therapeutics with optimal glycosylation profiles, which result in
improved safety profile and enhanced efficacy [6].

Another type of biomanufacturing platform is the cell-free biosystem, which is
very different from those of the above three chapters. Prof. Y.-H. Percival Zhang
and Mr. Chun You from Virginia Tech summarize cell-free biosystems for bio-
manufacturing (‘‘Cell-Free Biosystems for Biomanufacturing’’). Cell-free biosys-
tems are becoming an emerging biomanufacturing platform in the production of
low-value biocommodities, fine chemicals, and high-value protein and carbohy-
drate drugs and their precursors. They believe that cell-free biosystems could
become a disruptive technology to microbial fermentation, especially in the pro-
duction of high-impact low-value biocommodities. This is mainly due to very high
product yields and potential low-production costs [7].

‘‘Lipid Bilayer Membrane Arrays: Fabrication and Applications’’ is a contri-
bution describing the lipid bilayer of biomembranes, which is a universal com-
ponent of all cell-based biological systems, forming the barrier between cytosol
and the cell’s exterior, as well as mediating many biological functions by pro-
viding a defined interface for cell-surface recognition, signaling, and transport.
The importance of the lipid bilayer has raised much interest in fabricating artificial
membrane as both free standing lipid membranes and solid supported lipid bilayer
membranes. Prof. Xiaojun Han and his coworkers from the Harbin Institute of
Technology describe the formation of bilayer lipid membrane arrays. The appli-
cations of lipid bilayer arrays are reviewed in the account of biosensors, protein
binding studies, and lipid bilayer-based 2D electrophoresis [8].

The last chapter is about RNA aptamers, which are RNA molecules binding
target molecules. Those small oligonucleotides derived from the in-vitro selection
process are important candidates for therapeutics and diagnostics due to their high
affinity and specificity against their target molecules. Prof. Yoon-Sik Lee and Dr.
Kyung-Nam Kang from Seoul National University summarize recent trends and
applications of RNA aptamers (‘‘RNA Aptamers: A Review of Recent Trends
and Applications’’). As the global market for aptamers is expected to grow (about
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$1.8 billion by 2014), research into the therapeutic and diagnostic applications of
RNA aptamers seems to be increasing continuously [9].

Finally, I would like to thank all the authors for their excellent contributions to
this book. The kind advice from Professor Thomas Scheper and great assistance
from Ms. Karin Bartsch (Project Coordinator), Ms. Elizabeth Hawkins (Editor
Chemistry), and other related staff at Springer are certainly appreciated. I do hope
readers will enjoy this volume and provide suggestions and comments to me and
the other authors.

Shanghai, 2012 Jian-Jiang Zhong
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Systems Metabolic Engineering:
The Creation of Microbial Cell Factories
by Rational Metabolic Design
and Evolution

Chikara Furusawa, Takaaki Horinouchi, Takashi Hirasawa
and Hiroshi Shimizu

Abstract It is widely acknowledged that in order to establish sustainable socie-
ties, production processes should shift from petrochemical-based processes to
bioprocesses. Because bioconversion technologies, in which biomass resources are
converted to valuable materials, are preferable to processes dependent on fossil
resources, the former should be further developed. The following two approaches
can be adopted to improve cellular properties and obtain high productivity and
production yield of target products: (1) optimization of cellular metabolic path-
ways involved in various bioprocesses and (2) creation of stress-tolerant cells that
can be active even under severe stress conditions in the bioprocesses. Recent
progress in omics analyses has facilitated the analysis of microorganisms based on
bioinformatics data for molecular breeding and bioprocess development. Systems
metabolic engineering is a new area of study, and it has been defined as a meth-
odology in which metabolic engineering and systems biology are integrated to
upgrade the designability of industrially useful microorganisms. This chapter
discusses multi-omics analyses and rational design methods for molecular
breeding. The first is an example of the rational design of metabolic networks for
target production by flux balance analysis using genome-scale metabolic models.
Recent progress in the development of genome-scale metabolic models and the
application of these models to the design of desirable metabolic networks is also
described in this example. The second is an example of evolution engineering with
omics analyses for the creation of stress-tolerant microorganisms. Long-term
culture experiments to obtain the desired phenotypes and omics analyses to
identify the phenotypic changes are described here.
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1 General Introduction

Microorganisms are used as cell factories for producing valuable chemical compounds
such as various primary and secondary metabolites [5, 43, 53, 55, 65] and recombinant
proteins [62, 67], all of which play important roles in the pharmaceutical, chemical, and
agricultural industries. One of the goals of microbial cell factory development is the
establishment of cheap and high-yield bioprocesses to meet commercial requirements.
To achieve this, modifications of the metabolic system of the host microorganism are
typically required to improve the productivity of target products. This is because the
metabolic systems of natural microorganisms are already tuned to optimize their
growth in their natural habitat [83]. To acquire the cellular properties necessary for
achieving high productivity and high production yield of the target product, the
microorganism can be tailored so that it has the following two characteristics [81].
First, the metabolic system of the microorganism should be optimized to maximize
production yield and eliminate byproduct formation. Moreover, the balance of coen-
zyme production and consumption—for example, the recycling of adenosine tri-
phosphate (ATP) and nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide (NAD)—should also be
designed so that optimal target production yield is achieved [16, 60, 101]. Second, the
cells should be able to tolerate the environmental stresses encountered during the
production process. Such environmental stresses include exposure to acids, high/low
temperature, high osmotic pressure, and so forth—all of which can reduce cellular
growth and target productivity. Therefore, tolerance to environmental stresses is
essential for improving bioprocesses [3, 12, 44, 114]. Classical strain improvement
techniques have traditionally been used to modify metabolic systems and achieve the
desired properties. For example, microorganisms with superior production capabilities
have been developed through random mutagenesis following appropriate screening
procedures [80]. The properties of metabolic systems have also been improved by
molecular biology techniques, resulting in increased target productivity. However,
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conventional approaches have not always been successful due to unexpected changes
in the metabolic systems caused by various perturbations. Such unexpected responses
could arise from the complexity of intracellular systems in which networks of
metabolites, genes, and proteins are interconnected to form multi-hierarchical complex
networks. Thus, for the rational design of microbial metabolic systems suitable for
bioproduction, proper understanding of the systems is necessary.

Recent advances in experimental techniques have facilitated the comprehensive
analysis of different cellular states. Vast amounts of omics data are now available,
which have improved our understanding of cellular processes [6, 8, 106, 115]. For
example, rapid developments in sequencer and DNA handling technologies have
allowed routine sequencing of the whole genome of microorganisms [15, 52, 54]. The
availability of such rapid and inexpensive genome sequencing technology has had a
great impact on the analysis of genotype-phenotype relationships; for example, it has
enabled the identification of mutations responsible for specific phenotypes such as
stress tolerance [11]. Similarly, comprehensive gene expression analysis by micro-
arrays and protein expression analysis by 2D electrophoresis or mass spectroscopy
have provided detailed information on the cellular state and its dynamics [2, 40–42,
99]. Therefore, it is reasonable to expect that appropriate integration of these high-
throughput omics data would yield a system-level understanding of complex cellular
processes and that this would lead to a new era of biotechnologically useful micro-
organisms capable of high productivity of target products [22, 33, 63, 69, 81, 84].

In this review, we present two recent approaches in systems biotechnology.
Both studies are based on omics data analysis and are aimed at strain improvement
for the purpose of bioproduction. The first approach is constraint-based flux bal-
ance analysis using genome-scale metabolic models [77]. This allows the pre-
diction of metabolic profiles of microorganisms by in silico simulations and
permits the screening of candidate genes that may be manipulated to improve
target productivity [30]. The second approach is strain improvement through
experimental evolution [87]. After obtaining the evolved microbial strains, omics
analysis can be used to analyze genetic/phenotypic changes that have occurred in
the evolutionary process. This analysis provides an in-depth understanding of
cellular processes, such as the mechanism of stress tolerance. Such systems
analyses provide new information on metabolic systems and in turn facilitate the
engineering of strains suitable for industrial applications.

2 Genome-Scale Metabolic Models for Strain Improvement

2.1 Introduction

Each microorganism differs in terms of its metabolic capabilities for producing target
metabolites because each has evolved for survival in its natural habitat. Therefore,
when using microorganisms to produce valuable metabolites, it is often necessary to
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retrofit the metabolic system of the host to obtain the desired phenotype. Genetic
engineering techniques permit the modification of metabolic systems through the
addition or deletion of genes responsible for metabolic reactions. Engineered
microorganisms can be obtained through such gene modifications, and these can be
used to improve the productivity of target products. This approach is referred to as the
metabolic engineering approach [59, 100]. However, due to the complexity of the
metabolic system, it is still difficult to ‘‘design’’ an appropriate metabolic network by
gene modifications. For example, several key metabolites such as ATP, NADH, and
glutamate act as ‘‘hubs’’ of complex metabolic networks, and the effects of local
perturbations by gene modifications on the metabolic network can be propagated
throughout the network by these key metabolites [14]. Therefore, to design a met-
abolic network with high productivity, metabolic systems must be analyzed as a
whole, which would require huge inputs in terms of experiments, knowledge, and
intuition. Against this background, it is evident that to accelerate strain improvement
by metabolic engineering, it would be highly desirable to use genome-wide in silico
simulations to predict the metabolic state after genetic modification and under
varying environmental conditions.

Recently, on the basis of whole-genome information, genome-scale metabolic
networks of cells have been reconstructed for many organisms, including repre-
sentatives of each of the three major domains of life, namely, archaea [35], bac-
teria [36, 73, 75, 95], and eukarya [28, 29, 94]. At present, more than 50 genome-
scale metabolic reconstructions have been published [72]. Using genome-scale
metabolic models, it is possible to reliably estimate metabolic fluxes by the flux
balance analysis (FBA) method [34, 76, 77]. FBA is an analysis of metabolic flux
profiles in which a steady state of metabolic flux is assumed, and the profile of
metabolic fluxes is calculated by optimizing an objective function using linear
programming. Although genome-scale metabolic models cannot compute the
detailed kinetic dynamics of metabolic reactions in a cell, they permit the
description of a range of possible metabolic states on the basis of constraints
defined by the stoichiometry of metabolic reactions and transport steps at the
steady state. It is also possible to obtain a solution (i.e., a set of all metabolic
fluxes) that maximizes or minimizes an objective function using linear program-
ming. The biomass production rate is generally adopted as the objective function.
The metabolic profiles calculated by the maximization of biomass production can
describe those obtained experimentally in many organisms and under various
environmental conditions, suggesting that organisms can maximize their growth
rate by adaptation and evolution [38, 46]. By using the appropriate genome-scale
metabolic network and objective function to be maximized, FBA can be used to
predict the relationship between the genotype, environmental conditions, and
product yields at the steady state; this data can then be used to improve microbial
production [3, 61].

In the next section, we focus on in silico metabolic simulations using genome-
scale metabolic models and experimental evaluations. We also address the pos-
sible applications of model prediction to metabolic engineering.
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2.2 Reconstruction of Genome-Scale Metabolic Models

In general, genome-scale metabolic models of target organisms have been manually
built by the following two steps. First, a draft metabolic model is constructed based on
public databases such as KEGG [51] and the BioCyc database collection [21], which
collects metabolic reactions occurring in the target organism based on gene annotation
data. Second, the draft model is further tuned based on available literature because a
draft model constructed using only public databases generally contains incorrect and
insufficient metabolic pathways due to the incompleteness of database information.
The most frequently observed problem is that of missing enzymes in metabolic
pathways producing essential components. Therefore, the resulting network is next
subjected to the gap-filling process to adequately represent cellular growth [103]. To
fill the gaps, data from literature and homology search results of genomes that are
closely related to the target organism are generally used. In some cases, metabolic
reactions are added to the metabolic model without any background information to
realize cellular growth. It should be noted that the benefit of the gap-analysis process is
that it can provide indicators of missing enzymes, i.e., enzymes that probably exist in
the target organism but have not been identified. After the construction of the metabolic
network, to calculate metabolic fluxes as presented below, it is converted into a stoi-
chiometric matrix SS containing the stoichiometry of all reactions in the network. If a
given network is composed of m molecular species involved in n reactions, then the
stoichiometry matrix is an m 9 n matrix. The element Sij of the stoichiometric matrix
represents the contribution of the jth reaction to the ith metabolite.

In addition to reconstructing the metabolic network of a target organism, several
parameters representing cellular processes are also necessary for in silico simulations
using the genome-scale metabolic model [103]. One such essential parameter is the
coefficient of the biomass synthesis reaction. This reaction is hypothetical and rep-
resents the requirements of precursors and coenzymes for biomass formation. Bio-
mass synthesis involves the linear combination of dozens of components, including
amino acids, DNA, RNA, lipids, and cell envelope components. In general, the
biomass composition is determined from reported cellular data such as the compo-
sitions of amino acids and other macromolecules (DNA, RNA, protein, lipids, and so
forth). Other important parameters that are representative of cellular processes, such
as the ATP maintenance costs and P/O ratio, are also determined from the reported
data. In the FBA scheme, the reconstructed genome-scale metabolic model and
parameters for cellular processes are used to estimate the metabolic flux profiles by
the linear algebra-based method presented below.

2.3 Constraint-Based Flux Analysis

Detailed information on the kinetic parameters of enzymatic reactions is
unavailable at the genome-scale level; therefore, in silico simulations of the kinetic
behavior of metabolic reactions have been difficult so far. Instead, in the FBA
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scheme, the metabolic flux profile is determined by employing the following
assumptions [30].

The first is the steady state assumption in which the concentrations of all
metabolites are assumed to remain unchanged over time. In other words, the net sum
of all production and consumption fluxes for each internal metabolite is set to zero.
This assumption results in a feasible space that is a convex set in the N-dimensional
space of metabolic fluxes (where N represents the total number of fluxes), as sche-
matically shown in Fig. 1a. This steady state assumption can be mathematically
represented as S � v ¼ 0; where S is the stoichiometric matrix and v is a vector of
fluxes through the metabolic network. Furthermore, upper and lower bounds are
generally employed and are mathematically represented as vmin � v � vmax; where
vmin and vmax indicate the minimum and maximum constraints on the fluxes. These
bounds of fluxes are used to define the constraints for the maximal enzymatic rate,
irreversibility of the reaction, or constant uptake from the environment.

Based on the steady state assumption, the possible flux profile is bound within a
closed finite space. However, it is not possible to determine a unique solution for
the flux profile by employing only the steady state assumption. Therefore, to
determine the flux profile, the second assumption (i.e., maximization or minimi-
zation of an objective function) is generally used to obtain a unique solution. The
most popular objective function in FBA for obtaining the metabolic flux profile is
the biomass synthesis flux, which is represented as a linear combination of met-
abolic fluxes of building blocks and coenzymes required for biomass synthesis, as
mentioned above. Mathematically, maximization of the biomass synthesis flux is
solved by linear programming, which corresponds to obtaining the optimal solu-
tion at one corner in the feasible flux space (Fig. 1b). This assumption for max-
imizing biomass synthesis flux is based on the understanding that organisms have
evolved toward growth maximization under a given environment. Other objective
functions are also used to estimate the metabolic flux profile. For example, to

A state maximizing 
biomass productionflux3

flux1

flux2

flux3

flux1

flux2

solution space 
under steady state

Maximizing biomass 
production flux

(a) (b)

Fig. 1 Schematic representation of the constraint-based flux balance analysis. The axes represent
metabolic fluxes. a By applying the steady state assumption, we can obtain the feasible solution
space. b If the biomass production flux is used for an objective function, optimal solutions that
maximize the objective function can be calculated by linear programming
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calculate the metabolic shift after knocking out a metabolic reaction, the Euclidian
distance to the wild-type flux profile is often used as an objective function that has
to be minimized [93]. Minimization of regulatory on–off switching is also used to
predict metabolic changes after gene knock-out [97].

2.4 Example: Flux Balance Analysis of Corynebacterium
Glutamicum

For more detailed examination of the processes of reconstruction and experimental
verification of genome-scale metabolic models, we study the flux balance analysis
of Corynebacterium glutamicum as an example [95].

C. glutamicum is a facultatively aerobic, gram-positive bacterium that can grow
on various sugars or organic acids [53, 105]. This organism shows high-efficiency
production of various amino acids such as glutamate and lysine and is thus widely
used for the large-scale production of amino acids [57]. The production of ethanol
and organic acids such as lactate and succinate by C. glutamicum under oxygen
deprivation conditions has been recently proposed [74]. Because of its importance
in bioproduction, C. glutamicum is an interesting microbial host for metabolic
engineering purposes. Therefore, it is highly desirable to construct and explore
appropriate in silico metabolic models that can help to predict both cellular
behavior and target compound production by this organism.

A genome-scale metabolic model of C. glutamicum was developed earlier [95],
which can be described as follows. First, a draft model of this microorganism was
constructed by collecting metabolic reactions from public databases such as
BioCyc and KEGG as well as scientific publications. After performing the gap-
filling procedure based on published data and a homology search with genomes of
closely related species, a genome-scale metabolic model consisting of 277 genes,
502 metabolic reactions, and 423 metabolites was constructed. Of the total reac-
tions, 428 from the BioCyc and KEGG database collections were included in the
model, while the remaining 74 were added based on previously published studies.
From the entire set of metabolic reactions, 470 corresponded to intracellular
reactions, while 32 were fluxes for transport through the membrane. The biomass
synthesis reactions consisted of linear combinations of 43 components, including
amino acids, DNA, RNA, lipids, and cell envelope components. The biomass
composition was determined from reported data; for example, the requirements of
precursors such as pyruvate, acetyl-CoA, and oxaloacetate for biomass production
were based on previously reported data [31]. The macromolecular composition
was also determined from earlier studies [20]; the total biomass was 52 % protein,
5 % RNA, 1 % DNA, 13 % lipid, 19 % cell wall components, and 10 % other
components. C. glutamicum cells have a characteristic cell membrane called
MAPc that consists of mycolic acids and the polysaccharides peptidoglycan and
arabinogalactan. The pathway for the synthesis of this membrane structure was
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included in the model, while the MAPc demand in biomass production was
regarded to be consistent with the cell wall composition of C. glutamicum.

In general, the reconstructed metabolic models and in silico simulations by
these models should be verified experimentally. To construct a genome-scale
metabolic model of C. glutamicum, a series of culture experiments were performed
under different environmental conditions. In the study, the oxygen uptake rate
(OUR) was used as the parameter for changing the metabolic profiles of C. glu-
tamicum. This is because OUR is known to drastically alter the metabolic profile
and is a key factor controlling the productivity of various compounds, such as
organic acids, by the microorganism. Culture experiments with five different
OURs were performed, and the glucose uptake rate (GUR), OUR, and production
rates of CO2 and organic acids were quantified, as summarized in Fig. 2a. The
experimental results showed that under anaerobic and microaerobic conditions
(i.e., under conditions of low OUR/GUR ratios), the cells converted most of the
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Fig. 2 Changes in the yields of organic acids, biomass, and carbon dioxide when the OUR/GUR
ratio is altered. a Experimental results with different OUR/GUR ratios. GUR, OUR, and the
production rates of CO2, lactate, acetate, succinate, and biomass are represented in mmol/gDW/h.
The values in parentheses represent the carbon yields. b Predictions by FBA simulations. The
simulation results were obtained using the GUR and OUR values from the experimental data. c A
scatter plot of carbon yield. The x-axis corresponds to the result of FBA simulation, while the y-
axis shows the experimentally observed carbon yield. The carbon yields in the five sets of
experimental and simulation results are presented. The line corresponding to y = x is also shown
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glucose to organic acids such as lactate and succinate. As the OUR/GUR ratio
increased, the cells altered their metabolism to produce acetate, and a further
increase in the OUR/GUR ratio resulted in a metabolic shift to a CO2 production
phase in which the tricarboxylic acid (TCA) cycle was activated.

The results from the FBA simulations using the genome-scale model of C.
glutamicum were evaluated using the experimental data summarized in Fig. 2a. In
these simulations, maximization of the biomass synthesis flux was used as the
objective function of FBA. The production yields of organic acids, CO2, and
biomass were calculated by the FBA scheme using the experimentally obtained
OUR and GUR values as parameters. The predicted yields are shown in Fig. 2b.
Moreover, a scatter plot of carbon yields in 5 sets of experimental and simulation
results is shown in Fig. 2c. The predictions of the genome-scale model with
maximization of the biomass yield agreed well with the experimentally obtained
yields, as shown in Fig. 2c. For example, the FBA simulation predicted that 10 %
of the carbon would be secreted as acetate when OUR/GUR *1.5, which is a
value consistent with the experimental results.

To evaluate the accuracy of the predictions by FBA simulations in greater
detail, the fluxes estimated by FBA were compared with those obtained in a 13C-
tracer experiment [96]. Here, the metabolic profile of exponentially growing C.
glutamicum under aerobic conditions was used as a reference. The GUR and OUR
values were set to those measured experimentally. As shown in Fig. 3, the
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predicted flux for the pentose phosphate pathway (PPP) was quite similar to the
experimentally observed flux. However, in the anaplerotic and gluconeogenetic
pathways—i.e., in pathways where phosphoenolpyruvate is converted to/from
oxaloacetate, pyruvate to oxaloacetate, and malate to pyruvate—there appeared to
be a discrepancy between the predicted and experimentally obtained results. This
was because a cycle of metabolic flux in the anaplerotic and gluconeogenetic
pathways does not affect biomass production in the FBA simulation. Therefore,
these fluxes were undetermined. However, comparison of the net fluxes from
phosphoenolpyruvate/pyruvate to oxaloacetate/malate, which can be uniquely
determined by biomass production maximization, revealed that the predicted and
experimentally obtained fluxes were quite similar (19.5 in the FBA simulation and
18 in the experiment). The good agreement between the simulations and experi-
mental results strongly suggests that the metabolic profiles of exponentially
growing cells can be predicted by our genome-scale model with maximization of
the biomass production rate.

Because the in silico prediction of the metabolic profile presented here showed
relatively high accuracy, it should be possible to use this for the in silico screening
of candidate genes that may be manipulated to improve the productivity of target
products. Such in silico screening of gene manipulation candidates would drasti-
cally reduce the experimental costs of strain improvement; in fact, this procedure
has already been applied to the production of several target metabolites. For
example, gene deletion targets for improved lactate productivity were screened
using the genome-scale model of C. glutamicum [95]. The screening results sug-
gested that the disruption of the succinate production pathway is important for
lactate overproduction. Furthermore, the simulation result suggested that the dis-
ruption of reactions involved in oxidative phosphorylation increased the lactate
production rate. This was due to an increase in demand for NADH oxidation
caused by the disruption of oxidative phosphorylation, which resulted in an
increase in lactate production for NADH oxidation. Additionally, disrupting some
reactions in the PPP resulted in an increase in lactate production, which was due to
a decrease in NADPH synthesis in the PPP. Therefore, to compensate for NADPH
production, which is required for cell growth, the reaction from malate to pyruvate,
catalyzed by malic enzyme, was activated. The simulation results indicated that
the increased pyruvate was then converted to lactate. Although these predictions
have not been experimentally verified, the screening results can provide valuable
information for strain improvement.

2.5 Future Direction

Reliable predictions of the genome-scale metabolic profile allow systematic
screening of candidate genes whose manipulation can result in improvement of the
target productivity [23, 107]. For example, lycopene productivity by Escherichia
coli cells was successfully increased by constraint-based flux prediction using the
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genome-scale metabolic model [4]. In another example, a comparative analysis of
genome-scale metabolic models of E. coli and succinic acid-overproducing
Mannheimia succiniciproducens was performed to enhance succinate productivity
by E. coli. The comparison provided several candidate genes for disruption, and
succinate productivity was increased more than 7-fold by the predicted manipu-
lations [61]. Computational tools for the screening of gene disruption targets have
also been extensively developed. For example, Optknock is a method that predicts
optimal combinations of gene knock-outs leading to the overproduction of
chemicals of interest in a metabolic network [19]. Several variant methods such as
OptStrain [85] and RobustKnock [102] as well as successful applications [37, 70]
have also been presented. These tools are expected to accelerate the application of
genome-scale simulations in the field of systems metabolic engineering.

It is apparent that further development of a metabolic simulation method to
improve the productivity of target metabolites is highly desirable. One promising
approach to refine the genome-scale metabolic model is to combine multi-omics
data with metabolic simulations. For example, it has been demonstrated that
incorporating gene regulatory information from transcriptome data can improve
the prediction accuracy of FBA simulations [1]. To increase valine and threonine
production by E. coli, the target genes to be engineered were successfully iden-
tified by genome-scale metabolic simulations using transcriptome profiling data
[60, 81]. A toolbox to integrate expression data and gene regulatory networks into
the metabolic simulation also had been developed [50]. Such metabolic simula-
tions based on multi-omics data will play an increasingly important role in the
development of systems metabolic engineering.

Another important expansion of the study using the genome-scale metabolic
model is pathway analysis. For example, elementary mode analysis [90–92] and
extreme pathway analysis [56, 78, 79, 88] are useful metabolic pathway analysis
tools to extract valuable information based on the structure of a metabolic network.
These analyses can identify independent pathways that are inherent in a metabolic
network. These pathways can represent independent physiological state and thus
they can support the operation of cellular metabolism. This decomposition of
metabolic network is useful for network design. For example, the efficient meta-
bolic network of E. coli that produce ethanol from hexoses and pentoses were
designed based on the elementary mode analysis [104]. These analyses also pro-
vide the key aspects of the metabolic systems, including network functionality,
robustness and gene regulations, based only on the topologies of the network. It is
expected that, with the appropriate integration with multi-omics data, this
approach based on the topological features of networks can accelerate the pre-
diction accuracy of metabolic systems.

Furthermore, the advancements of synthetic biology can greatly contribute to
the metabolic design for the bio-productions. Synthetic biology aims to provide a
design principle of biological systems analogous that is to artificial machines,
which consist of well-characterized parts; their total behavior is predictable as
the sum of these parts [86]. In synthetic biology, many parts in biological sys-
tems—including genes, proteins, and well-characterized interactions between
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them—are used to construct a cell or cell-system with desired behavior [7, 32].
De novo reaction pathways are also prepared to realize a desired system. Such
assemblies of biological parts to design a metabolic system can accelerate sys-
tems metabolic engineering. For example, the productions of biofuels by E. coli
by introducing non-native reaction pathways and de novo pathway design have
been extensively studied [25], including the production of ethanol [113],
1-butanol [47], and isobutanol [10], and so forth. Such integration of metabolic
engineering, systems biology, and synthetic biology will open the door to a new
era of biotechnology.

3 Experimental Evolution for Strain Improvement

3.1 Introduction

An important factor in improving bioproduction is the preparation of microbial
strains suitable for the desired production process. Molecular biology has provided
tools for altering cellular processes by genetic modifications, which allows the
design of suitable strains for bioengineering. However, due to the complex nature
of intracellular reaction networks, the appropriate design of cellular activity is still
challenging. Although algorithms and modeling frameworks have been developed
to predict effective genetic changes, as mentioned in the previous section, more
information is required to guide complete strain design. In fact, the side effects of
gene manipulation are generally unpredictable, which complicates the rational
design of strains.

One possible strategy for obtaining the desired strain is a discovery approach
based on high-throughput screening [80]. The combination of variant preparation
and screening with the appropriate phenotype allows the creation of useful
microbial strains. In fact, the use of random mutagenesis and direct selection has
been successful in industrial strain development for decades [18, 27, 71, 98, 108],
particularly in the absence of genome or other omics information. These muta-
genesis approaches are well suited for obtaining feedback inhibition in biosyn-
thetic pathways because simple selection schemes can be applied based on
resistance to toxic analogs of intermediates. However, there are two disadvantages
to this strategy of mutagenesis with relatively high mutation rates and high-
throughput screening. First, it is generally difficult to identify the mechanisms
behind the desired phenotype because multiple genetic and phenotypic changes
occur simultaneously during mutagenesis. Without understanding the mechanisms,
it is impossible to transfer the obtained phenotype to other strains, even though
such transfer of the desired phenotype could accelerate further strain improvement.
Second, mutagenesis with a high mutation rate and selection is generally con-
comitant with the accumulation of unfavorable mutations, which can result in
highly specialized but fragile strains for bioproduction.
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An alternative approach is experimental evolution in which numerous cycles of
mutation and selection are employed. In such a process, the mutation rate can be
maintained at a low or moderate level. A cell that achieves high selective
advantage by mutations increases its relative abundance and eventually takes over
the entire population. Iteration of such takeover events could result in a population
in which beneficial mutations are enriched but deleterious mutations are avoided.
Furthermore, because gradual phenotypic changes would lead to a higher fitness
state, it is expected that the mechanisms responsible for such high fitness can be
identified by techniques such as high-resolution omics approaches. For example,
pioneering studies by Lenski demonstrated that long-term culture of E. coli
resulted in significant phenotypic changes, and the mechanisms responsible for
these phenotypic changes were partially identified by whole-genome resequencing
and other omics analysis [15, 64]. Palsson and colleagues studied the experimental
evolution of E. coli under conditions in which several carbon sources were used,
and they identified mutations responsible for the activation of glycerol and lactate
assimilation [26, 38]. Experimental evolution has also been used to study stress
tolerances developed under ethanol [45, 112] and isobutanol [11] stress conditions.
Furthermore, experimental evolution under conditions that allow the use of a
nonnative carbon source was also studied with E. coli cells [58]. It is important to
note that in these studies, the mechanisms for the achievement of fitness advantage
were intensively and systematically studied. Information from such studies has
allowed the rational design of improved strains for bioengineering.

3.2 Example: Experimental Evolution of E. coli
Under Ethanol Stress

To examine the process of experimental evolution in greater detail, we present the
transcriptome analysis of parallel-evolved E. coli strains under ethanol stress; the
results have provided partial understanding of the mechanism of ethanol tolerance
of this microorganism [45].

E. coli cells are widely used for the production of useful materials such as
amino acids, enzymes, biofuels, and biopolymers [9, 13, 17, 24, 49, 66, 82, 109–
111]. Use of this microorganism in the production of biofuels from biomass
resources has increased its importance in recent times [89]. During ethanol pro-
duction by E. coli, ethanol itself acts as a major stress factor that interferes with
growth and ethanol production. Thus, developing ethanol tolerance in E. coli
strains is important for improving ethanol production.

To obtain strains tolerant to ethanol stress and to understand the mechanisms
behind it, a series of experimental evolution and transcriptome analysis studies
were performed on the tolerant strains obtained. Fig. 4a presents the schematic
procedure of the experimental evolution setup used. In this case, six independent
series of evolution experiments were performed under 5 % ethanol stress; these
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were carried out by serial transfer of an aliquot of culture to fresh M9 synthetic
medium containing ethanol every 24 h. Fig. 4b shows the change in the specific
growth rates in these evolution experiments under 5 % ethanol stress. As shown in
the figure, the specific growth rates gradually increased, resulting in an approxi-
mately 2-fold increase in comparison with the parental strain. It was confirmed that
the phenotype of the evolved strains, i.e., higher growth rate under ethanol stress,
was stable after cultivating the cells for more than 100 generations (144 h) in M9
medium without ethanol.

To analyze the phenotypic changes that occurred during adaptive evolution to
ethanol stress, microarray expression analyses of the parent strain (named P) and six
tolerant strains (named strains A–F in descending order of the final growth rate) were
performed in M9 medium with or without 5 % ethanol. Because many expression
profiles had to be analyzed, principal component analysis (PCA) was used to rep-
resent the changes in the expression levels. Figure 5 shows the PCA results of these
14 expression profiles. The data points corresponding to the addition of ethanol
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Fig. 4 a Schematic representation of the procedure used for the experimental evolution of E. coli
under 5 % ethanol stress condition. Cells were diluted into fresh medium containing 5 % ethanol
every 24 h. The cells were maintained in the exponential growth phase by adjusting the initial
cell concentration of each dilution. b The time course of specific growth rates in the evolution
experiments performed under 5 % ethanol stress. Six parallel series of experiments were
performed starting from the same parent strain
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(depicted as P5, A5–F5) are shown on the right, while those corresponding to the
absence of ethanol are shown on the left, indicating that PC1 represents changes in
the expression levels in response to ethanol stress, regardless of phenotypic changes
in adaptive evolution. Furthermore, in both cases (i.e., with and without ethanol), the
data points of strain P are located at the bottom of the figure, whereas those of the
evolved strains are located at the top. It should also be noted that for the expression
profiles obtained under ethanol stress conditions (P5, A5–F5), the order of data points
along the PC2 axis roughly corresponds to the growth rate under ethanol stress, as
shown in the growth rates in Fig. 4b. This indicates that PC2 represents changes in
the expression levels that occur during adaptive evolution under ethanol stress
conditions aimed at achieving higher growth rates.

To obtain a better understanding of the changes in expression levels, the
functional categories in which genes contributing to PC1 or PC2 were statistically
overrepresented were screened. The results showed that genes related to iron ion
metabolism were commonly upregulated in the tolerant strains. Because it is
known that changes in the intracellular redox state activate the genes related to
iron ion metabolism, it was suggested that such changes in the redox state occur
during adaptive evolution. It was also noted that genes related to the biosynthetic
pathways of tryptophan, histidine, valine, leucine, and isoleucine were commonly
upregulated in the tolerant strains. It is speculated that the activation or reacti-
vation of these amino acid biosynthesis pathways is responsible for the ethanol
stress tolerance observed. This hypothesis was partially supported by the finding
that supplementation of isoleucine, tryptophan, and histidine into the medium
increased the specific growth rate of the parent strain in an ethanol stress envi-
ronment. It is expected that these findings would serve as a starting point for
understanding the molecular mechanisms involved in ethanol stress tolerance in E.
coli and would be taken into consideration when designing ethanol-tolerant E. coli
cells for improved ethanol productivity on an industrial scale.

Fig. 5 The PCA score plot
of PC1 versus PC2. P0 and
A0–F0 represent the
expression profiles of strain P
and tolerant strains A–F
obtained without ethanol
addition, respectively. P5 and
A5–F5 show the data for the
5 % ethanol condition
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3.3 Future Trends

In the experimental evolutions, we can obtain cells with higher growth activity by
a growth-based selection process. By this scheme, we can obtain various useful
strains for engineering purposes, such as stress-tolerant strains. However, cells
having other superior phenotypes, such as productivity of target metabolites, are
rather difficult to obtain using experimental evolution with simple growth-based
selection. One possible strategy to obtain cells with such superior phenotypes is to
build a positive correlation between growth activity and the desired phenotypes by
appropriate genetic modifications, and then to select cells with higher growth
activity [37, 48]. For example, in [48], engineered E. coli cells whose growth was
correlated with the production of targets (succinate and malate) under an anaerobic
condition were constructed by deletion of the central anaerobic fermentation genes
(ldhA, adhE, ackA). Then, the cells with high productivity of targets were suc-
cessfully obtained by the experimental evolution with growth-based selection.
Such integration of the rational metabolic network design and the experimental
evolution can significantly expand the applicable range of the experimental evo-
lution for the strain improvement.

The advent of next-generation sequencers that reduce the cost of sequencing
and greatly increase throughput should permit the identification of mutations fixed
in strains obtained by experimental evolution [68]. Furthermore, comprehensive
phenotypic analyses, including transcriptome, proteome, and metabolome analy-
ses, provide high-dimensional and high-resolution data of the evolved strains.
Using these multi-omics data, we can analyze the phenotype-genotype relation-
ship, which should reveal the mechanisms behind the creation of the desired
phenotype. It is anticipated that with the use of multi-omics analyses, bioinfor-
matics, and mathematical modeling of cellular functions, experimental evolution
would become a prominent tool for systematic strain improvements.

4 Outlook

At present, systems biotechnology and systems metabolic engineering are in the
early stages of development, and technical breakthroughs are required to advance
the development of these areas of study [59, 61, 63]. Systems biology-based
engineering for strain improvement consists of three steps (Fig. 6). The first is data
acquisition. For example, multi-omics analyses provide detailed information on
cellular processes in the strains under study. In the case of the genome-scale
metabolic analysis presented above, the construction of a metabolic model based
on genome analysis and other physiological studies corresponds to this step. In
experimental evolution studies, the first step in strain improvement is the pro-
duction of strains by long-term culture experiments followed by analysis of the
phenotype using techniques such as gene expression profiling. The second step
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involves the analysis of data to determine strategies for strain improvement.
Bioinformatics analysis and computer modeling play essential roles in this step.
Constraint-based flux analysis using genome-scale metabolic models could iden-
tify candidate genes that could be manipulated for strain improvement. Bioin-
formatics analysis of omics data of strains obtained by experimental evolution can
provide insight into the mechanisms responsible for the higher fitness of these
strains, and this information can provide a basis for strain improvement. The third
and final step is the creation of an improved strain based on the data obtained from
the above analysis. This could be achieved by using methods such as gene
manipulation techniques. In some cases, the obtained strains may again be sub-
jected to multi-omics analyses. In other words, the first step may be repeated with
the obtained strain for further strain improvement. To adequately perform these
procedures and to obtain strains with the desired phenotypes, further improve-
ments in methodology are necessary. For example, the prediction accuracy of
genome-scale metabolic simulation should be improved, which might be possible
by integrating multi-omics data. Although the analysis of phenotype-genotype
relationships in experimental evolution is challenging, the accumulation of multi-
omics data is expected to provide a better understanding of phenotype-genotype
relationships in complex cellular dynamics, which could contribute significantly to
the advancement of rational metabolic design.

It is predicted that systems biotechnology and systems metabolic engineering
will have an increasing impact on industrial biotechnology in the future. These
studies might also be important for the synthesis of a minimal cell [39]. Although
key innovations might be necessary, these approaches will create a platform for the
rational design of microorganisms that can be used to produce cheap high-quality
target compounds in large quantities by industrial processes.

3. Construction of strain
Genetic engineering based on 
the data-driven strategy 

2. Data analysis
Multi-omics analysis
Extracting strategy for 
rational strain improvement

1. Data acquisition
Construction of genome-scale 
metabolic model
Experimental evolution

Desired 
strain

•
•

•
•

•

Fig. 6 Summary of systems metabolic engineering for the creation of strains with improved
productivity
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Impacts of Quorum Sensing on Microbial
Metabolism and Human Health

Yang-Chun Yong and Jian-Jiang Zhong

Abstract Bacteria were considered to be lonely ‘mutes’ for hundreds of years.
However, recently it was found that bacteria usually coordinate their behaviors at
the population level by producing (speaking), sensing (listening), and responding
to small signal molecules. This so-called quorum sensing (QS) regulation enables
bacteria to live in a ‘society’ with cell–cell communication and controls many
important bacterial behaviors. In this chapter, QS systems and their signal mole-
cules for Gram-negative and Gram-positive bacteria are introduced. Most inter-
estingly, QS regulates the important bacterial behaviors such as metabolism and
pathogenesis. QS-regulated microbial metabolism includes antibiotic synthesis,
pollutant biodegradation, and bioenergy production, which are very relevant to
human health. QS is also well-known for its involvement in bacterial pathogenesis,
such as iin nfections by Pseudomonas aeruginosa and Staphylococcus aureus.
Novel disease diagnosis strategies and antimicrobial agents have also been
developed based on QS regulation on bacterial infections. In addition, to meet the
requirements for the detection/quantification of QS signaling molecules for
research and application, different biosensors have been constructed, which
will also be reviewed here. QS regulation is essential to bacterial survival
and important to human health. A better understanding of QS could lead better
control/manipulation of bacteria, thus making them more helpful to people.
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1 Introduction

Social and cooperative traits are believed to be the most important characteristics
for human survival and development. Bacteria can easily adapt to various new
environmental conditions, and they have thrived on earth ubiquitously with a much
longer history and wider occupation than humans. However, bacteria were
regarded as deaf mutes for at least 300 years since they were first observed by van
Leeuwenhoek [1]. Scientists questioned how, as a simple single deaf germ, bac-
teria achieved such great success? Recently, researchers discovered that bacteria
do not live as a non-communicating single cell, but they are organized like a
society that shows unique social and cooperative traits [2]. They can use a so-
called ‘‘quorum sensing’’ (QS) mechanism to ‘talk to’ and ‘listen to’ each other,
and hence they can coordinate population behaviors like ‘‘multicellular’’ species
[3]. In general, bacteria synthesize low molecular weight (MW) chemical mole-
cules (serving as signaling molecules called ‘autoinducers’ [AIs]) and release them
into the environment; the concentration of AIs increases with increasing cell
densities; once the AIs (and cell density) reach a threshold concentration (the
quorum), they bind to their cognate receptor and evoke a response (gene expres-
sion) in all individuals of the population [1, 3, 4]. Such a population-level response
is cell-density dependent and was first termed as ‘QS’ by Fuqua in 1994 [5]. By the
QS mechanism, bacteria can sense the population density and carry out some
population behaviors that would be unproductive if done by individuals alone [2].
At present, scientists recognize that communication and cooperation are not
exclusive characteristics for animals but rather are the norm in the bacterial world
[1]. Since it was first described, QS has been identified in various bacterial species
and involves in many important biological processes, including biofilm formation,
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sporulation, virulence and pathogenesis, pollutant biodegradation, secondary
metabolism, and bacteria-host interaction (Fig. 1).

To date, there are several QS systems, including QS in Gram-negative bacteria
mediated by acylated homoserine lactone (AHL), hydroxy-palmitic acid methyl
ester (PAME), diffusive signal factor (DSF), and Pseudomonas quinolone signal
(PQS); QS in Gram-positive bacteria mediated by oligopeptide (known as auto-
inducing peptides (AIP)), and A-factor; and interspecies QS mediated by autoin-
ducer-2 (AI-2). Here, we selected three representative QS systems for a brief
introduction: AHL-mediated QS in Gram-negative bacteria, oligopeptide (known
as [AIP])-mediated QS in Gram-positive bacteria, and AI-2 mediated QS for
interspecies communication (Fig. 2). AHL-mediated QS is widespread in Gram-
negative bacteria. It is comprised of an AHL synthase (LuxI-type family protein)
and an AHL receptor (LuxR-type family transcription regulator). AHL-mediated
QS was first described in the bioluminescent bacterium Vibrio fischeri, in which
the LuxI and LuxR proteins controlled the expression of luxCDABE operon (a
luciferase) ([5], Fig. 2a). LuxI is responsible for the synthesis of the AHL sig-
naling molecule 3OC6HSL (Fig. 3). LuxR is the receptor of 3OC6HSL and the
transcription activator of Lux-controlled genes. Once the 3OC6HSL is produced, it
can freely diffuse into the environment and accumulate with increasing cell den-
sities. When the concentration of 3OC6HSL reaches its threshold, it will interact
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with the LuxR protein to form the LuxR-HSL complex and then activate the
transcription of luxCDABE [3]. As this transcription activation and hence the
luciferase expression could be activated simultaneously in all individual cells at
the population level, V. fischeri could provide enough light for its host Hawaiian
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squid Euprymma scolopes for counterillumination to mask its shadow and avoid
predation [4, 6]. It is worth noting that the LuxI/R QS system usually has positive
feedback for its AHL synthase LuxI [3]. Therefore if the quorum is reached, the
AHL synthesis will be accelerated and the expression of QS controlled targets will
also be rapidly enhanced.

In Gram-positive bacteria, the QS system is usually comprised of modified
oligopeptides (AIP, Fig. 3) as signaling molecules and a two-component type of
histidine kinase as signal sensing and transduction modules [7]. Besides using
different types of signaling molecules, there are two main differences between AIP-
mediated QS and AHL-mediated QS. First, AIP is a modified oligopeptide and
cannot freely diffuse across the cell membrane; it should be exported with the aid of
exporters. Second, the signaling process for AIP-mediated QS is relayed by two-
component histidine kinase. The most typical example of AIP-mediated QS is the
agr system in Staphylococcus aureus ([7, 8]). The agr QS system is encoded by
agrBDCA operon. Gene agrD encodes the precursor of the signaling oligopeptide
(AIP), and AgrB protein is responsible for the oligopeptide exporting and modifi-
cation (add thiolactone ring). AgrC and AgrA consist of a two-component histidine
kinase-response regulator. AgrC is a transmembrane protein that can bind with AIP.
Once AgrC binds with AIP, the intracellular AgrA will be phosphorylated by a two-
step phosphorelay. This phosphorylation can activate AgrA to induce the tran-
scription of target genes. Similar to LuxI/R type QS, the phospho-AgrA can also
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induce the expression of the agrBDCA operon to form a positive feed-back loop.
(Fig. 2b).

Both of AHL- and AIP-mediated QS are involved in intraspecies cell–cell
communication; the AIs and their cognate receptors are species specific and are
only effective in intraspecies communication. In contrast, AI-2 can be synthesized
in a remarkably wide variety of bacterial species and can be recognized by other
species besides the producer [7, 9–11]. Hence, AI-2 mediated QS is an interspecies
cell–cell communication system, and AI-2 is considered to be a universal language
in bacterial world. AI-2 is a furanosyl borate diester (3A-methyl-5,6-dihydrofuro
[2,3-D] [1,3,2] dioxa-borole-2,2,6,6A tetraol in Vibrio harveyi, Fig. 3) synthesized
by LuxS from S-adenosylmethionine (SAM) [12, 13]. The signaling process relied
on several phosphorylation-relay steps [7, 11, 14]. In V. harveyi, the signal-relay
system is comprised of LuxPQ, LuxU, and LuxO (Fig. 2c). At low cell densities,
in the absence of AI-2, LuxQ serves as a kinase and is autophosphorylated. The
phosphate was transduced to LuxU and then transferred to LuxO. Phospho–LuxO
(LuxO–P) then activates the transcription of Qrr1-5 (genes encoding five small
regulatory RNAs (sRNAs)). Qrr sRNAs are master regulators controlling the
transcription of a variety of genes [13, 14]. At high cell densities, once AI-2
reaches its critical concentration, it can be detected by the periplasmic proteins
LuxP and LuxQ complex. Binding with AI-2 will switch the LuxQ from kinase to
phosphatase and result in the dephosphorylation of LuxO–P. Therefore, the Qrr
sRNAs are not transcribed and the response is the switch-off of the Qrr sRNAs
regulation (Fig. 2c) [7].

It was found that some bacteria simultaneously have several QS systems. These
systems may exist in parallel, cross-linked, or hierarchically organized in complex
mode [7, 15]. Based on these QS systems, bacteria are not limited to normal cell–
cell communication but are capable of signal interception or coercion [16], which
allows them to evolve with more sophisticated social traits such as social cheating,
exploitation, and kin-selection [17, 18]. Although some other new QS systems
have been identified in bacteria and QS was found to be not just limited to the
bacterial world, we take the above previously mentioned three typical QS systems
as examples in this chapter to discuss the progress of in QS biosensors and the
impact of QS on microbial metabolism and human health.

2 Impact of QS on Microbial Metabolism

From the beginning of history, humans have been continuously fighting against
and benefiting from the little ‘‘bug’’ of bacteria. Bacterial metabolism is vital to
human health. For example, the metabolic pathways of some virulence factor
synthesis are crucial for pathogen infection in the human body, and they directly
affect human health. In contrast, many other microbial metabolic pathways are
related to biofuel production, antibiotic synthesis, biodegradation and bioelec-
tricity production, which are beneficial and vital to the sustainable development of
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human society and also closely related to human health. In this section, the QS
regulation on microbial metabolism such as fermentation, biodegradation, and
bioelectricity generation are discussed.

2.1 Butanediol Fermentation and Acetate Switch

With fermentable carbon sources, bacteria are able to produce a series of acids by
using mixed-acid fermentation pathways or various neutral end products
(e.g., butanediol or acetoin). The switch to neutral end products allows cells to
prevent lethal acidification by limiting acidic end products production [19].
Recently, QS was identified to directly or indirectly regulate the 2,3-butanediol
pathway in Vibrio cholerae, Serratia plymuthica, Serratia marcescens, and
Aeromonas hydrophila [20–22]. In certain strains of V. cholerae, the QS systems
repressed the aphA expression [23], while AphA showed strong repression on the
acetoin and 2,3-butanediol synthesis pathway [20]. These studies indicated that QS
systems positively regulated 2, 3-butanediol fermentation in V. cholerae. Recently,
it was found that 2,3-butanediol fermentation in S. plymuthica RVH1 and
S. marcescens MG1 is regulated by SplIR or SwrIR QS system [21]. This study
was inspired by an incidental phenomenon in which splI mutant (S. plymuthica
RVH1, deficient in AHL production) grows less well in LB medium compared to
the wild-type strain; the splI mutant led to continued acidification of the medium
and resulted in early growth arrest. Further analysis indicated that inactivation of
QS systems in these two Serratia strains repressed the acetoin and 2,3-butanediol
production and induced the acidic end products. Although the precise mechanism
is still unclear, the evidence clearly indicated that the QS system controlled the
switch to 2,3-butanediol fermentation in S. plymuthica RVH1 and S. marcescens
MG1. Houdt et al. [21] also showed that the AhyIR QS system regulated
the switch from mixed-acids fermentation to 2,3-butanediol fermentation in
A. hydrophila AH-1 N. Hence, it effectively prevented the accumulation of acids
that might lead to lethal acidification and allow further growth using the residual
nutrient sources [21]. Butanediol fermentation is the first central metabolism
identified to be controlled by QS system.

When grown on acetogenic carbon sources (e.g. D-glucose or L-serine), bacteria
can transit from acetate dissimilation (production and secretion) to acetate assimi-
lation (import and utilization) by using an acetate switch at certain conditions [24].
This central regulatory mechanism is crucial for bacteria survival by permitting
bacteria growth rapidly when abundant nutrients are present and allowing cells to
reclaim the secreted acetate in the absence of these nutrients [24]. However, this
switch cannot occur unless the acetate assimilation machinery was activated.
Induction of acs transcription and Acs activation are required to ‘‘flip’’ the acetate
switch [25]. Studer et al. [26] described that wild-type V. fischeri showed an acetate
switch during growth in a glycerol/tryptone-based medium. Interestingly, the
C8HSL synthase (AinS) mutant strain cannot switch from acetate dissimilation to
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assimilation, and the acetate accumulated to a lethal pH of about 4.6. Further
analysis indicated that the ainS mutant showed about 20-fold lower acs transcrip-
tion, which resulted in failure in acetate switch [26]. Meanwhile, the acs
transcription and acetate switch could be restored by AHL complementation in ainS
mutant. The evidence indicated that the AinS QS system regulates the V. fischeri
acetate switch through the acs transcription control [26]. All the evidence indicates
that QS not only plays important roles in non-essential bioprocesses (biofilm
formation, motility), but also is involved in the essential metabolism process at
certain conditions. It also implies the possibility to manipulate the of microbial
metabolism by tuning QS system regulation to produce value-added products.
However, the basic regulation mechanisms and ecological implication still need to
be explored.

2.2 QS Regulation on Antibiotics Synthesis

2.2.1 Carbapenem in Gram-Negative Bacteria

The carbapenems are potent members of the most classic and important b-lactam
antibiotics, which are widely used in chemotherapy, particularly for nosocomial,
multidrug resistant infections [27]. Carbapenems are active against many important
Gram-negative and Gram-positive bacteria, such as S. aureus, Haemophilus spp.,
and Pseudomonas aeruginosa [28]. Different kinds of carbapenems were identified
in the metabolites of Streptomyces, Erwinina, and Serratia [28]. Serratia sp. ATCC
39006 and E. carotovora are able to produce a simple carbapenem antibiotic,
1-carbapen-2-em-3-carboxylic acid (Fig. 4a) [27, 29, 30]. A highly conserved gene
cluster containing nine genes (carRABCDEFGH) was proven to be responsible for
the production of this antibiotic in Serratia sp. ATCC 39006 and Erwinia
carotovora [29, 30]. The carA–E genes are predicted as the structure genes for
carbapenem synthesis, while carF and carG encode proteins are involved in the
b-lactam resistance. The function of carH is unknown. CarR is a transcriptional
activator responsible for the regulation of the remaining car genes [29, 30].
Interestingly, the expression of car operon and antibiotic production showed a cell
density dependent manner that is characteristic of QS regulation [31]. Further
analysis indicated that E. carotovora produced a QS signal molecule 3OC6HSL by
an unlinked CarI. Purified protein CarR binds to its ligand 3OC6HSL with a stoi-
chiometry of two molecules of the ligand per dimer of protein. In the presence of
3OC6HSL, the purified CarR could form a high MW complex with 3OC6HSL and
bind to the promoter upstream of the first of the biosynthetic genes, carA [32, 33].
Therefore, when 3OC6HSL reaches its critical concentration at high cell density,
CarR binds with the 3OC6HSL and multimerizes; the CarR-3OC6HSL then binds
to the lux box of the carA promoter to activate the transcription. Thus, the carba-
penem synthesis in E. carotovora is controlled by CarIR QS system at the tran-
scriptional level [31–34]. In contrast to the LuxIR QS system, the AHL receptor
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CarR shows positive autoregulation in the presence of 3OC6HSL, whereas AHL
synthesis (CarI) is negative feedback repressed by the increasing concentration of
3OC6HSL [33] (Fig. 4a). Due to the sharing of a high identity of car operon to
E. carotovora [30], the carbapenem production in Serratia sp. ATCC 39006 is
expected to be controlled by the CarR/3OC6HSL QS system. Unexpectedly, the lux
biosensor, which responded to 3OC6HSL, failed to detect AHL in Serratia sp.
ATCC 39006. However, C4HSL and C6HSL were detected by using the
Chromobacterium violaceum CV026 bioassay and TLC analysis [30]. More
interestingly, although carbapenem production in Serratia was unsurprisingly
proven to be C4HSL/C6HSL-dependent, the Serratia CarR protein showed AHL-
independent regulatory activity and is functionally interchangeable with the
Erwinia homologue [35]. The pheromone-independent nature of CarR inspired the
researchers to identify a new SmaIR QS system in Serratia sp. ATCC 39006 [30].
SmaI, the homologue of LuxI, directed the synthesis of C4HSL and C6HSL. SmaR,
which is the homologue of LuxR and the receptor of C4HSL/C6HSL, was a tran-
scriptional repressor, an uncommon feature of LuxR-type transcriptional regulators
[36]. In the absence of C4HSL/C6HSL, SmaR repressed the transcription of
car gene cluster. In the presence of C4HSL/C6HSL, SmaR lost the repression
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ability. Transcriptional analysis showed Serratia carR transcription (the
AHL-independent transcriptional activator of car gene cluster, closely paralleled
transcription of carA) is under the control of SmaIR QS system [36]. However, the
QS regulation on carR did not occur directly as the SmaR protein did not bind the
carR promoter as shown in in vitro gel shift assay [37]. Surprisingly, the purified
SmaR directly bound with the carA promoter and C4HSL/C6HSL could abolish
this binding [37]. It suggested that the SmaIR QS system controlled the carbapenem
synthesis in Serratia through both an unclear indirect mode with carR and a direct
control on transcription of structure genes (Fig. 4b). In addition, recent evidence
implied that the AI-2 (produced by LuxS) QS system was also involved in the
carbapenem synthesis in Serratia [38]. This evidence showed the complexity and
diversity of QS regulation on carbapenem biosynthesis, which needs further
investigation.

2.2.2 Phenazine Antibiotics Produced by Pseudomonas

During the past century, approximately 100 natural origin heterocyclic nitrogen-
containing phenazines have been identified, and most of these showed antibiotic
activity toward various plant bacteria and fungi [39–41]. Thus phenazines and their
producers are widely used as biocontrol agents for plant protection. Although a lot of
bacteria species could synthesize phenazine compounds, Pseudomonas spp.
(including P. fluorescens, P. chlororaphis, and P. aeruginosa) were found to be the
main producers [40, 42]. P. fluorescens only produced one phenazine compound of
phenazine-1-carboxylic acid (PCA), while the other two genera simultaneously
produced two or more phenazine compounds, which usually included PCA,
1-hydroxyphenazine (1-OH-PHZ), pyocyanin (5-N-methyl-1-hydroxyphenazine,
PYO), and phenazine-1-carboxamide (PCN) [39, 40]. In most bacterial species,
1-OH-PHZ, PYO and PCN are derived from the common precursor PCA, while the
PCA was synthesized from chorismate. The gene cluster responsible for PCA syn-
thesis has been identified in several strains. Typically, phzABCDEFG, which is
highly conserved among P. aeruginosa, P. chlororaphis, and P. fluorescens, was
characterized and proven to be the biosynthetic operon that is responsible for the
PCA synthesis from the chorismate precursor (Fig. 5). Then, PCA can be modified to
diverse phenazine derivatives by various specific enzymes. In P. aeruginosa, PCA
was transformed to PCN, PYO, and 1-OH-PHZ by PhzH, PhzM/PhzS, and PhzS,
respectively (Fig. 5). Interestingly, the PCA production in Pseudomonas usually
showed a population density-dependent manner; i.e., only a large amount of PCA
was produced in the late exponential growth and early stationary phase, which
suggested the regulation of QS. The QS system PhzI–PhzR was identified in
P. aureofaciens 30–84, P. fluorescens 2–79, and P. chlororaphis PCL1391. Similar
to other AHL-mediated QS systems, the phzI encodes an AHL synthase (side chain
length differs from C4 to C14, with or without hydroxyl group substitution on C-3
position) and phzR encodes its cognate transcription regulator [40, 43]. The phzI and
phzR genes are located directly upstream of the phzABCDEFG gene cluster, and
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positively regulated the transcription of core gene cluster for PCA synthesis through
a well-defined lux box upstream of phzA. However, together with P. aeruginosa
PAO1, another important biocontrol strain Pseudomonas sp. M18 possessed two
complete sets of phzABCDEFG genes that are 99 % homolog, but without phzI and
phzR [44, 45]. The PCA synthesis in P. aeruginosa PAO1 and Pseudomonas sp.
strain M18 was regulated by another AHL-mediated QS system, i.e., RhlI–RhlR.
In this regulatory context, the RhlI–RhlR QS system directly activated the tran-
scription of phzABCDEFG, and thus promoted the PCA synthesis [44, 46, 47]. As the
las and rhl QS systems are organized hierarchically and are interdependent in
P. aeruginosa PAO1 and Pseudomonas sp. M18, the las QS system could regulate the
PCA synthesis through modulation of the rhl QS system [44, 46, 48]. Besides, other
environmental factors such as temperature or other global regulators such as GacA/S
indirectly influenced the phenazine production through transcriptional or posttran-
scriptional regulation on the previously mentioned QS systems [47, 49, 50].

2.2.3 Lantibiotics in Gram-Positive Bacteria

Many Gram-positive bacteria produce small (\10 kDa) ribosomally synthesized
peptide antibiotics (bacteriocins). These bacteriocins are usually categorized into two
classes, i.e., class I (heat stable, post-translationally modified peptides) and class II
(non-modified heat stable peptides) [51]. The great interest in these antimicrobial
peptides biosynthesis is not just because they are potent antimicrobial agents, but also
because they serve as QS pheromones, which in turn regulate the biosynthesis of
themselves. Lantibiotics constitute a unique family of antibiotic peptides with a typical
intracellular thioether bridges called (b-methyl) lanthionines and are the main mem-
bers of class I bacteriocin [52]. Lantibiotics have been studied extensively because of
their unusual structure properties, broad spectrum of antimicrobial activity, and
increasing applications in the food industry [53]. Here we will take nisin and subtilin as
examples to illustrate the QS regulation on lantibiotic synthesis (Fig. 6).
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The genes for nisin and subtilin biosynthesis are organized in clusters, i.e.,
nisABTCIPRKFEG for nisin in Lactococcus lactis and spaBTCSIFEGRK in Bacillus
substilis [54]. The gene clusters contain the structure gene encoding the lantibiotic
precursors (nisA for nisin and spaS for subtilin), genes for post-translational modi-
fication (nisB, nisC and spaB, spaC, respectively), genes for secretion (nisT and spaT,
respectively), genes for immunity (nisIFEG and spaIFEG, respectively), and a two-
component regulation system (nisR, nisK and spaR, spaK, respectively) [54]. Gene
nisP encodes an extracellular protease to remove the leader peptide of pre-nisin, and
this cleavage is achieved by unspecific serine proteases for substilin [55]. Similar to
other antimicrobial peptides, production of nisn and subtilin are inducible by the
extracellularly accumulated peptides [52, 56, 57]. Production of these peptides
usually only startes at the mid- to end-log growth phase, but rapidly reaches the
maximum level at the beginning of stationary growth phase [52]. The rapid and
massive production is achieved by positive feedback; i.e., the base-level antimi-
crobial peptide accumulates with increasing cell density When the concentration of
peptide reaches its threshold, the peptide interactes with its cognate receptor,
resulting in transmembrane signal transduction and leading to induction of the
production of itself [52]. This typical QS regulation trait stimulated researchers to
elucidate the QS regulation mechanism in nisin and substilin biosynthesis.

Introduction of 4-bp deletion in nisA gene of a nisin-producing L. lactis resulted
in loss of nisin production and abolition of DnisA transcription [56]. However, the
transcription of DnisA was restored by the exogenous addition of mature nisn or
nisin analog into the culture medium. Also the induction of the transcription of
DnisA was directly related to the amount of exogenously added nisin. This study
indicates that nisin acts as a pheromone and induces the production of itself [56].
Further analysis showed that the two-component regulation system nisRK is
indispensable for nisin autoregulation [58]. A QS regulatory circuit was also
defined [52]. At the mid- to end-log growth phase, nisin biosynthesis started; the
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extracellular nisin accumulated with increasing cell density. When the extracellular
nisin reached its critical concentration, nisin interacted with the input domain of
sensor kinase protein nisK, and the subsequent phosphortransfer from the sensor
kinase transmitter domain to the receiver domain of the response regulator nisR led
to its activation. The activated nisR would bind to specific nis-box within the
promoter of nisA, which lead to transcription activation and induced nisin
production. Studies also showed that substilin production is regulated by the
spaS–spaRK QS system, which uses substilin (encoded by spaS) as the signaling
molecule, and spaRK as a two-component signal transduction system [52, 57].

2.3 QS Regulation of Pollutants Biodegradation
and Bioelectricity Generation

Although a variety of QS signaling molecules or gene circuits have been identified
in bacteria that were isolated from pollutant treatment systems [59–63], only a few
reports mentioned the involvement of QS in pollutant biodegradation [63–65].
Valle et al. isolated several AHL-producing bacteria from activated sludge and
investigated the effect of AHL on its phenol biodegradation ability [59]. Without
AHL addition, the phenol biodegradation by activated sludge was reduced at day
10 and completely lost at day 14. However, with the daily addition of 2 lM AHL
mixture, phenol biodegradation ability of activated sludge remained stable at day
14 [59]. This is the first report on the effect of QS signals on pollutant treatment.
They explained that the improvement on the performance of activated sludge was
due to the change of the microbial community which was induced by AHL
addition [59]. However, that work did not show any evidence about for the QS
effect on bacterial biodegradation ability or the metabolism of pollutants. Although
the mechanism is not mentioned, Kang and Park described an observation that QS
signal elimination would lead to a reduction in hexadecane biodegradation by
Acinetobacter sp. strain DR1 [64]. Recently, we isolated a strain of P. aeruginosa
that could degrade broad-spectrum aromatics. This strain contained an active
RhlIR QS system according to genetic analysis and biosensor detection [63]. AHL
production was detected by C. violaceum CV026 during aromatics biodegradation.
By using TLC and HPLC–MS/MS analysis, C4HSL and C6HSL were identified in
its culture supernatant during phenol biodegradation. Interestingly, deletion of
rhlI or rhlIR repressed the phenol biodegradation compared to the wild-type strain,
and it could be reversed by complementation with wild-type rhlI or rhlIR,
respectively. This repression by rhlI deletion could be relieved by exogenously
adding AHL extracts or synthetic BHL. One report indicated that the RhlIR QS
system is involved in the regulation of aromatics biodegradation by P. aeruginosa
[63]. This report showed concrete evidence that the QS system is involved in the
bacterial biodegradation ability. Further evidence on transcriptional and enzymatic
levels indicated that the RhlIR QS system improved the catechol meta-cleavage
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pathway but with no effect on the first degradation step of phenol hydroxylation
(unpublished data). It further suggested that the QS regulates metabolism of pol-
lutants’ biodegradation.

Besides environmental pollution, another serious problem that the human have
encountered is the energy crisis. Microbial fuel cells (MFCs) are considered to be a
promising ‘‘two birds, one stone’’ solution for simultaneous clean energy genera-
tion and pollutant treatment [66–69]. The bacteria in MFC could convert the
chemical energy stored in the waste organic matters to bioelectricity by intracel-
lular metabolism and extracellular electron transfer pathways (Fig. 7). Venkatar-
aman et al. reported that retS knockout, which might indirectly activate the QS
system, resulted in an increase in the current generation by P. aeruginosa (70).
Recently, we proposed a novel mechanism in the reinforcement of the current
output in the P. aeruginosa MFC, i.e., alteration of the electron transfer system to a
more efficient electron shuttle by overexpressing the QS cassette [71] and Fig. 8).
It was found that P. aeruginosa could use different electron shuttles in an MFC
under different QS expression patterns, and the bioelectricity could be significantly
improved by overexpression of the rhlIR QS system. In a dual-chamber MFC, the
wild-type P. aeruginosa strain mainly used an electron shuttle (rather than phen-
azines) with a high mid-point potential of 0.20 V (vs. Ag/AgCl–KCl saturated
electrode). This high mid-point potential is much closer to the cathodic potential
(*0.3 V) and is believed to be unfavorable for electricity output (Fig. 8). As
expected, the wild-type strain only delivered a low current output (*2.3 lA/cm2).
However, upon overexpression of the rhl QS system in this wild-type strain, the
electron shuttle with high mid-point potential disappeared and more strikingly it
was substituted by phenazines, which have a relatively low mid-point potential.
According to HPLC analysis, the phenazine electron shuttles produced by the QS
overexpression strain were pyocyanin and phenazine-1-carboxylate, which had a
mid-point potential of -0.17 and -0.28 V, respectively. The substitution of high
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mid-potential electron shuttles with low ones directly led to an increase of about 1.6
times of the current output (*6.0 lA/cm2) [71]. The results indicated that QS
played important roles in bacterial electrochemical behavior.

Taken together, QS was proven to be involved in pollutant biodegradation and
bioelectricity production. It may be expected to be an alternative to the solution for
cleaner environment and cheaper bioenergy.

2.4 QS Regulatory Network for Synthetic Biology

Synthetic biology is an emerging and fast-moving field includes novel cellular
behavior programming for a variety of applications [72–74]. Scientists believed that
synthetic biology would be promising to provide solutions for many of the major global
problems such as famine, disease, and energy crises [75]. The ultimate goal of synthetic
biology is to build synthetic cells module by module—a bottom-up strategy, just like
assembling a jumbo jet from a list of mechanical parts [75]. Although it is a long way
from such a goal, a lot of genetic parts/circuits have been constructed, such as logic
gates, bistable toggle switches, and oscillators. Because of the fancy molecule response
characteristics of QS, it was widely used as the building block for genetic circuit
construction. For example, an artificial genetic AND gate was constructed based on the
hybrid promoter of PluxI–lacO and constitutively expressed LuxR and LacI [76]. The
gene expression under this hybrid promoter can only be activated upon simultaneous
addition of two kinds of activators (OHHL and IPTG). Thus, this minimal circuit
showed logical AND response for induction with OHHL and IPTG. At the early stage,
most constructed genetic parts mainly focused on single-cell behavior because sto-
chastic gene expression caused cell–cell variation in a bacterial population. QS that
realizes cooperative behavior at the population level could provide powerful tools for
synthetic biology to coordinate microbial population dynamics and to engineer bac-
terial population behavior [74]. For example, a synthetic predator–prey ecosystem
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consisting of two Escherichia coli populations was constructed by using a QS circuit to
achieve bi-directional communication [77]. In this ecosystem, the predator cells can
produce a QS signaling molecule that will activate the suicide gene to kill the prey cells.
In contrast, the prey cells can also produce another QS signaling molecule to induce the
expression of an antidote protein and then rescue the predator cells. The QS com-
munication system ensured these bacterial behaviors could be coordinated at the
population level. More interestingly, this synthetic ecosystem displayed defined eco-
behaviors, such as competition or predation depending on the specific experimental
conditions [76]. In all, QS is a vital building block in synthetic biology and should be
crucial to future synthetic living systems, which are expected to substantially change
our life-styles.

3 QS Biosensors

During the past decades, QS was proven to play important roles in many essential
bioprocesses, which including microbial metabolism (primary and secondary
metabolism), pathogenesis (host colonization, invasion, antibiotic resistance, etc.),
plasmid conjugation, motility, and biofilm formation [1, 78]. The importance of
QS led to a burst of research on QS mechanism and development of tools for QS
signaling molecule detection/quantification. Because AIs are difficult to detect by
conventional physical and chemical methods, biosensors that provide rapid and
cost-effective alternatives have attracted much attention [2, 79]. During the past
decades, there have been a series of QS signaling molecules identified in different
bacterial systems (Fig. 3). Meanwhile, a large number of AI-specific receptors
have been identified, which provided the possibility to construct various biosensors
to meet research and application needs.

3.1 Biosensors for AHL, AIP, and AI-2

The AHL-mediated QS system is the most intensively studied cell–cell communi-
cation system, and various bacterial biosensors were constructed for the detection/
quantification of AHL in samples ([80], Table 1). LuxR-type proteins usually
specifically recognize AHLs produced by its cognate LuxI-type synthase. Therefore,
various LuxR-type proteins have been used as detectors for AHL biosensors. For
detection of short-chain AHL (C4–C8), LuxR (V. fischeri), TraR (Agrobacterium
tumefaciens), CviR (Chromobacterium violaceum), AhyR (A. hydrophyla), RhlR
(P. aeruginsoa), or SmaR (Serratia sp.) have been used as the sensing module
[2, 81–83]. For long-chain AHL detection (C10–C16), LasR (P. aeruginosa) and
SinR (Sinorhizobim meliloti) have been used [84, 85]. The output modules, which
usually are bioluminescent, b-galactosidase, or fluorescence genes, are reassembled
downstream of the LuxR-type regulator controlled promoters [80]. In the presence
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of its cognate AHL, the LuxR-AHL complex could activate the transcription of the
output module and hence result in luminescence, enzyme activity, or fluorescence
(reviewed in [80]). In addition, natural pigments are used as the output module. The
pigments chosen usually are natural AHL controlled ones. Therefore, the simple
design idea is to change the pigment production control from self-synthesized AHL
to exogenously added AHL. By mutation on AHL synthase, the self-synthesized
AHL is abolished and the QS-regulated pigment production can respond to the
exogenous AHL [2, 82, 83]. C. violaceum CV026, which was constructed based on
the CviI/R QS system, is a commonly used biosensor for C6HSL [82]. C. violaceum
CV026 is a cviI mutant without AHL production, and its violacin (purple pigment)
production responded to the exogenously added C6HSL. However, strain CV026

Table 1 Typical biosensors for detection of QS signaling molecules

Strain/Plasmid Host QS system used Most sensitive AI
detected

Ref

pYC-rhlR P. aeruginosa
(rhlI-rhlR-)

RhlI/R C4HSL [2]

C. violaceum CV026 C. violaceum (cvi-) CviI/R C6HSL [82]
pSB401 E. coli LuxI/R 3OC6HSL [179]
pSF105 ? pSF107 P. fluorescens PhzI/R 3OHC6HSL [180]
pAS-C8 Broad host range CepI/R C8HSL [181]
PJZ384 ? PJZ410 ? PJZ372 A. tumefaciens TraI/R 3OC8HSL [105]
PSB1075 E. coli LasI/R 3OC12HSL [177]
BB170 V. harveyi

(luxN::tn5Kan)
LuxS AI-2 [94]

MM32 V. harveyi
(luxN::cm, luxS::
tn5Kan)

LuxS AI-2 [95]

pRN7035 Staphylococcus
aureus (agrD-)

agr S. aureus AIPs
(Based on
host)

[91]

pRN7062 S. aureus (agr-null) agr Group I AIPs (S.
aureus)

[91]

pRN7105 S. aureus (agr-null) agr Group II AIPs (S.
aureus)

[91]

pRN7131 S. aureus (agr-null) agr Group III AIPs
(S. aureus)

[182]

pRN7107 S. aureus (agr-null) agr Group IV AIPs
(S. aureus)

[91]

BD2876 B. subtilis (comQ-) com (B. substilis
168)

Group I ComX [183]

BD3020 B. subtilis (comQ-) com (B. subtilis
RO-E-2)

Group II ComX [92]

BD2962 B. subtilis (comQ-) com (B.
mojavensis
RO-H-1)

Group III ComX [183]

BD2877 B. subtilis (comQ-) com (B. substilis
natto NAF4)

Group IV ComX [183]
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can respond to other AHLs (C63OHSL, C8HSL, and C4HSL) although with less
activity than the natural C. violaceum AHL (C6HSL). More interestingly, the vi-
olacin induced by short chain AHL (C4–C8) can be inhibited by long-chain AHLs
(C10–C12) [82]. By quantification of extraction of the induced violacin by spec-
trophotometer, Blosser and Gray developed a quantification method for C6HSL by
using another C. violaceum mutant CVblu [86]. Recently, we constructed a C4HSL
biosensor by using an RhlI/R QS system [2] (Fig. 9). Similarly, a C4HSL-negative
mutant was constructed and an overexpressed RhlR was used as the AHL sensing
module. The engineered P. aeruginosa can produce a blue–green pigment in a
specific response to the exogenous C4HSL. By optimization of the sensing condi-
tions, a high sensitivity (104-fold more than CV026, and 300-fold more than LC–
MS) for C4HSL quantification was achieved (Fig. 10). When applied in pollutant
samples, the selected host strain P. aeruginosa CGMCC 1.860 is an aromatic
resistant strain. Remarkably, this biosensor was successfully applied for C4HSL
quantification in environment samples with toxic aromatic pollutants [2].

Regarding the genetic polymorphism of the AIP QS system, the AIP sensing/
response system in Gram-positive bacteria is highly specific [87, 88]. For example,
S. aureus has been divided into four groups based on the specific interactions
between AIP and ArgC [89, 90]. Each group produced the structurally distinct AIP
(different amino acid sequences and lengths), and only activated the agr response
in itself and in the same group members, but showed intra-group inhibition on
agr response [88, 90]. Therefore, a series of AIP biosensors have been constructed
for application in different species and groups (Table 1). The most common AIP
biosensors are constructed in the AIP gene mutant (e.g., agrD mutant of S. aureus,
comQ mutant of Bacillus species) of itself or the same group members. The
reporter genes (gfp, yfp, lacZ, lux, etc., optimized for expression in Gram-positive
bacteria) are usually harbored on plasmids and transcriptional fused reporter genes
with the AIP QS controlled promoters (e.g., P3 promoter in agr system in
S. aureus, srfA promoter in com system in Bacillus) (Table 1). These biosensors
use the host-expressed AIP receptors (e.g., AgrC in S. aureus) to detect the

Spectrophotometric
detection

rhlR

RhlR

pigment

BHL in sample

pigment synthesis genes

Pigment synthesis in response to BHLBHL diffusion Pigment secretion

Fig. 9 The schematic illustration of the pigment-based whole-cell BHL biosensor (modified
from Ref. [2])
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exogenous AIP, process the signaling based on the AIP QS system in the host, and
then activate the reporters by the inducible promoters (Fig. 3). This kind of
biosensor can only specifically respond to the AIP of itself or the same group.
However, by heterogeneously expressing another group AgrC in agrC and agrD
double mutant, the strain of S. aureus could be converted to detect other groups of
AIP [91]. Similarly, the ComX pheromones in Bacillus are defined as four
different groups [92]. Biosensors for different groups of ComX were constructed in
a Bacillus substilis mutant (comQ::Kan, ComQ is responsible for the maturation of
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ComX precursor) by replacing the original comXP genes with another comXP that
belongs to other groups [93].

For AI-2 detection, a well-known QS reporter kit (designed for detection of QS
molecule AI-2 in Vibrio, ATCC # BAA 1116–1121) was developed by Bassler et al.
(V. harveyi BB170 (luxN::tn5Kan) and V. harveyi MM32 (luxN::cm, luxS::
tn5Kan)) is commonly used [94, 95]. Because the AI-2 QS system regulates the
luciferase operon in V. harveyi, V. harveyi should be a suitable host for biosensor
construction by rewiring the bioluminescence with exogenous AI-2. In V. harveyi,
there is another QS system that used AI-1 (N-(3-hydroxybutanoyl)-L-homoserine
lactone) as a signaling molecule interfering with the AI-2 signaling process [7].
Therefore, both of the AI-2 biosensors, BB170 and MM32, had an insertion
mutation on the LuxN receptor needed for AI-1 detection [94]. They only
responded to exogenous AI-2 by producing induced luminescence [94]. Because its
original LuxS is intact in BB170, BB170 can synthesize AI-2 and produce low
base-level bioluminescence without exogenous AI-2. It is also widely used as a
simple tool for a qualitative test for the production of AI-2 in various bacteria
[96–98]. However, for BB170 detection, supernatants from V. harveyi BB152
(luxLM::Tn5; AI-1-; AI-2+) and MM77 (luxLM::Tn5, luxS::Tn5; AI-1-; AI-2-) are
usually required to serve as positive and negative controls [99]. By mutation on AI-
2 synthase LuxS and AI-1 receptor LuxN, the strain MM32 thus produced no
endogenous AI-2 and only responded to exogenous AI-2; it showed better perfor-
mance than BB170 with lower base-level luminescence [95]. However, it should be
noted that these biosensors were sensitive to growth conditions (such as pH and
glucose) and bioluminescence could be inhibited by a high concentration of AI-2
[100–103].

3.2 Improvement on QS Biosensors

Even though a number of QS biosensors have been constructed so far, there are only
a few reports on QS biosensor improvement. By using genetic and protein engi-
neering strategies, one can expect to enhance the biosensor sensitivity, as well as
the wide or narrow substrate spectrum [104]. It is reasonable to expect to enhance
the biosensor sensitivity by engineering the sensor module (higher concentration of
sensor module or higher bounding activity with target). Overexpression of the
LuxR-type protein is confirmed as a useful strategy to synthesze more AHL
detectors intracellularly and hence enhance the sensitivity of AHL biosensors
[2, 105]. By overexpression of RhlR using a multi-copy plasmid, the sensitivity of a
C4HSL biosensor was significantly enhanced [2]. Also, by using T7 expression
system to overproduce TraR, the limit of detection (3 pM for 3OC8HSL) for this
biosensor was reduced by at least 100-fold [105]. Moreover, Ling et al. constructed
a P. aeruginosa biosensor for detection of a broad spectrum of AHLs by using a
reporter plasmid containing tacp-lasR, tacp-rhlR, and lasB’-lacZ [106]. This
reporter plasmid confers to non-signaling P. aeruginosa the ability to respond to a
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wide variety of exogenous AHLs (C4HSL, C6HSL, 3OC6HSL, C7HSL, C12HSL,
and 3OC12HSL) by induction of b-galactosidase [107]. Another versatile plasmid
that tandemly assembles 8 luxI-family gene promoters (luxI, cviI, ahlI, rhlI, cepI,
phzI, traI, and ppuI) upstream of a promoterless lacZ gene was constructed by
Steindler et al. [108]. This plasmid biosensor was demonstrated to be useful to
identify QS LuxR-family orphans in bacterial strains not producing AHLs [108]. If
it is co-transformed with plasmid harboring different LuxR-type receptors, a super
biosensor that could detect much a very broad spectrum of AHLs would be
expected.

By using site-directed mutagenesis or direct evolution, a series of autoinducer
receptor variants that respond to different AHLs at different levels and specificities
were obtained [109–112]. By two-generation screening of the variants exhibiting
increased response to C8HSL (only showing a weak interaction with wild-type
LuxR) in LuxR mutant libraries (constructed by error-prone PCR and DNA
shuffling), a LuxR-G2E variant that maintained a wild-type response to 3OC6HSL
(the native AHL) and showed 100-fold increase in sensitivity to C8HSL was
obtained [109]. As a result, LuxR-G2E could detect a much broader substrate
spectrum (C5HSL, C6HSL, 3OC6HSL, C8HSL, C10HSL, C12HSL, 3OC12HSL,
C14HSL) than the wild type [109, 111]. By an additional two rounds of directed
evolution based on LuxR-G2E, the substrate spectrum was further broadened;
LuxR-G4E obtained showed a strong response to C4HSL, which could not be
detected by G2E [110]. In contrast, a specificity-enhancing variant of LuxR-G2E,
which only responded to straight-chain AHL but no longer responded to
3OC6HSL and 3OC12HSL, was obtained by using a novel dual positive–negative
selection system [111]. The alternation in autoinducer specificity of TraR or AgrC
was also achieved by site-directed mutagenesis [109, 112]. Three residue changes
in the AgrC-IV receptor were identified to be sufficient to convert the AIP rec-
ognizing specificity to AgrC-I [112]. Although most of these studies did not focus
on biosensors, these AI receptor variants with different specificities and sensitiv-
ities could be used for biosensor construction, and improvement in specificity or
sensitivity would be expected. The results of these studies imply that the biosensor
specificity and sensitivity could be efficiently manipulated by engineering the AI
receptors with various molecular strategies such as directed evolution, site-
directed mutagenesis, and promoter engineering. Moreover, in the near future,
with adequately detailed structure–function information on autoinducer receptor,
we can expect computational design of new receptors with desired specificity and
sensitivity [113, 114] to have customized QS biosensors.

Most of the reported QS biosensors were constructed for pure laboratory
research use (for detection of samples with several extraction/purification steps
and in well-defined culture condition), while a few efforts have been made toward
their application in real environmental samples. Intended for application in sam-
ples containing toxic pollutants, we previously isolated aromatics resistant P.
aeruginosa from rubber rubbish and used it as a host strain to construct a whole-
cell biosensor for quantification of C4HSL in wastewater samples [2]. As
expected, the biosensor response was not affected by toxic aromatics, and it was
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demonstrated to be successfully applied in synthetic and real wastewater samples
(Fig. 10). Two in situ AHL biosensors were also constructed recently [115, 116].
By using an indigenous soil bacterium as the host strain, a biosensor containing a
PluxI controlled gfp-reporter plasmid was constructed [115]. This biosensor was
introduced into compost soil microcosms; after incubation, cells were harvested
and analyzed by flow cytometry. By using this in situ technology, the AHL-
producing microcosms were successfully discriminated [115]. Another approach
for in situ AHL monitoring used a self-transmissible biosensor plasmid. Lum-
jiaktase et al. [116] constructed a RP4 replicon based AHL biosensor plasmid. This
plasmid could self-spread within mixed biofilm, and it was applied for in situ
identification of AHL-producing bacteria in lake sediment [116].

4 Effect of QS on Pathogen Infection and its Application
in Diagnosis and Drug Discovery

4.1 QS Regulation on Pathogen Infection

The pathogen infection process is like a war between pathogens and human
defense systems (immune defense and antimicrobial agents’ treatment). Surpass-
ing and overtaking the human defenses is the main goal for pathogens in achieving
successful infections. The QS systems provide a sophisticated mechanism for
pathogens to escape from the host immune defense at the early colonization stage,
and to overwhelm and destroy the host defenses by rapid production of massive
virulence factors once the population expands to a critical level (reviewed in
[117–119]). In addition, QS systems also render antibiotic resistant strategies for
pathogens to fight against the antimicrobial treatment [120–123]. Therefore, there
is great interest in elucidating the QS effect on pathogenesis, which will provide
insights on pathogen infection and the opportunity to develop new diagnostic or
treatment tools. Here, we take two significant pathogens as examples to briefly
introduce QS regulation on Gram-negative and Gram-positive bacterial infections.

4.1.1 Pseudomonas aeruginosa

P. aeruginosa is an important opportunistic pathogen that is commonly involved in
nosocomial infections and burn wound infection; it is a leading cause of death in
cystic fibrosis (CF) lung disease [124, 125]. So far, at least three QS systems have
been identified in P. aeruginosa and are proven to be involved in its pathogenesis [15]
(Fig. 11). Two of these are LasIR and RhlIR QS systems, which use 3OC12HSL and
C4HSL as signaling molecules, respectively [126–129]. The third QS system is an
AHL-independent system that consists of a LysR-type regulator PqsR and the
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pseudomonas quinolone signal (PQS, 2-heptyl-3-hydroxy-4-quinolone) called PQS
system [130, 131].

P. aeruginosa usually secretes a variety of extracellular virulence determinants
to kill or change signal transduction in mammalian cells. However, expression of
these toxins is metabolically expensive [132]; early secretion of toxins will trigger
the innate immunity system, which is a disaster for pathogens. Therefore, toxin
expression should be exquisitely regulated so that it is secreted at the right time
and location [132]. It has been determined that most of the virulence factors are
regulated by the fine-tuned QS systems in P. aeruginosa [133]. According to
transcriptome analysis, the las and rhl QS systems controlled the transcription of
over 300 genes, representing about 6 % of the P. aeruginosa genome [134]. These
include a large number of virulent genes such as lasAB, rhlAB, hcnABC, and
phzCDE [134]. By comparative analysis between site-specific QS gene deletion
mutants and wild-type strains, las and rhl QS systems were found to regulate the
production of multiple virulence factors including elastase [135], alkaline protease
[136], hydrogen cyanide [137], exotoxin A [138], rhamnolipid [139], pyocyanin
[140], and lectins [141] (Fig. 6). More interestingly, an additional timing regula-
tion mechanism (suggested at the LasR and RhlR receptor level) besides AHL
accumulation may exist to ensure that the virulence factors are produced at the
right time [134]. The PQS system has been shown to control several virulence
factors, such as pyocyanin, elastase, and lectin [118, 142] (Fig. 6). Because the
three QS systems are cross-linked, one specific virulence factor might be simul-
taneously regulated by two or three systems; this regulation may occur in parallel,
crossover, or hierarchically [15] (Fig. 6). Besides various virulent weapons,
P. aeruginosa evolved some defense helmets such as the formation of biofilm and
resistance to multiple antibiotics, which were also regulated by QS systems
[143, 144]. In addition, in vivo and clinical studies also confirmed the importance
of QS regulation on P. aeruginosa infection. Both C4HSL and 3OC12HSL have
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been detected in sputum from P. aeruginosa infected patients with CF [145, 146].
Studies on various animal infection models showed that mutation on QS regulon
leads to less severe tissue destruction, reduced pneumonia, reduced infections
dissemination, and reduced mortality compared to wild-type P. aeruginosa [147–
152]. These results indicate that QS systems are active during P. aeruginosa
infection and functional QS systems play essential roles in acute or chronic
infections (Table 2).

4.1.2 Staphylococcus aureus

S. aureus is a typical Gram-positive pathogen that uses QS to control its patho-
genesis [118]. S. aureus is considered to be another versatile and dangerous human
pathogen. It causes multiple high mortality infections such as bacteremia, endo-
carditis, sepsis, and toxic shock syndrome (reviewed in [153, 8]). S. aureus is very
dangerous to humans not just because of its capability to produce a diverse arsenal
of virulence factors and its increasing resistance to multi-antibiotics [8], but also
because it is commensally colonized in 30 to 50 % of healthy adults [153]. Agr
The QS system is responsible for its switch from a colonizing commensal bac-
terium to an aggressive pathogen [118, 154]. The agr system in S. aureus has been

Table 2 Typical antibiotics biosynthesis controlled by QS systems

Antibiotics Strain QS system involved Ref

Carbapenem Serratia sp. ATTCC 39006 SmaI/R [30]
E. carotovora CarI/R [33]
Serratia sp. ATTCC 39006 LuxS [38]

Prodigiosin Serratia sp. ATTCC 39006 SmaI/R [30]
S. marcescens ATCC 274 LuxS [38]

Thailandamide Burkholderia thailandensis ThaA/? [184]
Phenazines P. chlororaphis 30–84 PhzI/R [185]

P. fluorescens 2–79 PhzI/R [180]
P. chlororaphis PCL1391 PhzI/R [186]
P. aeruginosa PAO1 RhlI/R, PQS [15, 140]
Pseudomonas sp. M18 RhlI/R [44, 46]

Pimaricin Streptomyces natalensis PimM/PI [187, 188]
Mupirocin P. fluorescens NCIMB 10586 MupI/R [189]
Pyoluteorin Pseudomonas sp. M18 RhlI/VqsR [190, 191]

PQS [192]
Pyrrolnitrin B. cepacia CepI/R [193]

Serratia plymuthica SplI/R [194]
Bactobolin B. thailandensis E264 BtaI2/R2 [195]
Fosfomycin Streptomyces fradiae FomR/? [196]
Nisin L. lactis Nisin/NisRK [56]
Subtilin B. subtilis Subtilin/SpaRK [57]
Blp Bacteriocins Streptococcus thermophilus Blp/BlpRH [197]
Plantaricin Lactobacillus plantarum Plantarcin/PlnB/PlnC/D [198]
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studied as a model QS system in Gram-positive bacteria as introduced in Sect. 1,
and its effect on S. aureus infections will be discussed here.

According to transcriptomic and proteomic analyses, over 20 virulent genes are
regulated by the agr QS system [155, 156]. As described in Sect. 1 and Fig. 2b, agr
regulation is mainly relies on the P3 promoter controlled RNAIII. RNAIII is a 514-nt
bifunctional RNA, i.e., mRNA encoding d-hemolysin and a regulatory RNA [156,
157]. The regulatory RNA RNAIII is the QS effector that regulates a variety of
virulence factors. The agr response virulence factors are comprised of two groups,
i.e., cell surface factors (group I) responsible for early-stage attachment to host cells
and evasion of host innate immune systems, and extracellular virulence factors
(group II) responsible for the invasion and toxin production [118, 156]. Murphy et al.
[156] showed that cell surface associated factors are predominately expressed during
early-log-phase and repressed by the agr system at high cell densities. The extra-
cellular virulence factors, including exoenzymes and toxins, are produced at the
basal level during early-log-phase and upregulated by the agr system at high cell
densities [156]. This agr regulation mechanism facilitated the initial S. aureus col-
onization on host cells and strictly repressed the expression of exoenzymes and
toxins to evade the host immune system during the early stage. The upregulation of
exoenzymes and toxins facilitates the bacteria to rapidly invade the host cells and
causes disease when high cell density is reached. In contrast to P. aeruginosa, the QS
system activates the detachment of biofilm in S. aureus by repressing the group I
factors that are responsible for biofilm formation at high cell densities [158]. The
detached cells can colonize other sites to cause a spreading invasion or infect other
persons to cause person-to-person transmission [8, 153]. Although the mechanism is
still controversial, it is in line with its metastatic infections and high frequency
observations of acquired nosocomial infections [153].

4.2 QS as a Potential Biomarker for Pathogen Detection
and Disease Diagnosis

As described previously, a considerable amount of in vitro and in vivo evidences
shows that QS plays an important role in pathogen infections. Therefore,
researchers hypothesized that QS may serve as a biomarker for diagnostic pur-
poses in the management of bacteria-related diseases [159, 160].

Some PCR-based methods have been developed to use QS as a biomarker to
specifically detect various pathogens [161–163]. By designing a set of primers
targeting the QS genes of pathogens, some pathogens were specifically detected and
the presence of pathogens in various samples was rapidly discriminated [161–163].
For example, by using a set of primers targeting sdiA QS genes in Salmonella spp., a
total of 101 different serotypes of Salmonella (155 strains) could be specifically
detected [81 non-Salmonella strains (24 different species) showed negative results].
Moreover, this PCR-based method was successfully applied to specifically detect
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Salmonella in contaminated human fecal samples with a detection limit of 102

CFU/g [161]. Although the PCR-based diagnostic method could specifically check
for the presence of the targeting pathogen, it is hard to provide information about
the QS activity in the infected samples. However, the activity of QS is much more
important than its existence for determining the infection stage. For example, the
activation of QS is the key step to switch S. aureus from a commensal to an
aggressive pathogen (Sect. 4.1.2). Specific quantification of QS signaling molecules
or effectors, which was the advantage of biosensor, could give us insight into the
activity of QS.

Various biosensor systems for the detection/quantification of QS signaling
molecules have been developed (introduced in Sect. 4). Kumari et al. attempted to
detect AHLs in clinical samples and test whether AHL could be employed as a
biomarker for bacteria-related disorders by using the gfp-based biosensing system
[160]. They successfully detected the presence of AHLs in saliva and stool sam-
ples. More interestingly, the levels of AHLs were significantly different between
samples from healthy volunteers and samples from patients with Crohn’s disease
[159, 160]. The difference was further confirmed by using HPLC–MS/MS analysis
[159]. Although it is difficult to conclude the precise relationship between AHLs
(type and concentration) and the bacteria-related disorder due to the limited
number of samples analyzed, they suggested that QS signaling molecules may be
potential biomarkers for the diagnosis of bacteria-related diseases [159, 160].
However, special attention should be paid to the following aspects: A significant
number of clinical samples should be carefully analyzed to test whether QS sig-
naling molecules could be considered as biomarkers for each specific disease.
Before testing, rigorous studies should be conducted to assess analytical perfor-
mance when applied to such clinical samples. Notably, the co-existence of dif-
ferent QS signaling molecules may cause cross-inhibition on biosensor detection
(e.g., long-chain AHL would inhibit violacin of C. violaceum CV026, which
responded to short-chain AHL). The concentration of QS signaling molecules is
much lower at the early infection stage, which might result in negative results by
biosensor diagnosis for early diagnosis. Therefore, a combination of PCR and the
QS biosensor method could provide comprehensive information about QS during
pathogen infection. However, a combination of QS diagnosis with another con-
ventional strategy has been strongly suggested for pathogen infection diagnosis,
and the sensitivity of QS biosensor should be improved for early diagnosis.

4.3 QS as an Antimicrobial Target for Drug Discovery

Considering the increasing antibiotic resistance and threat of postantibiotic era
[164, 165], new strategies to combat microbial infections has attracted much
attention. The selective pressure/motivation for bacterial resistance evolution is the
stress imposed by conventional antibiotics that are aimed at bacterial viability
[165, 166]. New strategies targeting the functions essential for infections rather
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than bacterial viability have been investigated over the past decades [164]. Anti-
virulence, which did not impose any growth stress and thus no risk of resistance,
was considered to be a promising strategy [164, 165].

As described in Sect. 3.1, a QS system acting as a global regulator controlled a
variety of virulence factors in many clinically important pathogens. Moreover, many
QS-deficient pathogens lost the ability to infect or at least caused less severe
infections. Therefore, interference with the QS system was considered to be a
compelling approach to fight against microbial infections [165]. Theoretically,
interruption in any step of the QS regulatory circuit (autoinducer synthesis, autoin-
ducer-receptor interaction, signal transduction, etc.) would abolish its regulation on
microbial infection. Based on the different targets, the identified inhibitors or
antagonists could be divided into at least four groups. The group I inhibitors target
autoinducer synthesis and accumulation. SAM (S-adenosylmethionine) analogs
(interfering with AHL synthesis) [167] and SRH (S-ribosyl-L-homocysteine) ana-
logs (interfering with AI-2 synthesis) [168, 169] are the main representatives of this
group. In addition, enzymes with autoinducer degradation abilities (review in [170])
and antibodies that sequestrate the autoinducers [171] could abolish pheromone
accumulation and disrupt the QS. Autoinducer receptors are the target of Group II
inhibitors/antagonists. Analogs of autoinducers are a large family of this group. The
various analogs with QS inhibition activity could bind to the autoinducer receptors to
prevent interaction with its actual autoinducer, resulting in disruption of QS [172].
The signal transduction process and the downstream QS effectors are the targets of
groups III and IV, respectively. These two groups are mainly composed of the
inhibitors of peptide-dependent and AI-2 QS systems.

By using QS bioreporter strains for in vitro screening, researchers identified a
large number of potential QS inhibitors or antagonists (reviewed in [172]) from
synthetic or natural compound libraries. Most of the inhibitors and antagonists
showed strong inhibition on the production of virulence factors by important
pathogens [172]. For example, two inhibitors that resembled the acyl-homoserine
lactone molecule were screened out from a library of 200,000 compounds by using
an ultra-high throughput in vitro screening based on PAO-MW1 bioreporter strains
[173]. More importantly, one of these two inhibitors (12-carbon aliphatic tail
attached to a phenyl ring) inhibited 129 QS-controlled genes in P. aeruginosa
PAO1 at a concentration of 100 lM. With the addition of this inhibitor, the py-
ocyanin production was inhibited by about 90 % and elastase production was
reduced by 60 % [173]. Remarkably, the in vivo anti-virulence/anti-infection
activity of several inhibitors or antagonists has been confirmed in different animal
infection models [171, 172, 174]. Interestingly, some inhibitors/antagonists dis-
rupted QS with several different mechanisms. For example, the well-known hal-
ogenated furanone, (5Z)-4-bromo-5-(bromomethylene)-3-butyl-2(5H)-furanone,
showed broad-spectrum QS inhibition activity by interfering with AHL receptors
[175, 176] or inhibiting AI-2 synthase LuxS [177]. To date, a large series of
inhibitors and antagonists of the bacterial QS system have been identified
(reviewed in [172]), and most of these showed strong inhibition on production of
virulence factors. Although many potential inhibitors/antagonists have been
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obtained, more in vivo research should be conducted to address their efficiency on
infection control. Because QS is a widespread global regulatory mechanism, the
ecological effect of QS disruption/interference on other commensal beneficial
microbial flora should be taken into account. More importantly, although no risk of
microbial resistance was claimed, attention should be directed to concrete long-
term and rigorous evidence to address whether there is the possibility for bacteria
to evolve resistance to QS disruption [178].

5 Concluding Remarks and Perspectives

This chapter reviewed the recent progress in QS regulation on microbial metab-
olism and bacterial pathogenesis. It introduced recent endeavors in novel anti-
microbial agents development based on quorum quenching, disease diagnosis
based on QS signaling molecule detection, and sensitive QS biosensors developed
for various applications.

The findings of QS regulation on microbial metabolism have provided us with a
possibility to manipulate the target metabolic pathway at the population level.
Population- level control could coordinate the cell populations to maximize pro-
duction ability, and it is substantially different from previous regulation patterns
that only focused on the individual cells. We envision that QS regulatory circuits
can also serve as a model system to be incorporated into the traditional fermen-
tation/biodegradation process, and hence control the fermentation or pollutant
degradation processes at the population level. To date, knowledge of QS regulation
on pathogenesis is still limited to several model bacteria. Development of novel
antimicrobial agents or diagnosis strategies based on QS mechanisms is heavily
dependent on our knowledge in its role on pathogenesis. Systematic research on
the role of QS in disease-related bacteria should be addressed because QS
quenching is expected to be the next generation of antimicrobial strategy.

QS may be one of the most important bacterial regulatory systems for human
life. It is not only a key regulon in death (mortal infections), but it also provides
hope for life because it is related to the production of fuels and antibiotics, as well
as diagnosis. QS expected to be the target of the next generation of antimicrobial
agents, and it may be is the sole hope for the postantibiotic era. Bacteria are surely
a double-edged sword for human beings, but the QS regulatory system links these
two sides. QS can to reduce the danger of bacteria and fully use their advantages
for the benefit of human life.
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Host Cells to Produce Therapeutic
Proteins with Enhanced Efficacy
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Abstract CHO glycosylation mutants, pioneered by Stanley and co-workers, have
proven to be valuable tools in glycobiology and biopharmaceutical research. Here
we aim to provide a summary of our efforts to isolate industrially applicable CHO
glycosylation mutants, termed CHO-gmt cells, using cytotoxic lectins and zinc-
finger nuclease technology. The genetic defects in the glycosylation machinery in
these cells lead to the production of recombinant glycoproteins with consistent and
unique glycan structures. In addition, these mutant cells can be easily adapted to
serum-free medium in suspension cultures, the condition used by the biotech
industry for large-scale production of recombinant therapeutics. In light of the
critical impact of glycosylation on biopharmaceutical performances, namely,
safety and efficacy, the CHO-gmt lines have enormous potential in producing
glycoprotein therapeutics with optimal glycosylation profiles, thus, representing a
panel of ideal host cell lines for producing recombinant biopharmaceuticals with
improved safety profiles and enhanced efficacy.
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1 Introduction

Since the 1980s, development of the pharmaceutical industry has been mainly
catalyzed by the rapid expansion of biotherapeutics [1–4]. The majority of bio-
therapeutics are glycoproteins, including monoclonal antibodies, receptor-IgG
fusion proteins, hormones, growth factors, and therapeutic enzymes, which are
recombinantly produced in cell cultures [4]. Glycosylation has been extensively
documented as pivotal for a number of drug properties, ranging from bioactivity
[3], immunogenicity [5], to in vivo circulation [6]. Therefore, an important con-
sideration for choosing a suitable host cell line is its capability of producing
‘‘human-like’’, safe, and efficacious glycoforms of the drug substance. This
requirement, together with its resistance to major pathogenic viruses, the ability to
grow in serum-free, suspension culture conditions, makes Chinese hamster ovary
(CHO) cells the current industrial workhorse for the majority of leading recom-
binant biologics [7].

Glycosylation, the decoration of protein or lipid backbones by carbohydrate
moieties, entails a series of metabolic reactions in the endoplasmic reticulum (ER)
and Golgi apparatus, which ultimately generate a wide range of end products
[8, 9]. This heterogeneity in glycoforms will translate into varied therapeutic drug
performance [7]. As a result, there are regulatory requirements for producing
consistent glycosylation profiles during drug manufacturing processes [10, 11].
The industrial practice for maintaining consistent glycosylation profiles and
selecting favorable glycoforms mainly relies on extensive purification steps that
eliminate the unwanted glycoforms. For example, the high degree of sialylation, a
favorable property for recombinant human erythropoietin (rhEPO) that leads to
extended in vivo circulatory half-life, is often maximized by a two-step ion
exchange chromatography process. About 50 % of rhEPO is discarded during the
process because of insufficient sialylation. Therefore, for consistency and process
economy purposes, a CHO cell line that is capable of producing more favorable,
and in addition, a narrower range of glycan structures, will be an ideal recombinant
host for the production of therapeutic glycoproteins.

CHO glycosylation mutant cell lines offer a viable option for such glycosylation-
optimized hosts. Pioneered by Stanley and co-workers, a comprehensive collection
of CHO glycosylation mutants, most notably the Lec mutants, have been isolated
(reviewed in [12]). These mutants carry genetic lesions in different components of
the glycosylation machinery, resulting in altered glycan structures [13]. With a few
exceptions, glycans produced by the mutants are predominantly premature inter-
mediates that typically constitute a minor fraction in the glycan pool produced by
the wild-type CHO cells. Interestingly, some of the glycan intermediates represent
highly favorable structures for therapeutic applications. For example, N-glycans
terminated with mannose (Man) residues allow glucocerebrosidase to be effectively
targeted to macrophages in the enzyme replacement therapy (ERT) of Gaucher’s
disease [14]. In another example, N-glycans without core fucose have been shown
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to significantly enhance the antibody-dependent cellular cytotoxicity (ADCC)
effect of IgG for cancer therapy [15].

Studies on previously reported CHO glycosylation mutants [12] have made
significant contributions to our understanding of the glycosylation pathway in
mammalian cells. Proof-of-concept investigations also discovered that there
exists potential benefits for producing certain biotherapeutics in the glycosylation
mutants [14, 15]. However, their industrial application has been limited due to
their resistance to bioprocess development. In fact, the adaptation of the Lec
mutants to a serum-free medium in a large-scale suspension culture has been
unsuccessful (unpublished data and personal communications). Here we will
focus on our effort to develop new CHO mutant lines using lectin selection as
well as zinc-finger nuclease technology, an emerging method for site-specific
gene silencing [16]. We have used these mutants to establish structure–function
relationships of glycosylation-related proteins, particularly nucleotide sugar
transporters [17–19]. The ultimate goal of this work, however, is to apply these
mutants to produce recombinant therapeutics with enhanced efficacy through
optimized glycosylation.

2 Isolation and Characterization of the CHO-gmt Mutants

The fact that CHO is functionally hemizygous for many genes implies a relatively
higher rate of mutant development and this thus enhances the ease of selecting for
these recessive mutants arising from the loss of a single functional allele [20].
A specific example is the CMP-sialic acid transporter (CST) which has only one
functional allele [21]. Treatment of wild-type CHO cells with an a2,3-linked sialic
acid-specific lectin, Maackia amurensis agglutinin (MAA) [22, 23], enabled us to
readily select for CST-deficient mutants [17].

Using the well-established lectin selection and the recent ZFN methods, we
have established a panel of CHO glycosylation mutant (CHO-gmt) lines (Table 1).

Table 1 List of the currently available CHO-gmt mutants in our lab

Mutant
line

Genotype Glycomic features Ref.

N-glycan O-glycan

CHO-gmt1 CST- Asialo T Lim et al. (2006) [17]
CHO-gmt2 UGT- GlcNAc-terminated Tn and

STn
Unpublished data

CHO-gmt3 Slc35c1-/- Afucosylated Wild type Unpublished data
CHO-gmt4 GnT I- Pauci-/Oligo-mannose Wild type Goh et al. (2010) [27]
CHO-gmt5 CST- and

Slc35c1-/-
Asialo, afucosylated T Zhang et al. (2012)

[19]

Abbreviations for glycogenes: CST CMP-sialic acid transporter; UGT UDP-galactose transporter;
SLC35C1, the Golgi GDP-fucose transporter; GnT I, N-acetylglucosaminyltransferase I.Nota-
tions for O-glycan structures: T, Galb1,3-GalNAca-(Ser/Thr); Tn, GalNAca-(Ser/Thr); STn,
Siaa2,6-GalNAca-(Ser/Thr)
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These include cells with single or multiple genetic defects in the glycosylation
machinery. The glycosylation potential of these mutants was characterized by
matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization time-of-flight mass spectrometry
(MALDI-TOF MS), using mutant cell pellets as well as recombinant glycoproteins
as reporter molecules. We will briefly describe the isolation and characterization
methods below. The general workflow is illustrated in Fig. 1.

2.1 Isolation of CHO Mutants Using Cytotoxic Lectins

Lectins are carbohydrate binding proteins with different sugar recognition speci-
ficities and exhibit cell agglutination activities through binding to cell surface
glycans [24]. Many lectins are cytotoxic and kill cells by inducing apoptosis
[25, 26]. A number of cytotoxic lectins have been applied in isolating CHO
glycosylation mutants, including WGA, PHA, and Con A [12]. These naturally
occurring mutants were believed to arise from rare spontaneous mutation event(s)
and contain genetic defects in glycosyltransferase enzymes or nucleotide sugar
transporters that are involved at different steps of the glycosylation pathway.
Phenotypically, these mutants possess altered cell-surface N-glycans that lack the
specific carbohydrate residue(s) required for specific lectin recognition and bind-
ing, thus are capable of surviving the cytotoxic lectin treatment. Different mutants
have different levels of sensitivity/resistance to different types of lectins, thus it is
possible to isolate a variety of different glycosylation mutants with different
lectins. In our lab, we have isolated a panel of CHO mutants using Maackia

Fig. 1 Illustration of the general workflow for isolation and characterization of CHO
glycosylation mutants using cytotoxic lectins and ZFNs
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amurensis agglutinin (MAA) [17] and Ricinus communis agglutinin-I (RCA-I)
lectins [27].

MAA is a plant lectin that shows high specificity toward a2,3-linked sialic
acid [22, 23]. MAA was chosen for selecting CHO glycosylation mutants because
CHO cells only express a2,3-linked sialic acid but not a2,6-linked sialic acid on
their N-glycans. Indeed, using MAA we successfully isolated CHO-gmt1 (pre-
viously known as MAR-11) [17]. Similar to the Lec2 CHO mutants isolated by
Stanley, CHO-gmt1 also carries a mutated CMP-sialic acid transporter gene [17].
This mutant survived the MAA treatment at 50 lg/ml concentration while the
wild-type CHO cells, which contain abundant sialylated glycoconjugates at the
cell surface, were killed. Because there are at least two sialyltransferases
involved in the formation of the Siaa2,3-Gal linkage on N-glycans (namely
ST3Gal III and ST3Gal IV) [28], isolating a mutant of both transferases will be
practically impossible. However, mutations in the glycosylation pathway that are
upstream of sialic acid incorporation, i.e., the formation of acceptor glycan
structures, would in theory confer resistance to MAA. Consistent with this
hypothesis, we have isolated another MAA-resistant CHO mutant, CHO-gmt2
that has a mutated UDP-galactose transporter (unpublished data). This transporter
is essential for the formation of galactosylated glycans, which are acceptor
structures for sialic acids. Thus, MAA is a versatile lectin that allows the
isolation of different mutants of asialo phenotypes.

RCA-I, a 120-kDa tetra-hemagglutinin, is known to bind terminal b1,4-galactose
residues and is highly toxic to wild-type CHO cells [29]. Later it was found that
RCA-I is a promiscuous lectin showing binding affinities towards a range of glycan
epitopes, including fully sialylated, bi-antennary N-glycans [30]. Therefore, RCA-I-
resistant CHO mutants should theoretically possess genetic defects in the glyco-
sylation steps upstream of galactosylation. We have isolated a large number of
RCA-I-resistant mutants [27]. Strikingly, all these mutants were found to have
genetic lesions in the same gene, N-acetylglucosaminyltransferase I (GnT I) [27].
As a result of the GnT I malfunction, the N-glycosylation process is stalled at
Man5GlcNAc2, a structure which is not recognized by RCA-I. It is intriguing that we
were able to isolate only GnT I mutants, but not mutants of other glycosylation-
related genes that can result in the formation of RCA-I-insensitive glycan structures.
While the mechanism merits further investigation, we speculate that it could be
caused by the nonspecific binding of RCA-I to several N-glycan structures except
oligomannose-type glycans, as shown by a study on lectin specificity using
remodeled glycans (the Man5GlcNAc2 structure was not tested in the study) [30].

A representative cell line among the more than 100 RCA-I-resistant mutants is
CHO-gmt4 (previously known as JW152) [27]. Similar to Lec1 CHO mutants [31],
CHO-gmt4 lacks GnT I activity due to a mutation in the Mgat1 gene. This line
carries a C to T nonsense mutation at position 1015 in the open reading frame,
resulting in a truncated GnT I protein with a deletion of amino acids at its
C-terminus. Carbohydrate analysis of the CHO-gmt4 cell pellet confirmed the loss
of GnT I activity. In the other RCA-I-resistant lines, we have identified and
reported different types of mutations in the GnT I locus, including nonsense,
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missense, insertion, and deletion mutations. These mutants were isolated over a
wide range of RCA-I concentrations (2–40 lg/ml) [27]. Hence, the stringent
selectivity for the GnT I-genotype is independent of RCA-I concentration as long
as it is concentrated enough to kill the wild-type CHO cells. Therefore, the use of
RCA-I offers a highly efficient method to isolate CHO mutants that are specialized
in producing mannose-terminated N-glycans.

MAA was used to isolate CHO mutants because it is extremely cytotoxic and
highly specific toward a2,3-linked sialic acid, which is abundantly expressed on
the CHO cell surface. Therefore, MAA should be able to isolate various CHO
mutants with genetic defects upstream of the addition of sialic acid to the galactose
on the N-linked glycosylation pathway. Conversely, all the CHO cells that have
survived RCA-I treatment so far have a dysfunctional GnT I [27]. Therefore, CHO
mutants isolated by MAA, such as CHO-gmt1 and CHO-gmt2, can be further
treated with RCA-I to isolate new cell lines with double mutations.

The choice of parental cell line is crucial when isolating lectin-resistant
CHO mutants for bioprocess purposes. Since the application of CHO cells in
basic research in the late 1950s, there have been many strains/variants of CHO
used in different labs, such as CHO-K1, Pro-3, and Pro-5. However, only a few
CHO variants are used in the industry, including CHO-K1, CHO-DXB11, and
CHO-DG44. The latter two are deficient in dihydrofolate reductase (DHFR) and
are often used as host cells for gene amplification. We isolated all our mutants
from CHO-K1 and CHO-DG44 populations due to their industrial popularity:
they have been shown to be adaptable to suspension culture under serum- or
protein-free conditions. They are ‘‘robust’’ cell lines and are able to achieve
high cell densities, thus enabling high titer of recombinant proteins. Mutants
isolated from CHO-K1 were also shown to be capable of easier adaptation to
suspension cultures. Conversely, we and others have been unable to adapt the
Lec mutants to suspension culture in chemically defined media (unpublished
data and personal communications).

2.2 Generation of CHO Mutants Using Zinc-Finger Nuclease

While cytotoxic lectin-based negative selection allows the isolation of some CHO
mutants, it is challenging to isolate mutants with simultaneous genetic deficiency
in multi-alleilic genes. In addition, there might be limited or no choice of cytotoxic
lectins for some glycan structures. The recent advancement in zinc-finger nuclease
(ZFN) technology offers an alternative, highly efficient approach to knock out the
gene of interest [16]. Using the ZFN technology, we have knocked out the gene
encoding the Golgi GDP-fucose transporter (SLC35C1) from CHO-gmt1 [19] and
CHO-K1 (unpublished data), respectively.

Zinc-finger nucleases are customized restriction enzymes created by fusing a
zinc-finger DNA binding domain to the cleavage domain of the endonuclease
FokI. In the ZFNs, each zinc-finger domain typically contains three or four
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zinc-finger units, each recognizing a 3-base sequence via 7 amino acids located
within the finger unit. Because FokI is functional only upon dimerization, two
ZFNs must simultaneously bind two sites on the opposite strands of the DNA
separated by 5–7 bps. This results in the dimerization of the two FokI domains on
the substrate and subsequently induces DNA double-stranded break (DSB). Cells
repair the DSB by nonhomologous end joining, and often introduce insertion or
deletion mutations during the repair process [32].

A comprehensive approach for designing ZFN constructs of high affinity, high
fidelity yet low toxicity relies on a large randomized library and selection expertise
[33], which limits this approach to only a few experienced groups [34–36]. An
alternative approach is the modular assembly method in which individual fingers
are designed to target nucleotide triplets by virtue of publically available infor-
mation on finger motifs for many triplet DNA sequences [32, 37]. Among the
validated motifs, fingers that bind the 5’-GNN-3’ (where N can be either A, T, G,
or C) are the best studied and shown to have the strongest DNA binding [38–40].
Furthermore, 5’-GNG’-3’ triplets represent a better binding site than other
5’-GNN-3’ triplets. Because the two binding sites for two ZFNs on opposite DNA
strands should be 5–7 bp apart for efficient FokI dimerization, the ideal target
sequence for two four-fingered ZFNs should be: 5’-NNCNNCNNCNNC-(N)5-7-
GNNGNNGNNGNN-3’. In addition to the 5’-GNG’-3’ sequences, DNA triplets
such as CTG, TGG, AAG, and AAA have also been successfully targeted by ZFNs
in the literature. Identification of ideal targeting sites within the gene of interest
can be aided by a web-based program, ZiFiT, provided by the Zinc Finger Con-
sortium at: http://zifit.partners.org/ZiFiT/ [41, 42]. The structural scaffold for zinc-
finger proteins is conserved and can be adopted from published reports [34, 35]. To
prevent homodimerization of FokI linked to the same ZFN, FokI-KK and FokI-EL
variants were created and shown to have reduced the chance for homodimerization
[43]. Thus, linking FokI-KK and FokI-EL to each of the two ZFNs allows the
formation of an active FokI endonuclease dimer upon DNA binding of both zinc
finger domains on opposite strands. This ensures high-fidelity targeting and min-
imizes a potential off-target effect.

We decided to generate a fucose-deficient CHO mutant by disrupting the gene
encoding the GDP-fucose transporter, Slc35c1, using the modular assembly
method. Scanning the open reading frame of the Chinese hamster GDP-fucose
transporter using the ZiFiT program [42], one potential ZFN target site was
identified in the first exon of the Slc35c1 open reading frame (5’-tAACCT
CTGCCTCAAGTACGTAGGGGTGGCCt-3’). Two ZFNs were then designed by
searching for finger motifs recognizing each 5’-GNN’3’ triplet in the literature and
fusing them to the ZFN scaffold, which was then linked to FokI-KK and FokI-EL,
respectively. Parental cells (CHO-gmt1) were transiently transfected with a mix-
ture of two constructs each expressing one of the two ZFNs. Two days after
transfection, cells were detached by trypsinization and single cells were seeded
into 96-well plates by limiting dilution. After clonal expansion, genomic DNA of
each clone was extracted and sequenced using a specific primer pair flanking the
ZFN target sites. Through DNA sequencing analysis, mutants that harbor genetic
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lesions (deletions or insertions) in one or both Slc35c1 alleles were identified. This
workflow (illustrated in Fig. 1) led to the generation of the fucose-deficient
CHO-gmt5, due to deletions in both alleles [19].

Recently, we also applied the same method to target the GDP-fucose transporter
(Slc35c1) in CHO-K1 cells. To increase the selection efficiency after transfection
with ZFN constructs, cells were incubated with a fluorescently conjugated Aleuria
aurantia lectin (AAL), a fucose-specific lectin, and sorted by a fluorescence-
activated cell sorter (FACS) [44]. Cells within the AAL-negative region were
pooled and cultured. The AAL-assisted sorting was repeated a few times to
progressively enrich the AAL-negative population, eventually resulting in a
homogeneous pool of AAL-negative cells. Finally, single cells were seeded to
allow for clonal expansion. Mutants of Slc35c1 were identified through genetic
complementation, genomic DNA sequencing, and carbohydrate analysis (see
below). The FACS-based mutant selection protocol gave rise to CHO-gmt3, a
mutant of Slc35c1 on the genetic background of CHO-K1 (unpublished data).

2.3 Characterization Methods

Identification of ZFN-derived CHO mutants is relatively more straightforward,
where the majority of the effort is devoted to sequencing of the genomic DNA
flanking the ZFN-target locus. Therefore, we will mainly describe our workflow
for characterization of lectin-resistant mutants. Some of the procedures can also be
applied to characterize ZFN-derived mutants.

There are three layers of characterization that we routinely perform to identify
the genotype of the lectin-resistant CHO mutants, their glycosylation status, and
potential of glycosylating recombinant proteins. In order to rapidly characterize
the glycosylation status of a mutant, we often utilize a reporter molecule, human
erythropoietin (EPO). EPO is a heavily glycosylated protein with 3 N- and 1
O-glycosylation sites. It is estimated that the attached carbohydrate moieties can
account for about 40 % of its total molecular weight. EPO is a blockbuster bio-
pharmaceutical drug with annual sales exceeding 10 billion US dollars worldwide
from the innovator versions. Sialic acids on the attached glycans have a profound
impact on the bioactivity of EPO through critical modulation of its in vivo cir-
culation. In fact, the circulatory half-life of sialylated EPO was found to be around
2 h whereas that of desialylated EPO was dramatically reduced to about 2 min.
The high percentage of glycans on the total molecular mass renders EPO a sen-
sitive model molecule to indicate changes in glycosylation of the host cells.
Aberrant glycosylation of EPO often leads to a change in its molecular mass and/or
its isoelectric point due to the change in the degree of sialylation. These two
attributes can be detected by SDS-PAGE/Western blot and isoelectric focusing
(IEF), respectively.

A large number of CHO mutants can be mapped along the sialylation pathway
that ranges from glucosidase and mannosidase cleavage in the ER and early Golgi,
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to glycan chain elongation by the sequential actions of GlcNAc transferases and
galactosyltransferases, and the capping of the glycan branch by sialyltransferases.
A prerequisite for the incorporation of GlcNAc, Gal, and Sia is the corresponding
nucleotide sugars in the Golgi lumen. These nucleotide sugar building blocks are
synthesized in the cytosol or nucleus and transported across the Golgi membrane
by dedicated nucleotide sugar transporters (NSTs). Loss of function in any of these
genes, including certain glycosidases, glycosyltransferases and NSTs, will lead to
the production of premature N-glycans that are free of sialic acid.

An EPO expression construct is transiently transfected into a mutant line and
the recombinant EPO secreted into the culture medium is collected 3 days after the
transfection. The conditioned medium is then subjected to SDS-PAGE followed by
Western blot using an EPO-specific antibody. By comparing the molecular weights
of the EPO produced by the mutant cells with that produced by the wild-type CHO
cells, one can confirm whether the glycans attached to the EPO protein produced
by the mutant cells are truncated. By applying this method, we found that EPO
produced in an RCA-I-resistant mutant, clone 25002, had a lower apparent
molecular weight (Fig. 2a), suggesting a blockage in the glycosylation pathway.
Subsequently, we were able to focus on genes within that category and identified
GnT I as the gene defective in clone 25002 as well as in all RCA-I-resistant
mutants including CHO-gmt4 through genetic complementation.

IEF represents an orthogonal method to SDS-PAGE/Western blot-based
phenotypic characterization. When coupled with immunodetection using an
EPO-specific antibody, the IEF assay allows sensitive glycoform profiling of
recombinant EPO in crude culture media. It is especially useful when the mutation
does not cause a significant change in EPO molecular weight. For example,
CHO-gmt1 has a mutation in the CST gene and produces predominantly asialo-
glycans. The lack of sialic acids on recombinant EPO produced in CHO-gmt1 did
not translate into an obvious decrease in its apparent molecular weight. However,
when this EPO preparation was subjected to IEF, it was apparent that the sialylation
was dramatically abolished, revealing that CHO-gmt1 is indeed a glycosylation
mutant. Similarly, IEF analysis of rhEPO produced in RCA-I-resistant mutants,
including clone 25002 (Fig. 2b) and CHO-gmt4 [27], also confirmed the failure of
sialylation in these cell lines.

SDS-PAGE/Western blot and IEF methods can also be applied to the genetic
complementation test in order to identify the defective gene. We previously
reported the construction of a glycosylation toolbox with 31 major glycogenes
cloned into mammalian expression vectors [45]. These glycogenes cover all the
essential steps from ER to Golgi leading to sialylation of the N-glycans. Individual
glycogenes can be co-transfected with the EPO construct into a mutant cell line.
A successful genetic complementation will restore the glycosylation pathway
which will in turn result in the restoration of electrophoretic and charge properties
of rhEPO. Indeed, complementation of a functional GnT I in CHO-gmt4 restores
the defective glycosylation step, allowing subsequent glycan chain elongation, as
evidently demonstrated by the restoration of EPO molecular weight to the level
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of rhEPO produced in wild-type CHO cells [27]. Figure 2 shows the comple-
mentation of another CHO mutant line, clone 25002, also harboring a dysfunc-
tional GnT I. In contrast, heterologous expression of several other glycogenes
selected from the glycogene toolbox failed to restore the electrophoretic pattern of
rhEPO. As expected, genetic complementation with a functional GnT I enabled the
completion of the glycosylation reactions and led to efficient sialylation of rhEPO
as revealed by the SDS-PAGE (Fig. 2a) and the IEF assay (Fig. 2b). Similar to
CHO-gmt4 (JW152) and Lec1 reported earlier [27], clone 25002 also produced
highly sialylated recombinant EPO following GnT I complementation (Fig. 2b).
This forms the basis of our proposal for utilizing the genetically complemented
RCA-I-resistant CHO mutants (such as CHO-gmt4 and clone 25002) to produce
highly sialylated glycoprotein drug substances.

Fig. 2 Phenotypic analysis of an RCA-I-resistant mutant, clone 25002, and identification of GnT
I as the defective gene by genetic complementation followed by SDS-PAGE/Western blot and
IEF analyses of rhEPO. Recombinant EPO produced by wild-type (denoted as WT) and mutant
25002 cells was analyzed by SDS-PAGE or IEF followed by Western blot. (a) Co-transfection of
GnT I, but not other glycogenes, resulted in restoration of EPO apparent molecular weight.
(b) Co-transfection of GnT I, but not other glycogenes, resulted in restoration of EPO sialylation
to a higher degree as compared to WT. Note that the EPO produced by clone 25002 in the
presence of GnT I is better sialylated than that produced by the wild-type CHO cells. Vector,
stands for empty vector; GlcI, stands for a-glucosidase I; Man II, a-mannosidase II; GnT I, N-
acetylglucosaminyltransferase I; GnT II, N-acetylglucosaminyltransferase II; UGnT, UDP-
GlcNAc transporter; UGT, UDP-galactose transporter; GalT1, galactose transferase 1
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Once the defective gene in a mutant has been identified via genetic
complementation, the exact mutation at the molecular level will be ascertained by
sequencing the corresponding transcript or genomic locus.

The third layer of mutant characterization is carbohydrate structural analysis.
After validating the mutant by DNA sequencing, we routinely perform glycomic
analysis of the mutant cells using MALDI-TOF MS. Analysis using a whole cell
pellet is performed according to published reports mainly established by Dell and
co-workers [13, 46]. Briefly, N-glycans are released by PNGase F treatment from
cells that are cultured in T flasks or suspension and harvested at mid-log phase.
Subsequently, O-glycans are released by alkaline reductive elimination which was
shown to prevent degradation of the reducing-end sugar (‘‘peeling’’ effect). Both
glycan pools are then permethylated and analyzed in the positive ion mode using a
MALDI-TOF/TOF system for glycan profiling. Glycan peaks that may correspond
to isobaric structures can be further subjected to MS/MS by collision-induced dis-
sociation (CID) for unambiguous structural assignment. The obtained N- and
O-glycomic profiles will provide important insights into the glycosylation potential
of the mutant cell lines. To further understand the glycosylation capability of the
mutants, we also express recombinant glycoproteins that represent commercially
important biopharmaceuticals, such as antibodies (IgG), EPO-Fc fusion protein,
and interferon-c (IFN-c). N-glycans attached to these glycoproteins are released and
analyzed by the same MALDI-TOF MS workflow. To yield quantitative data on
distribution of different glycan structures, the underivatized N-glycans are
subjected to high pH anion exchange chromatography coupled with pulsed
amperometric detection (HPAEC-PAD). Through such analysis, identity as well as
abundance of major glycan species can be determined. Furthermore, sialylation
extent, a critical quality attribute of many recombinant glycoproteins, is also
assessed by quantitative methods such as the thiobarbituric acid (TBA) assay, and
recently, using a rapid and highly sensitive high-throughput method (HTM) [47].

3 Applications of CHO-gmt Mutants

The heterogeneic nature of glycosylation raises four major challenges in basic
research and biopharmaceutical applications: First, little is known about how
glycosylation is regulated at the systems level despite numerous studies showing
that the outcome of the glycosylation can be affected by expression, localization of
glycogene-encoded proteins and their interplay with other factors, and cell culture
ages. Second, the (often) huge diversity of glycan structures produced by cells and
those carried by a protein makes it extremely difficult to delineage the structure–
function relationship of an individual glycan. Third, because of the above two
challenges, it is difficult to establish the association between a glycoform of a drug
and its corresponding efficacy. Finally, having identified the favorable drug
glycoform, the heterogeneity issue still impedes the effort to maximize the
recombinant production of only the efficacious glycoforms in cell culture.
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The introduction of CHO glycosylation mutants (especially the Lec mutants) by
Stanley and co-workers has provided valuable tools to address some of these
questions. The mutants can serve as null background in certain glycogenes, thus
allowing the identification of novel glycogenes with complementary functions [48]
as well as structure–function relationships of the known glycogenes. In addition,
the mutants provide a more homogenous pool of glycans and represent indis-
pensable hosts for functional glycomic study. These aspects have been extensively
reviewed and we will highlight some unique applications of the CHO-gmt mutants
in basic research and biopharmaceutical production.

3.1 CHO-gmt in Basic Research: Structure–Function
Analysis of NST Proteins

Biosynthesis of glycans requires a huge diversity of proteins, including glycosi-
dases, glycosyltransferases, and nucleotide sugar transporters (NSTs). NSTs are an
indispensable group of proteins for glycosylation; they transport nucleotide sugars
that are synthesized in the cytosol (such as UDP- and GDP-sugars) or nucleus
(CMP-sialic acid) into the lumen of the Golgi apparatus. Incorporation of these
nucleotide sugars into the acceptor glycans ultimately gives rise to glycan struc-
tural diversity. The importance of NSTs in glycosylation can be further supported
by evidences from three major aspects: First, mutation of NST in cultured cells
(such as CHO cells) leads to aberrant glycan structures that are essentially devoid
of the corresponding sugar [13]; second, rare mutations of several NST proteins
have been reported in humans which lead to congenital disorders of glycosylation
(CDG) [21, 49, 50], a class of inherited diseases that are often associated with
severe developmental defects; third, up-regulation of certain NSTs have been
implicated in some pathological conditions such as cancer [51].

NSTs are type III membrane proteins with 6–10 putative transmembrane helices
[52]. Because of the difficulty in solving their structures, structure–function
establishment typically relies on a heterologous system such as yeast or CHO
glycosylation mutants. For example, Lec2 and Lec8, which are mutants of the
CMP-Sia transporter (CST) and UDP-Gal transporter (UGT), respectively, proved
to be indispensable tools for identifying sequences that determine the activity and
specificity of the transporters [53–55].

The availability of CHO-gmt1 allowed us to perform further analysis of the
CMP-Sia transporter, with particular focus on identifying critical elements located
within the transmembrane regions [17] as well as hydrophilic loops of the
CST [52]. The nonsense mutation in CHO-gmt1 at position 301 (cDNA num-
bering) results in a truncated CST protein of 100 amino acids, making it the
smallest among all the reported CST mutants [17]. CHO-gmt1 has been shown to
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have lower sialic acid content than another CST mutant, Lec2, both under adherent
and suspension culture conditions, suggesting a lower residual CST activity
[12, 17]. This feature makes CHO-gmt1 a highly sensitive background for struc-
ture–function analysis of CST. Using a ‘‘GFP-scan’’ approach, we identified
several loop sequences having critical impact on CST activity. Subsequent tar-
geted mutagenesis and expression of the mutant CST constructs in CHO-gmt1
allowed us to pinpoint the minimal critical sequence motifs [18].

Another NST protein, the GDP-fucose transporter, has been shown to be an
important player in development and cancer. Overexpression of this protein is
responsible for fucosylation of alpha-fetoprotein (AFP-L3 fraction), which is
linked to hepatocellular carcinoma [51]. Conversely, loss-of-function mutations in
the gene encoding this transporter, Slc35c1, form the molecular basis for leukocyte
adhesion deficiency type II (LAD-II) [49, 50]. However, the structure–function
relationship of this protein was not solved due to the lack of a heterologous system.
We knocked out Slc35c1 from CHO-gmt1 and used the resulting cell line,
CHO-gmt5, as a tool towards this purpose. By targeted mutagenesis and functional
analysis of the mutant Slc35c1 constructs in CHO-gmt5 cells, we identified the
cytosolic C-terminal tail sequence, and specifically, a conserved lysine cluster and
Glu-Met motif, as the critical elements that determine the transport activity of the
GDP-fucose transporter [19].

Similar applications of CHO glycosylation mutants in basic research have been
extensively demonstrated by Lec mutants [12] and will not be reviewed here.

3.2 Potential Applications of CHO-gmt Lines in the Production
of Recombinant Therapeutics

Glycans attached to the therapeutic proteins can have a profound impact on their
safety and efficacy profiles. Nonhuman glycan structures can potentially provoke
the immune response leading to neutralization of the drug or in more severe cases,
anaphylactic reactions [56]. Gala1,3-Gal (or aGal in short) is known as the major
xenoantigen in xenograft transplantation and is also responsible for allergic
reactions that occurred after administration of the monoclonal antibody, Cetux-
imab [57]. Another major nonhuman glycan epitope derived from mammalian cell
culture is N-glycolylneuraminic acid (Neu5Gc) [5]. The impact of glycan structure
on drug efficacy is context-dependent [58]. Our panel of CHO-gmt mutants can be
applied to produce a range of drug glycoforms. Their applications will be dis-
cussed in the context of three major categories of biopharmaceuticals, monoclonal
antibodies (IgG), hormones and growth factors, as well as glycosylated enzymes.
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3.2.1 CHO-gmt1, 3 and 5 for the Production of Certain
Therapeutic Antibodies

Most therapeutic monoclonal antibodies on the market are of IgG1 isotype which
are a class of heterotetrameric proteins, consisting of two light chains and two
heavy chains. IgG1 molecules are glycoproteins with an N-glycan attached to
Asn297 located within the CH2 domain of each heavy chain. The attached
N-glycans display significant structural heterogeneity and differ from each other
due to terminal modifications. Recombinant IgG1 antibodies produced in CHO
cells typically contain mainly complex-type, bi-antennary N-glycans with 0–2
terminal galactose residues with core fucose [59, 60]. Sialylated glycan species
typically represent less than 5 % of the total glycan pool [59, 60].

The major application of antibodies is for the treatment of cancer and auto-
immune diseases such as breast cancer and rheumatoid arthritis [4]. To effectively
eliminate cancer cells, the specific targeting of cancer cell surface antigen by IgG
must be complemented by cytotoxic effector functions, including complement-
dependent cytotoxicity (CDC) and antibody-dependent cellular cytotoxicity
(ADCC) effects. Induction of the effector functions is achieved through binding of
the Fc domain of the antibody to components of the complement pathway such as
C1q or Fcc receptors (FccR) expressed on the surface of leukocytes (e.g., natural
killer or NK cells). Studies have shown that the N-glycan attached to Asn297 of the
IgG CH2 domain can mediate the binding of Fc to components of the complement
complex and Fc receptors [61]. Specifically, the level of terminal Gal residues was
found to positively correlate with the CDC effect as a result of C1q binding in the
context of an anti-CD20 antibody, Rituxan. However, terminal Gal was shown to
be dispensable for ADCC activity, shown in the context of an anti-Her2 antibody,
Herceptin.

The most dramatic effect of Fc N-glycan on the ADCC effect can be attributed to
the core fucose residue. Most Fc N-glycans contain a fucose residue that is
a1,6-linked to the reducing end GlcNAc residue on recombinant IgG produced in
CHO cells. However, removal of the core fucose resulted in a marked increase in
ADCC activity due to increased binding of Fc to FccRIIIa expressed on the NK cell
surface [62, 63]. In vivo studies provided consistent results [60, 64–66]. Mecha-
nistically, Try296, adjacent to the N-glycan carrier Asn297, assumes a more flexible
conformation for FccRIIIa binding in afucosylated Fc than in fucosylated Fc, as
evidently shown by X-ray crystallographic and NMR studies [67, 68]. Reducing the
core fucosylation level of the Fc N-glycan represents a rational strategy to enhance
the efficacy of monoclonal antibodies that rely on the ADCC effect to treat diseases.
Approaches towards decreasing the fucosylation level mainly involved gene
targeting of the fucosylation pathway, for example, knockdown of the fucosyl-
transferase (Fut8) by RNAi [69], or knockout of Fut8 [70] and GDP-mannose
4,6-dehydratase (GMD) [71] by homologous recombination, ZFN-based gene
inactivation of Fut8 [72] and Slc35c1 [73]. Recently, we also disrupted both alleles
of Slc35c1 in CHO-K1 using ZFN technology (unpublished data). The resulting
cell line, CHO-gmt3, was found to have completely lost the interaction with a
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fucose-specific lectin, AAL, suggesting the lack of fucosylation. Therefore,
CHO-gmt3 offers an alternative choice for the production of fucose-free IgG with
enhanced ADCC effect.

Sialylation of Fc N-glycan can also affect in vivo performance of IgG. The
presence of terminal sialic acid reduced the ADCC activity [74, 75]. Conversely,
sialylation via a2,6 linkage contributes to the anti-inflammatory effect in the
context of IVIG [74, 75]. CHO-gmt1 was found to contain lower amounts of sialic
acids on its cell surface than Lec2 [17]. Recombinant IFN-c produced in
CHO-gmt1 carry predominantly asialoglycans. Thus, CHO-gmt1 represents an
alternative host for antibody production with a minimal sialylation background
that will reduce the variability in efficacy caused by sialic acid-mediated ADCC
variation. Another application of CHO-gmt1 is for the production of anti-inflam-
matory antibodies. The lack of sialic acids on CHO-gmt1-produced IgG will
expose the Gal residues for in vitro sialylation using an a2,6-sialyltransferase.
Again, using CHO-gmt1 in this semisynthetic approach will reduce the variability
caused by different sialylation in wild-type cells.

It is tempting to speculate that removal of fucose together with sialic acid will
have a combinatorial effect on ADCC. Towards this end, we knocked out Slc35c1
on the basis of the CHO-gmt1 mutant line [19]. The resulting ‘‘double mutant,’’
CHO-gmt5, harbors loss-of-function mutations in transporters for CMP-sialic acid
and GDP-fucose [19]. Carbohydrate analysis of recombinant EPO-Fc produced in
CHO-gmt5 showed a deficiency in both sialic acid and fucose on its N-glycans [19].
The industrial potential of this mutant cell line will be assessed in terms of the IgG
ADCC effect. Nevertheless, the clean background of asialo-, afucosylated pheno-
type strongly justifies the relevance of CHO-gmt5 as a ‘‘biobetter’’ host for the
production of more homogeneous IgG glycoforms.

3.2.2 GnT I-Complemented CHO-gmt4 for the Production of Highly
Sialylated Glycoprotein Therapeutics

Many hormones, blood and growth factors are glycoproteins [4, 76]. Glycosylation
of these proteins has a wide range of effects, including increasing solubility, con-
ferring resistance to proteolytic degradations, and modulating the in vivo bioac-
tivities [3]. Notably, sialylation of the attached glycans can have a critical impact on
the circulatory half-lives of many drugs within this category, by protecting the
drugs against clearance mediated by the liver asialoglycoprotein receptor which
recognizes the underlying sugar motifs [77, 78]. In fact, studies showed that
removal of sialic acids resulted in a dramatic decrease in drug half-lives from hours
to minutes [79]. Conversely, increasing the content of sialic acid led to marked
increase in in vivo circulation [6, 80]. To maintain optimal drug performance, a
significant portion of under-sialylated glycoforms is discarded during purification
processes. Increasing the sialic acid content can be a viable approach to enhance
drug efficacy via extended in vivo circulation, maximizing the ‘‘druggable’’ portion
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of the recombinant glycoproteins, which leads to significant reduction of drug cost.
Effort towards increasing the sialic acid content in glycoprotein drugs, especially in
the context of EPO and IFN-c, mainly relied on metabolic and genetic engineering
approaches, which yielded variable, sometimes contradictory results [7, 45, 81–84].

During our characterization of the CHO-gmt4 mutant, we found that comple-
menting the mutant cells with a functional GnT I resulted in not only restoration
of, but also increase in, rhEPO sialylation ([27] and Fig. 2b). This is not due to
clonal variation; in fact we have tested a panel of RCA-I-resistant mutants as well
as Lec1 (a mutant of GnT I) and the same observation still holds. Using quanti-
tative HPAEC-PAD, it was found that the sialic acid content of rhEPO-Fc
produced in GnT I-complemented CHO-gmt4 was increased by about 20 % as
compared to that of the wild-type CHO-derived EPO-Fc [27]. While the mecha-
nism for this phenomenon merits further investigation, it evidently demonstrates
the advantage of GnT I-complemented CHO-gmt4 for the production of highly
sialylated glycoproteins, making it an ideal host for ‘‘biobetter’’ versions of the
innovator drugs.

3.2.3 CHO-gmt4 for the Production of Recombinant Glucocerebrosidase

Gaucher’s disease is a lysosomal storage disorder. It is caused by rare mutations in
the gene encoding glucocerebrosidase (GCase), or acid b-glucosidase [14]. GCase
breaks down glucosylceramide (GlcCer) and loss-of-function mutation in this gene
results in the accumulation of GlcCer in macrophages. Treatment of Gaucher’s
disease relies on enzyme replacement therapy (ERT) in which exogenous GCase is
administered intravenously into the patients. Therapeutic preparations of GCase
were first purified from human placenta, and later produced recombinantly in CHO
cells due to the growing demand [14]. GCase is a glycoprotein with five potential N-
linked glycosylation sites, the first four of which are occupied by N-glycans [85].
Effective targeting of GCase to macrophage cells depends on terminal mannose
residues on the N-glycans, which are recognized by a mannose receptor on the
macrophage cell surface for drug internalization [86]. Recombinant GCase pro-
duced in CHO cell culture carries complex-type N-glycans with mannose residues
capped by GlcNAc, which is in turn protected by terminal Gal and then Sia resi-
dues. In order to generate mannose-terminated N-glycans, GCase purified from the
cell culture process has to undergo sequential glycosidase treatment steps to remove
Sia, Gal, and GlcNAc [86]. This process introduces substantial cost and potential
variability to the final druggable GCase. Alternative expression systems (primarily
based on transgenic plants) that are capable of producing mannose-terminated N-
glycans have been tested for recombinant production of GCase [87–92]. Recently,
taliglucerase alfa, a recombinant GCase produced in carrot cells, has been approved
by the FDA for the treatment of Gaucher’s disease (reviewed in [58]). There are still
several potential problems that exist with the plant expression platform. First is the
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presence of b1,2-linked xylose residue which is highly immunogenic in humans
[90, 93]. Second, GCase has to be targeted to the storage vacuole in plant cells [90].
This requires a cell disruption step to extract GCase, which introduces additional
cost and unit operations as compared to harvesting GCase directly from the con-
ditioned media using the CHO system.

The fact that CHO-gmt4 produces predominantly pauci- and oligomannose-
type N-glycans (Man3 and Man5) makes it an ideal host for recombinant pro-
duction of GCase. GCase carrying Man3 and Man5-terminated N-glycans has been
shown to be safe and has a bioactivity comparable to that of the glycan-remodeled
innovator drug, Cerezyme [90]. In addition, CHO-gmt4 can be cultured in sus-
pension using serum-free media. This will translate into cell culture and purifi-
cation strategies similar to those developed for Cerezyme, except that the steps for
glycan remodeling are removed. We are currently developing the bioprocess and
purification technologies towards the production of recombinant GCase with
uncompromised bioactivity while maintaining low cost.

3.2.4 Potential Applications of the CHO-gmt Mutants in O-Glycosylated
Protein Production

The majority of the glycoprotein therapeutics are N-glycosylated proteins. And
together with more in-depth understanding of the N-glycosylation biosynthetic
pathway and its functional importance on drug efficacy, more focus has been
placed on engineering and characterization of N-glycans in the context of bio-
pharmaceuticals. In contrast, O-glycosylation modifications were found on a small
number of biopharmaceutical drugs, such as TNFR2-Fc fusion protein (Enbrel)
and granulocyte-colony stimulating factor (G-CSF), and their impact on drug
properties are less understood. However, with the advancement in O-glycan
analytical techniques and more stringent regulatory requirements, there is a need
for developing cell lines and bioprocesses that can produce highly consistent,
functionally favorable O-glycosylated protein drugs. A promising drug candidate
of this category is lubricin, a highly O-glycosylated protein secreted into the
synovial fluid with a cartilage protective function [94]. O-glycosylation of lubricin
was found to be critical for mediating the lubrication function but is structurally
highly heterogeneous [95, 96]. Obviously, a host cell line that is capable of
producing lubricin with more homogeneous O-glycans will offer a desirable
production platform. Carbohydrate analysis of the CHO-gmt lines showed unique
and highly reproducible structures. For example, O-glycomic profiling of
CHO-gmt1 cells predominantly showed a T structure, with an extremely low level
of sialylation (unpublished data). Thus, a production host cell line can be selected
from the panel of CHO-gmt lines, depending on the favorable O-glycan structures.
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3.3 Bioprocess Advantages of the CHO-gmt Lines

While CHO glycosylation mutant cell lines represent unique host backgrounds in
glycosylation pattern, their applications in recombinant production have been
impeded by several factors, including the inability to adapt to a serum-free sus-
pension platform. Transfection efficiency was also hampered in a ZFN-derived
CHO mutant line [97]. A recent report showed that RNAi suppression of Golgi
NSTs resulted in ER stress, leading to down-regulated protein secretion [98].
Clearly, these issues have to be resolved in order to render CHO glycosylation
mutants relevant to bioprocess development.

Owing to the robust parental background of CHO-K1, the CHO-gmt mutants
were found to be adaptable to serum-free, suspension cultures. In fact, our
unpublished results showed the CHO-gmt mutants can reach peak viable cell
densities of about 1.1 9 107 cells/ml in batch cultures in shake flasks. The growth
curves are comparable to that of CHO-K1. Transfection efficiencies of the mutant
cells were found to be comparable to CHO-K1 through the use of reporter mol-
ecules including GFP, IgG, EPO, and a complement of assays such as cell sorting,
fluorescence microscopy, and ELISA. Additionally, activation of ER stress was
not detected in the CHO-gmt mutant cells, as revealed by the absence of XBP-1
splicing. On the basis of these findings, we envisage that the workflow and strategy
for cell line and bioprocess development of the CHO-gmt cells should be similar to
that of CHO-K1, thus enabling the development of high-producing CHO-gmt cell
lines for stable production of biopharmaceutical proteins with optimized glyco-
sylation patterns.

4 Future Perspectives

Lectin-based negative selection of spontaneous mutants, together with sequence-
based gene disruption by homologous recombination and the recent ZFN technol-
ogy, has led to the generation of a sizable collection of CHO glycosylation mutants
in our lab. Recently, the draft genome sequence of the CHO-K1 has been published
[99], thus enabling sequence-based ZFN design for targeting any glycosylation-
related genes to create novel mutant lines. While a potential future direction is to
generate mutants of new genotypes, the fact that mutants of multiple glycogene
defects can be isolated [19] points to a possible direction of creating more, multi-
deficient glycosylation mutants. These single- or multi-deficient CHO mutants,
together with the collection of functional glycosylation genes [45], may represent
valuable tools for systematic understanding of the regulation mechanism of gly-
cosylation at pathway and systems levels. From a bioprocess point of view, the panel
of CHO-gmt mutants will enable the production of glycoproteins with defined,
homogenous glycosylation profiles, which may be translated into better, more
consistent drug performance. Additionally, glycosylation mutants can be isolated
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from established drug-producing cell lines, given the dynamic, heterogeneous
nature of CHO cytogenetics [100]. It is tempting to speculate that the second-wave
of biopharmaceutical drugs produced from glycosylation mutant lines derived by
lectins or ZFNs, will have higher efficacy and safety profiles.
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Cell-Free Biosystems
for Biomanufacturing

Chun You and Y.-H. Percival Zhang

Abstract Although cell-free biosystems have been used as a tool for investigating
fundamental aspects of biological systems for more than 100 years, they are becoming
an emerging biomanufacturing platform in the production of low-value biocom-
modities (e.g., H2, ethanol, and isobutanol), fine chemicals, and high-value protein and
carbohydrate drugs and their precursors. Here we would like to define the cell-free
biosystems containing more than three catalytic components in a single reaction
vessel, which although different from one-, two-, or three-enzyme biocatalysis can be
regarded as a straightforward extension of multienzymatic biocatalysis. In this
chapter, we compare the advantages and disadvantages of cell-free biosystems versus
living organisms, briefly review the history of cell-free biosystems, highlight a few
examples, analyze any remaining obstacles to the scale-up of cell-free biosystems, and
suggest potential solutions. Cell-free biosystems could become a disruptive technol-
ogy to microbial fermentation, especially in the production of high-impact low-value
biocommodities mainly due to the very high product yields and potentially low
production costs.
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pathway biotransformation
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1 Introduction

Biomanufacturing is defined as manufacturing the desired products by using living
biological organisms (e.g., bacteria, yeasts, plants) or some components from one
or several biological organisms. Biomanufacturing has great potential to become a
defining technology, especially in the sustainability revolution [1, 2]. Research and
development in the fields of biotechnology, bioengineering, and nanomaterials
have dramatic impacts on both the products that we are able to create and the ways
in which we create them. Potential products that could be produced through bio-
manufacturing can be listed in an increasing order of selling prices: biocom-
modities ($0.3–several US dollars per kg), specialties and biomaterials (tens of
dollars per kg), fine chemicals (hundreds of dollars per kg), pharmaceuticals
(thousands of dollars/kg), to protein drugs (more than tens of thousands of dollars
per kg) (Fig. 1).

Biomanufacturing can be classified into two platforms: living organisms and
cell-free biosystems [3, 4]. Living organisms, especially microorganisms, have
been utilized for several thousand years to produce a number of products that meet
mankind’s needs. As a result, living entities dominate as whole-cell biocatalysts in
current biomanufacturing systems. With the development of genetic engineering,
protein engineering, systems biology, and synthetic biology, we have gained the
ability to modify living organisms to produce natural products at high yields or
produce non-natural products. However, the potential of cell-free biosystems in
biomanufacturing is often ignored. Herein we define cell-free biosystems com-
posed of more than three catalytic components in one reactor. Thus, we inten-
tionally exclude the use of one to three catalytic components as has been widely
used to produce fructose from glucose, produce glucose from starch, and produce
chiral alcohols, on large scales [5–9]. Therefore, we do not review traditional
enzyme-mediated biocatalysis in this chapter.
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Cell-free biosystems have many advantages over living-organism biomanu-
facturing, such as high product yield, fast reaction rate, high product titer,
unprecedented level of control and freedom of design, and broad reaction condi-
tions [3, 4, 10–12] (Table 1). Cell-free biomanufacturing usually gives a yield of
the desired product that is often close to a theoretical value when the reactions are
irreversible or when the products can be removed in situ. Living systems suffer
from low product yields [13, 14] because a significant fraction of carbohydrate
and/or energy is used for duplication of cells and formation of side-products when
using living organism for manufacturing [15]. For example, all hydrogen-
producing microorganisms regardless of whether natural or genetically modified
cannot produce hydrogen at yields of more than four moles per mole of glucose,
called the Thauer limit [16], because complete oxidation of glucose with water as
an oxidant cannot generate any ATP supporting living systems. Conversely, cell-
free enzyme cocktails are able to produce nearly 12 moles of hydrogen per mole of
glucose [17]. Much higher reaction rates are believed to be possible for cell-free
systems than living organisms because (i) neither cell membrane nor wall is
present to slow down substrate/product transport, (ii) no energy is needed for
transport of substrate/product across the membrane, and (iii) much higher con-
centrations of biocatalysts can be present in the reactors and no side reactions
‘‘slow’’ the production of the desired product [11]. For example, the highest power
density of microbial fuel cells is expected to be around 0.79 mW/cm2 [18], while
enzymatic fuel cells can generate power densities of up to 8.5–24 mW/cm2

[19, 20]. Sometimes too slow productivities mean low potential in industrial bio-
manufacturing [14, 21]. A high concentration of fermentation products can greatly

Fig. 1 Typical products produced by cell-free biosystems in terms of their selling prices from
biocommodities, specialties and renewable materials, and fine chemicals to pharmaceuticals

Table 1 Comparison of
cell-free biosystems and a
living organism for
biomanufacturing

Features Cell-free biosystems Living organism

Product yield Theoretic or high Low or modest
Product titer High Low or modest
Reaction rate Fast Slow
Process control Easy Difficult
Reaction conditions Broad Narrow
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decrease product separation costs [15] while often inhibiting the growth of living
organisms, resulting in low product titers. Cell-free biosystems can be controlled
much more easily than living organism because the latter has complicated feedback
control for gene regulation, protein transcription, translation, and metabolite fluxes.
Therefore, cell-free protein synthesis (CFPS) has become an alternative choice for
fast synthesis of recombinant proteins in academic laboratories. Furthermore, cell-
free protein synthesis has reached a 100-L milestone [22]. In principal, enzymes,
especially thermostable enzymes, can tolerate higher levels of organic solvents or
toxic chemical compounds than living organisms, resulting in high product titers.
Recently, Sieber and co-workers demonstrated that the enzyme cocktails can
produce isobutanol even at a concentration of more than 4 % [23]. Additionally,
cell-free biosystems can be conducted under much broader reaction conditions than
living organisms, for example in organic solvents, ionic liquids, or in the presence
of compounds that are toxic to microorganisms [24]. Most building blocks of cell-
free systems are highly exchangeable [25]. For example, high-yield enzymatic
hydrogen can be produced by using enzymes isolated or originated from bacterium,
yeast, plant, rabbit, and archaebacterium [26]. Given the advantages of cell-free
systems over living organisms, cell-free biosystems are emerging as a powerful
biomanufacturing platform to expand the capabilities of natural biological systems
without using whole-cell cells.

Cell-free biosystems may be classified into two distinctive platforms according
to their preparation method. The first is based on whole cell extract by breaking the
cell membrane (Fig. 2a). The second is based on purified enzymes from different
sources that are then mixed together (Fig. 2b). The cell extract can be prepared
easily but some cellular components may influence the whole system’s perfor-
mance and the whole cell extract has a short half-life time [27, 28]. Systems made
of purified components require labor-intensive preparation and seem costly but
they can be stabilized after each component is carefully optimized and their

Fig. 2 Cell-free biosystems
can use a cell extract from
one host a or purified enzyme
from different hosts b for
biomanufacturing
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performance is more precisely controlled [14, 29]. Specific attributes of two cell-
free biosystems enable their applicability to different products.

2 History of Cell-Free Biosystems

The power of cell-free biosystems has been appreciated as a fundamental research
tool for more than 100 years. In 1897, Eduard Buchner discovered a yeast extract
(not living yeast) that can convert glucose to ethanol [30], leading to his Nobel
Prize in Chemistry in 1907. Later, many scientists used cell-free systems to study
the basic biological mechanisms and some have received the Nobel Prize for their
efforts. An incomplete winners list includes Arthur Harden and Hans von Euler-
Chelpin for their investigation of the fermentation of sugar and fermentative
enzymes [31], Otto Warburg for his discovery of the nature and mode of action of
respiratory enzymes [32], Carl and Gerty Cori for their discovery of the course of
the catalytic conversion of glycogen [33, 34], Hans Krebs for his elucidation of the
citric acid cycle [35], Melvin Calvin for his investigation of carbon dioxide
assimilation in plants [36], and Nirenberg for his elucidation of the genetic codon
by using a cell-free system to translate a poly-uracil RNA sequence [37].

Enzyme-based biotransformation became a manufacturing tool approximately
50 years after the discovery of enzymes. The developments of enzyme-based
biotransformation can be divided roughly into three phases:

Phase 1 (1960s)—one-enzyme biotransformation [5, 38]. To solve enzyme
stability and recycling issues, enzyme immobilization technology was developed.
Invertase may be the first immobilized enzyme used commercially for the pro-
duction of Golden Syrup by Tate and Lyle during World War II. Tanabe Seiyaku
Co. (Japan) started the industrial production of L-methionine by using immobilized
aminoacylase in a packed bed reactor in 1969. The Clinton Corn Processing
Company (USA) produced fructose syrup using glucose isomerase in 1967. Cur-
rent annual fructose production exceeds 9 million tons [38] and the longest pub-
lished working lifetime of immobilized glucose isomerase is 687 days at 55 �C
and pH 7.5 (Kato Kagaku, Japan) [5]. Semisynthetic beta-lactamase-resistant beta-
lactam antibiotics (e.g., cloxacillin, flucloxacillin) are produced by using amidases
[5, 39]. Enzymatic acrylamide production was initiated in 1985 and more than
100,000 metric tons of acrylamide per year is produced by using immobilized
nitrile hydratases [38]. Progress is accelerating due to fast developments in protein
engineering tools including directed evolution, rational design, and their combi-
nation [40], high cell-density fermentation for low-cost recombinant protein pro-
duction [41], the discovery and utilization of thermoenzymes [42], and enzyme
immobilization in nanomaterials [3]. As a result, enzyme-mediated biocatalysis is
an alternative choice for numerous transformations from commodities to phar-
maceuticals [43, 44].

Phase 2 (1990s)—multienzyme one pot for relatively complicated biotransfor-
mation. Multienzyme one pot has numerous benefits compared to single-enzyme
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reactors in cascade: fewer unit operations, smaller reactor volume, higher
volumetric and space–time yields, shorter cycle times, and less waste generated.
Also, by coupling steps together, unfavorable equilibria can be driven towards the
formation of desired products [4, 45, 46]. For instance, enzymatic hydrolysis of
crystalline cellulose requires a synergetic action of endoglucanase, cellobiohy-
drolase, and beta-glucosidase because a single enzyme cannot hydrolyze cellulose
efficiently [47, 48]. For cofactor-dependent enzyme reactions that consume reduced
NAD(P)H, in situ NAD(P)H-regenerated by another enzyme is becoming more and
more accepted, especially for the synthesis of high-value chiral compounds in the
pharmaceutical industry [3, 49, 50]. Similarly, NAD(P)H is usually generated by
using a pair of a hydrogen-donor substrate and a single enzyme, including formate/
formate dehydrogenase [51], glucose/glucose dehydrogenase [52], glucose-6-
phosphate/glucose-6-phosphate dehydrogenase [42], dihydrogen/hydrogenase [53],
and phosphite/phosphite dehydrogenase [54]. In the organic chemistry field, the
synthesis of monosaccharides, activated monosaccharides, oligosaccharides,
and glycopeptides by using multienzyme one pot has been intensively investigated
[55–58].

Phase 3 (2000s)—the utilization of numerous enzymes (i.e., more than three)
for implementing very complicated biotransformations. This cell-free biotrans-
formation scheme has three representative directions: (i) cell-free protein syn-
thesis, which utilizes natural protein synthesis systems in cell lysates for fast
synthesis of proteins for research purposes and the production of high-value
antibodies or other proteins [59, 60], (ii) in vitro synthetic biology for the
production of high-value fine chemicals and pharmaceuticals [27, 61–64], and
(iii) synthetic pathway biotransformation (SyPaB) for the production of low-value
biocommodities [3, 4, 25]. Herein, we focus on the use of more than three catalytic
units in one reactor because of its ability to implement biochemical reactions that
living organisms cannot.

3 Examples of Cell-Free Biosystems for Biomanufacturing

We highlight several examples of cell-free biosystems so that readers can easily
understand the advantages and applications of cell-free biosystems.

3.1 Cell-Free Biosystems for Biocommodity Engineering

Biocommodities are low-value and large-volume products, including biofuels,
biochemicals, bioplatics, feed and food [4, 65]. Among them, transportation bio-
fuels have received wide attention due to their nearly zero net greenhouse gas
emissions, enhanced energy security, and new biomanufacturing job creation.
Because feedstock costs usually account for more than half of biocommodity
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selling prices [65, 66], economically viable production of biocommodities requires
high product yields and low production costs. Although living microorganisms can
duplicate themselves easily and have seemingly low biocatalyst preparation costs,
we argue that cell-free biosystems could be an alternative choice due to the unique
advantages mentioned earlier: high product yields, fast reaction rates, and poten-
tially very low biocatalyst costs as bulk enzymes become stable and are produced
at low cost in the future [3].

There is no question that hydrogen would be the best energy carrier for the
transport sector in the future due to the high-energy utilization efficiency through
fuel cells and nearly zero pollutants for end-users. Hydrogen can be produced
through a number of approaches based on a variety of feedstocks [67]. The pro-
duction of biohydrogen from low-cost biomass is an excellent solution for pro-
ducing low-cost hydrogen without net carbon emissions [16, 68, 69]. However,
natural and genetically modified hydrogen-producing microbes cannot produce
hydrogen in yields of more than four moles hydrogen per mole glucose, called the
Thauer limit [14, 16, 70]. Chemical catalysis, such as gasification and aqueous
phase reforming, suffers from low product yields due to low chemical selectivity.
To solve these problems, a non-natural enzymatic pathway composed of enzymes
from bacteria, yeasts, animals, plants, and archae was constructed for generating
high-yield hydrogen from starch in 2007 [26] (Fig. 3). The Royal Society (the
UK’s National Academy of Science) has praised this breakthrough as ‘‘the
beginning stage of a cheap, green and high-yield hydrogen production’’ and as a
good example of synthetic biology [71]. This synthetic pathway contains (i) a
chain-shortening phosphorylation reaction on glucan for producing glucose-
1-phosphate (G1P) catalyzed by glucan phosphorylase (Eq. 1); (ii) the conversion
of G1P to glucose-6-phosphate (G6P) catalyzed by phosphoglucomutase (Eq. 2);
(iii) a pentose phosphate pathway and gluconeogenesis pathway containing ten
enzymes for producing 12 NADPH and 6 CO2 per G6P (Eq. 3); and (iv) the
generation of hydrogen from NADPH catalyzed by hydrogenase (Eq. 4).

C6H10O5ð Þnþ Pi � C6H10O5ð Þn�1þG1P ð1Þ

G1P � G6P ð2Þ

G6P þ 12NADPþ þ 7H2O � 12 NADPH þ 12 Hþ þ 6CO2 þ Pi

ð3Þ

12 NADPH þ 12 Hþ � 12H2 þ 12NADPþ ð4Þ

The combination of Eqs. (1)–(4) results in Eq. 5:

C6H10O5ð Þnþ 7H2O ! C6H10O5ð Þn�1þ 12H2 þ 6CO2 ð5Þ

Thermodynamic analysis of Eq. (5) suggests that the overall reactions
from starch or cellulosic materials and water are spontaneous and endothermic
(DG = –50 kJ/mol and DHo = +598 kJ/mol) [17, 26]. These reactions are driven
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by entropy gains rather than enthalpy losses. The removal of gaseous products,
H2 and CO2, from the aqueous phase favors the unidirectional reaction for hydrogen
formation. When cellobiose is used as the substrate with a reaction time in the range
of one week for a complete reaction, the overall yields of H2 and CO2 are
11.2 moles of H2 and 5.64 moles of CO2 per mole of anhydroglucose unit of
cellobiose, corresponding to 93.1 and 94 % of the theoretical yields (Eq. 5). In
principle, the theoretical yield of hydrogen (i.e., 12 H2 per glucose equivalent) can
be obtained when a continuous reaction is conducted. Over the past few years,
intensive efforts have been made pertaining to (i) decreasing enzyme costs and
prolonging enzyme lifetime [17, 42, 72–75], (ii) producing all recombinant cyto-
plasmic enzymes at low costs [42, 76], and (iii) purifying recombinant proteins at

Fig. 3 The synthetic pathway for complete conversion of glucan and water to hydrogen and carbon
dioxide. PPP pentose phosphate pathway. The enzymes are: GNP glucan phosphorylase; PGM
phosphoglucomutase; G6PDH G-6-P dehydrogenase; 6PGDH 6-phosphogluconate dehydroge-
nase; R5PI phosphoribose isomerase; Ru5PE ribulose 5-phosphate epimerase; TKL transketolase;
TAL transaldolase; TIM triose phosphate isomerase; ALD aldolase; FBP fructose-1,6-bisphospha-
tase; PGI phosphoglucose isomerase; and H2ase, hydrogenase. The metabolites and chemicals are:
g1p glucose-1-phosphate; g6p glucose-6-phosphate; 6pg 6-phosphogluconate; ru5p ribulose-5-
phosphate; x5p xylulose-5-phosphate; r5p ribose-5-phosphate; s7p sedoheptulose-7-phosphate;
g3p glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate; e4p erythrose-4-phosphate; dhap dihydroxyacetone phosphate;
fdp fructose-1,6-diphosphate; f6p fructose-6-phosphate; and Pi inorganic phosphate. Modified
from Ref. [26]
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low cost using heat precipitation [42, 75], ammonia sulfate precipitation [77, 78],
cellulose-binding module-based adsorption and immobilization [79–82].

Ethanol is the most important gasoline additive because it can decrease air
pollutants generated by internal combustion (Otto) engines. It can be produced
through microbial anaerobic fermentation by the yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae
or by other microorganisms such as Escherichia coli and Zymomonas mobilis [83].
As early as 1897, Eduard Buchner discovered a yeast extract that converted
glucose to ethanol [30]. Much later, Welch and Scopes (1985) started investigating
the feasibility of high-yield production of ethanol by a reconstituted yeast gly-
colytic enzyme system—12 enzymes in total including ten enzymes required for
the conversion of glucose to pyruvate and two enzymes required for the conversion
of pyruvate to ethanol [84]. In this system, ATP accumulation (i.e., two ATP
produced per glucose) prevents complete conversion of glucose to ethanol so that
costly ATPase or highly toxic arsenate had to be carefully supplemented in
Welch’s systems to achieve the high yield of ethanol. To solve this problem,
Volker and co-workers designed a non-natural synthetic ethanol-producing path-
way comprising six enzyme-catalyzed reactions only [23] (Fig. 4). In it, only four
enzymes are required for the conversion of glucose to pyruvate. This synthetic
pathway requires neither ATP nor CoA and has a balanced NAD cofactor. Since
this pathway has a much lower Gibbs energy than those in yeast and Z. mobilis, it
is anticipated that this cell-free pathway could have very fast production rates after
optimization.

Isobutanol is a four-carbon liquid alcohol that has several advantages over
ethanol, such as, lower water absorption, better blending ability, higher energy
density, and compatibility with current internal combustion engines [85]. Volker
and co-workers also designed a synthetic pathway that can produce isobutanol
from glucose by using a cell-free enzyme mixture (Fig. 4). This pathway is
composed of two parts: the production of pyruvate from glucose and the gener-
ation of isobutanol through the enzymes in valine biosynthesis pathways along
with 2-keto-acid decarboxylases (KDC) and alcohol dehydrogenase (ADH). One
of the most beautiful aspects of this cell-free system is that this enzyme system can
work well even in the presence of 4 % (v/v) isobutanol, whereas low levels of
isobutanol (e.g., 1–2 % v/v) stops microbial isobutanol production [86].

Fructose is the sweetest monosaccharide. High-fructose corn syrup (HFCS) is a
mixture of fructose and glucose produced from starch, which has simply replaced
sucrose as a sweetener. On average, one person in the USA consumes approxi-
mately 20 kg of HFCS per year. HFCS is made from starch through a series of
enzymatic conversions: (i) starch liquefaction mediated by amylose, (ii) starch
saccharification to glucose mediated by glucoamylase, and (iii) conversion of
glucose to fructose mediated by glucose (xylose) isomerase (Fig. 5). In this typical
process, fructose yield cannot be very high because the last step is reversible and
the process runs at equilibrium. To solve this problem, Benner and his coworker
designed a novel enzymatic pathway in one pot containing (i) starch phosphory-
lase, (ii) phosphoglucomutase, (iii) phosphoglucose isomerase, and (iv) fructose-
6-phosphatase (Fig. 5). In the last step, the net hydrolysis of fructose-6-phosphate
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yields fructose via a transaldolase-catalyzed reaction between fructose-
6-phosphate and glyceraldehyde to yield fructose and glyceraldehyde-3-
phosphate, which is then hydrolyzed to regenerate glyceraldehyde and
inorganic phosphate by using a 3-phosphoglycerate phosphatase. Because the
final step is exerogenic and irreversible, this process pulls all of the equi-
librium intermediates to the desired product. This pathway design illustrates a
general idea that the energetics of a pathway should be considered when
designing multistep biocatalytic transformations [87].

Fig. 4 Schematic representation of a novel cell-free reaction pathway from glucose to ethanol
and isobutanol. In the first part of the reaction (top box), glucose is converted into two molecules
of pyruvate by four enzymes, then pyruvate can be either directed to ethanol (lower right box) or
isobutanol synthesis (lower left box) in the second part of the reaction cascade. The molecules of
CO2 and H2O are not shown for clarity. Enzymes are GDH glucose dehydrogenase; DHAD
(gluconate/glycerate) dihydroxy acid dehydratase; ALDH glyceraldehyde dehydrogenase; KDGA
2-keto-3-desoxygluconate aldolase; ALS acetolactate synthase; KARI ketolacid reductoisomerase;
KDC 2-ketoacid decarboxylase; PDC pyruvate decarboxylase complex; and ADH alcohol
dehydrogenase. Modified from Ref. [23]
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3.2 Cell-Free Biosystems for High-Value Product Synthesis

Cell-free systems can be used to produce high-value pharmaceuticals. Organic
chemical synthesis plays a dominant role in producing chemicals in the modern
pharmaceutical industry, although it is being challenged by enzyme-mediated
biocatalysis [44]. For example, fondaparinux (trade name Arixtra) is a synthetic
antithrombin III-binding pentasaccharide. Its chemical synthesis involves a large
number of chemical synthesis reactions, resulting in very low yields of products
(e.g., less than 0.5 %) and the generation of toxic intermediates [88]. As a result,
Arixtra is a costly drug. In 2011, Xu et al. reported 10- and 12-step chemoenzy-
matic synthesis of two structurally homogeneous ultralow molecular weight
heparins in 45 and 37 % overall yield, respectively, starting from simple disac-
charides [89]. These ultra-low molecular weight heparins display excellent in vitro
anticoagulant activity and comparable pharmacokinetic properties to Arixtra in a
rabbit model. This enzymatic approach may be scaled up easily and shows great
potential for a more cost-efficient way to synthesize this important drug class.

Sheldon and his coworker developed a one-pot procedure including four
enzymes for the synthesis of carbohydrates from glycerol and an aldehyde (i.e.,
butanal) (Fig. 6). The first step is the conversion of glycerol to glycerol-3-phos-
phate at a cost of pyrophosphate mediated by phytase. The second enzyme
(glycerol phosphate oxidase) converts glycerol-3-phosphate to DHAP and gener-
ates H2O2 as a by-product, where a third enzyme catalase is responsible for
degrading H2O2 to water and oxygen. The fourth enzyme fructose-1,6-bisphos-
phate aldolase links DHAP and butanal to butanal-DHAP. At the last step, the first
enzyme phytase releases phosphate from butanal-DHAP and generates 5-deoxy-5-
ethyl-D-xylulose. Although the four enzymes have different optimal pHs, the four
enzymes are put in one pot during the whole process. The pH of the reaction vessel

Fig. 5 Schematic representation of enzymatic fructose production from starch. GNP alpha-
glucan phosphorylase; PGM phosphoglucomutase; PGI phosphoglucose isomerase; F6P
fructose-6-phosphatase. Arrows in red are reversible reactions. Modified from Ref. [87]
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is changed from pH 4.0 to pH 7.0 and then to pH 4.0, ensuring the cascading
reactions occur in the desired order. The phytase on/off-switch at its respective
pH 4.0 and 7.0 was the key to controlling phosphorylation and dephosphoryla-
tion [55].

Cell-free biosystems have been developed for the biosynthesis of radio-labeled
purines (ATP and GTP) and pyrimidines (UTP and CTP) from glucose and
ammonia, which requires 28 and 18 enzymes, respectively [63, 64]. Compared to
the chemical synthesis, both purine and pyrimidine biosynthesis pathways can be
reconstructed de novo for the incorporation of isotopes into specific sites. This
work enables NMR detection for probing structural and dynamic characteristics of
nucleic acids.

Enzymatic fuel cells (EFCs) represent a new type of fuel cell devices that can
convert chemical energy stored in fuels into electricity mediated by redox enzymes
[4, 90]. EFCs are an appealing micro-power source suitable for powering portable
electronics because they have a number of features such as high-energy storage
density; no flammability or explosion risk; biodegradability; low fuel costs; no
costly, rare or heavy metals needed; and rapid ‘‘recharge’’ by injecting a sugar
solution [91]. Nearly all EFCs extract only a small fraction of chemical energy in
fuels by utilizing only one or a few oxidoreductase enzymes. The complete oxi-
dation of fuels into electricity through engineered cascade pathways would have
four benefits: (i) high energy utilization efficiency, (ii) high energy storage density,
(iii) low product inhibition, and (iv) high power density [4, 92–94]. EFCs can
utilize a large range of chemical compounds as fuels, including methanol, ethanol,
glycerol, pyruvate, and glucose (these fuels are listed in increasing order of carbon
number in the compound). To increase the fuel utilization efficiency, cascade
enzymes can be employed. For example, three cascading redox enzymes have been
used in an anode for the complete oxidization of one-carbon methanol to CO2 [95].

Fig. 6 Schematic representation of enzymatic transformation from glycerol to carbohydrates in
one pot with pH shifts. GPO glycerol phosphate oxidase; ALD fructose-1,6-bisphosphate
aldolase. Modified from Ref. [158]
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Similarly, two-carbon ethanol has been oxidized using an 11-enzyme pathway to
generate more electrons [96]. Three-carbon glycerol and pyruvate have been
oxidized using two cascading dehydrogenases [97] and enzymes in the Krebs cycle
[98, 99], respectively. Furthermore, Minteer et al. have proposed the complete
oxidation of glucose using glycolysis and the TCA cycle [92]. Their pathway
design is more complicated than the one proposed here and involves ATP/GTP and
acetyl-CoA. However, acetyl-CoA and ATP are labile and cannot be utilized for an
extended period of time. Recently, Xu and Minteer [100] published another paper
on glucose oxidation to CO2 through a new pathway that does not involve ATP
and acetyl-CoA (Fig. 7). However, this design suffers from a very low power
density because aldolase that breaks the C–C bond has a very low activity on non-
phosphorylated carbohydrates [101, 102].

Zhang and coworkers utilized four thermophilic enzymes in cascade for deep
oxidation of glucose without the use of ATP [94]. Polyphosphate glucokinase
converts glucose to glucose-6-phosphate using low-cost, stable polyphosphate
rather than costly ATP [81]. Two NAD-dependent dehydrogenases (glucose-
6-phosphate dehydrogenase and 6-phosphogluconate dehydrogenase) that were
immobilized on the bioanode were responsible for generating two NADH
per glucose-6-phosphate (i.e., four electrons were generated per glucose via a

Fig. 7 Schematic
representation of complete
oxidation of glucose for
electricity generation through
six enzymes. Modified from
Ref. [100]
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diaphorase-vitamin K(3) electron shuttle system at the anode). When the
temperature was increased to 50 �C, the maximum power density increased to
0.322 mW/cm-2, which was approximately eight times higher than that based on
mesophilic enzymes at the same temperature. These results suggest that the deep
oxidation of glucose could be achieved by using multiple dehydrogenases in
synthetic cascade pathways and that high power output could be achieved by using
thermostable enzymes at elevated temperatures.

3.3 Cell-Free Protein Synthesis

While cell-free protein synthesis (CFPS) has been used for decades as a
foundational research tool for understanding transcription and translation, recent
advances have made possible cost-effective micro-scale to manufacturing scale
synthesis of complex proteins [22]. CFPS is becoming a more acceptable tool for
the fast synthesis of recombinant proteins, especially when the proteins are in vivo
cytotoxic, regulatory, or unstable proteins that are difficult to express in living cells
and/or the proteins contain unnatural amino acids [10, 59, 103]. CFPS is usually
conducted by using a crude cell lysate from any given organism (e.g., bacterial,
plant, or animal cells) supplemented with the DNA template encoding the desired
protein, NTPs, a highly processive RNA polymerase, amino acids, and an energy
supply while the cell lysate provides the translational machinery, accessory
enzymes, tRNA, and cofactors [10]. The use of cell lysate greatly simplifies CFPS
but it may have some negative impacts due to other cellular components in cell
extracts, for example, a rapid depletion of energy charge [59] and the degradation
of protein products or template nucleic acids by proteases or nucleases [29]. In
2001, Shimizu et al. reported a protein-synthesizing system reconstituted from
recombinant tagged protein factors purified to homogeneity [29]. The system –
termed the ‘‘protein synthesis using recombinant elements’’ (PURE) system—
contains all necessary translation factors, purified with high specific activity, and
allows efficient protein production. This system has more than 100 well-defined
molecules for implementing this complicated protein biosynthesis. The PURE
system exhibits high translational efficiency with the added advantage of simple
manipulation of reaction conditions and easy purification of untagged protein
product. As a result, New England Biolabs Inc. sells the PURE fast protein syn-
thesis kit.

Currently CFPS can produce protein in yields exceeding grams of target protein
per liter of reaction volume, in batch reactions lasting multiple hours, with cost
decreases to several orders of magnitude, and at scales reaching the 100-L mile-
stone by SutroBio [11]. These advances have inspired new applications in the
synthesis of protein libraries for functional genomics and structural biology, the
production of protein therapeutics [104], personalized medicines [105], vaccines
[106], short antimicrobial peptides [107], and the expression of virus-like particles,
among others.
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4 Challenges

The potential of cell-free biosystems for biomanufacturing is often ignored or
underappreciated by many bioengineers and scientists because this paradigm shift
is an out-of-the-box solution so that most do not realize that technological
breakthroughs in other fields may be game changing in their field. A good example
is no-till farming replacing tilling or discing farmland. Mankind has tilled land for
thousands of years so it was easy to forget that the primary goal of tilling was to
kill weeds. Beveridge described it as conditional thinking in his famous book
entitled ‘‘The art of Scientific Investigation’’ [108]. Even long after the invention
of selective herbicides and complementary herbicide-resistant seeds, farmers
continued to till their land due to the ruling paradigm. The situation changed when
several agricultural engineering pioneers in the nonpoint water pollution field
realized that tilling was not necessary with proper herbicide and improved seed
use. In reality, these no-tilling pioneers did not invent any new technologies but
proposed a new concept to solve a key problem in their field. Now no-till farming
is widely adopted because of the environmental and economic benefits [109].
Similarly, doubts regarding cell-free biosystems may include (i) enzymes cannot
be produced and purified at low cost, (ii) enzymes are not stable enough,
(iii) coenzymes are expensive and labile, and (iv) optimal conditions for numerous
enzymes are different (Table 2). To address the above challenges, the respective
solutions are listed in Table 2.

4.1 Low-Cost Enzyme Production and Purification

Cell-free protein synthesis usually uses cell extracts to decrease enzyme costs,
while most cell-free biosystems prefer using partially purified enzymes that avoid
unnecessary side-reactions and may prolong reaction time up to weeks, months, or
even years. Low-cost production of bulk enzymes has been achieved but most
academic researchers do not know this because most purchase costly enzymes
from Sigma or other enzyme vendors. For example, bulk enzymes, such as pro-
tease and amylase produced by Bacillus sp., cellulase produced by Trichoderma
and Aspergillus sp., have selling prices of ca. 5–10 US dollars per kg of dry protein
[4, 110]. The cost of protein production is highly related to its expression level.
The higher the expression level, the lower the cost of the purified protein. Codon
usage optimization is a common way to enhance recombinant protein expression
levels. For example, more than 500-fold improvement in the expression of soluble
Thermotoga maritima 6-phosphogluconate dehydrogenase has been achieved in
E. coli by codon usage optimization, accounting for [30 % of the total cellular
protein [42]. Some recombinant formate dehydrogenase expression levels in
E. coli are as high as 50 % cellular proteins [111]. It is estimated that current costs
of recombinant proteins produced by E. coli BL 21 are approximately 100 US
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dollars per kg of dry protein including materials, labor, and capital depreciation
[43]. As enzyme production is scaled up, production costs would decrease further.
Dr. Tao at EnzymeWorks (China) pointed out that current enzyme costs in his
company were approximately 70 US dollars per kg of enzyme because they can
grow the E. coli cell densities of more than 100 g dry cell weight per liter without the
use of costly pure oxygen (personal communication). It is anticipated that the cost of
bulk recombinant enzymes will decrease greatly when their markets are ready.

The impression of costly enzyme purification is often gained from high-purity
enzymes produced by academic labs and for pharmaceutical protein drugs, which
are purified through a series of chromatographic methods. However, cell-free bio-
systems can utilize relatively low-quality enzymes as building blocks. Please bear in
mind that cell extracts without purification could work well. In addition, several

Table 2 Challenges of cell-free systems and respective solutions

Challenge Solution Ref

Recombinant protein
expression

High-cell density fermentation Shiloach and Fass [41],
Studier [160]

Enzyme purification Secretory protein Zhang [4]
Cell extract Bujara et al. [27], Swartz [28]
Heat precipitation Wang and Zhang [42],

Sun et al. [75]
Ammonia sulfate precipitation Zhang and Mielenz [77],

Scopes [78]
Simple adsorption and

immobilization
Liao et al. [81], Myung et al. [82]

Resin-free chromatographic
separation

Banki et al. [161]

Fusion proteins Zhang [114], Iturrate et al. [162],
Bulow et al. [163]

Multienzyme co-purification
and immobilization

You et al. [112], Chen et al.
[164], Nahalka et al. [165]

Enzyme stability Thermostable enzymes Table 3
Enzyme immobilization Demain and Vaishnav [166],

Kirk et al. [167]
Enzyme engineering through rational

design and/or directed evolution
Ye et al. [40]

Costly and labile
coenzymes

Coenzyme immobilization and
recycling

Liu and Wang [168]

Use of stable and low-cost
biomimetic coenzyme

Campbell et al. [142], Ryan et al.
[151], Campbell et al. [157]

Different optimal
conditions for
enzymes

Compromised reaction conditions Zhang et al. [26]
Adjusted reaction conditions

in terms of time
Schoevaart et al. [55], Schoevaart

et al. [158]
Discovery of enzymes from

one source
Zhang [4], Wang and Zhang [42],

Myung et al. [74],
Sun et al. [75]

Engineered enzymes Ye et al. [40], Chen
and Arnold [169]
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low-cost scalable protein purifications are available and have been developed
recently. For example, ammonia sulfate precipitation can be used as the first step of
most protein purifications [77]. Instead of using commercial costly protein purifi-
cation resins like Ni–NTA resin, and glutathione Sepharose 4B, low-cost cellulosic
materials can be used for protein adsorption/desorption, purification, and immobi-
lization [79–82]. For highly thermophilic enzymes expressed by E. coli, heat pre-
cipitation could be the simplest way to obtain purified proteins from E. coli cell
extracts [42, 75]. In our laboratory, we have systematically investigated heat pre-
cipitation for the purification of recombinant enzymes produced from E. coli. We
found that six recombinant enzymes cloned from T. maritima and produced in
E. coli, for example, 6-phosphogluconate dehydrogenase [42], ribose-5-phosphate
isomerase [75], aldolase [112], transaldolase [113], transketolase, and xylulokinase
can be purified to more than 80–90 % homogeneity by simple heat treatment at
80 �C for 20 min.

Inspired by integrated circuits and natural metabolons [114], we developed a
new protein purification method which can enrich, purify, and immobilize three
cascade enzymes in one step (Fig. 8a). This method was based on the highly
species-specific interaction between cohesins and dockerins from natural cellulo-
somes [112, 115–117]. A synthetic protein scaffold called scaffoldin was con-
structed containing a CBM3 module and three cohesins. The CBM3 module can
tightly bind on cellulosic materials and cohesins are responsible for binding with
the specific dockerin-containing enzymes. Dockerins can be located in either the
N- or C-terminal of the target protein [118]. After mixing four cell extracts con-
taining the synthetic scaffoldin and dockerin-containing target proteins with cel-
lulosic materials (e.g., regenerated amorphous cellulose, RAC) and centrifugation,
the synthetic three-enzyme metabolon can be purified and immobilized on RAC
(Fig. 8a). Triosephosphate isomerase (TIM), aldolase (ALD), and fructose 1,6-
bisphosphatase (FBP) were chosen for demonstration purposes. The protein
expression levels of dockerin-containing TIM, ALD, and FBP were low (Fig. 8b,
Lane 1, 2, 3), but they can be easily enriched and purified by mixing with the
synthetic scaffoldin (Lane 5, 6, and 7). The self-assembled three-enzyme metab-
olon can be obtained in one step (Fig. 8b, Lane 9 and Fig. 8c). Such an enzyme
complex also has the unique feature of substrate channeling because of the
proximity of the cascade enzymes [114]. This enzyme complex showed more than
one order of magnitude enhancements on reaction rates compared to the non-
complexed TIM, ALD, and FBP mixture [112] (Fig. 9). In conclusion, numerous
methods can decrease enzyme purification costs.

4.2 Prolonging Enzyme Lifetime

Most enzymes in academic laboratories deactivate rapidly, giving researchers an
impression that enzymes are not stable. In reality, a few enzymes are very stable
with a shelf lifetime of years and have been widely used in daily life, for example,
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(a)

(c)

(b)

Fig. 8 a Schematic representation for the purification and co-immobilization of the synthetic
three-enzyme complex, where the mini-scaffoldin contained three different types of cohesins and
one family 3 carbohydrate-binding module, and three enzymes contained respective dockerin.
b SDS-PAGE analysis of the E. coli cell extracts containing the recombinant proteins and RAC
pull-down proteins (a). Lane M, protein marker; Lane 1–4, cell extract containing TIM-Doc1,
ALD-Doc2, FBP-Doc3, and CBM-Scaf3, respectively; Lane 5, RAC adsorbed mini-scaffoldin,
Lane 6–8, RAC adsorbed CBM-Scaf3 and TIM-Doc1, ALD-Doc2, and FBP-Doc3, respectively;
and Lane 9, RAC adsorbed CBM-Scaf3, TIM-Doc1, ALD-DoC2, and FBP-Doc3. c Schematic
representation of the self-assembled three-enzyme complex containing TIM-Doc1, ALD-Doc2,
FBP-Doc3, and CBM-Scaf3 containing three different types of cohesins and one family 3
carbohydrate-binding module. Modified from Ref. [159]
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protease used in detergents, or enzymes used in diabetic test strips. Another famous
example is immobilized glucose isomerase lasting for more than 2 years [5].

Enzyme deactivation can be addressed by using thermoenzymes, enzyme
immobilization, protein engineering through directed evolution and rational design,
and their combination. Our economic analyses pertaining to enzymatic hydrogen
production suggest that enzyme costs would be minimal when total turnover
numbers (TTN) of all enzymes are larger than 107–108 mol of product per mol of
enzyme [4, 77]. When cell-free biosystems are used to produce high value products,
acceptable TTN values could be lower. On the basis of our experiences, it is very
easy to obtain enzymes with such high TTN values by using natural thermostable
enzymes (Table 3). Also, Bommarius and his coworker suggest a very simple way
to calculate the TTN value of an enzyme: TTN = kcat/kd, where kcat and kd are the
turn-over number and degradation constant of the enzyme, respectively [119].

The discovery and utilization of thermoenzymes may be the simplest strategy.
During the past few years, we have produced a number of thermophilic enzymes
in E. coli, such as Clostridium thermocellum cellodextrin phosphorylase [17],
C. thermocellum cellobiose phosphorylase [17], C. thermocellum glucan phos-
phorylase [72], C. thermocellum phosphoglucomutase [73], T. maritima 6-pho-
phogluconate dehydrogenase [42], T. maritima fructose bisphosphatase [74], and
T. maritima pentose phosphate isomerase [75]. Most of them have TTN values of
more than 107 as shown in Table 3.

Enzyme immobilization technology has been used to prolong the lifetime of
enzymes for a long time [3, 120–122]. For instance, a one-step protein purification
and immobilization method has been developed by using low-cost, ultra-high
adsorption capacity RAC to adsorb CBM-tagged thermophilic C. thermocellum
phosphoglucose isomerase (PGI) [82]. The resulting immobilized PGI is highly
active and ultra-stable compared to the nonimmobilized PGI, with a TTN of more
than 109 mol of product per mol of enzyme at 60 �C (Table 3). In the food
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industry, immobilized thermophilic glucose isomerase exhibits TTN values of
*5 9 108 mol of product per mol of enzyme. As a result, no company has a
motivation to further prolong the lifetime of this enzyme.

Directed evolution and rational design are powerful approaches to enhancing
the thermostability of enzymes [123, 124]. Among different desired properties of
engineered enzymes, improving enzyme stability is the easiest. A number of
companies and academic laboratories have developed tools for enhancing enzyme
lifetime. For example, some enzyme companies and start-ups, such as Codexis,
Biomethodes, EnzymeWorks, and Arzeda have demonstrated a number of suc-
cessful examples for enhancing enzyme stability meeting their customers’ needs.
For example, Codexis is developing a stable carbonic andrase used for capturing
high-temperature and low-pH CO2 from the waste gas of power stations. Also,
a combination of rational and random design also have a significant effect on
enzyme stability [40].

4.3 Redox Enzyme Engineering

Since both NADP and NAD are not stable in vitro and are costly, it is important to
replace them with low-cost biomimetic cofactors especially when cell-free systems
are used to produce low-value biofuels and biochemicals (Fig. 10). The bulk prices
of NADP, NAD, and nicotinate mononucleotide (NMN) are $4,500, $1,500, and
$250 per kg, respectively (personal communication from Alex Tao). Biomimetic
cofactors, such as NMN and 1-benzyl-1,4-dihydronicotinamide (BDN), not only
have much lower selling prices but also have much better stability.

Redox enzyme engineering was initiated by Perham’s group over 20 years ago
[125]. By using molecular modeling and comparing amino acid sequences
responsible for cofactor binding sites, they changed NADP-preferred glutathione
dihydrogen to NAD-preferred by site directed mutagenesis [125]. After this, by
using rational design, a number of studies were conducted by swapping cofactor
preferences from NADP to NAD [126–132], from NAD to NADP [133–137], and
relaxing or broadening cofactor specificity [138–142].

In the 1990s, Lowe and coworkers developed a series of biomimetic analogues
of NAD(P) based on triazine dyes [143–147]. Some natural dehydrogenases, such
as horse liver alcohol dehydrogenase, can utilize such biomimetic cofactors for
implementing redox reactions [146]. Later, Fish et al. determined that the pyro-
phosphate and adenosine groups associated with NAD are not essential in the
hydride transfer and proposed the use of BDN or its analogues to replace natural
cofactors [148]. Later, they also showed that wild-type horse liver alcohol dehy-
drogenase [149] and monooxygenase [150] can work on such biomimics. How-
ever, most wild-type redox enzymes cannot work on such biomimics. Clark and
Fish demonstrated that a P450 mutant with two amino acid changes can work on
these biomimics [151]. Also, another group demonstrated that engineered P450
can utilize Zn dust as an electron source rather than natural cofactors [152, 153]. In
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2011, Zhao and coworkers presented a bio-orthogonal system that catalyzed the
oxidative decarboxylation of L-malate with a dedicated biomimetic cofactor,
nicotinamide flucytosine dinucleotide, where the redox enzymes were engineered
by using saturation mutagenesis of the key amino acid sites [154].

NMN is a precursor of NAD(P) with a much smaller size as compared to
NAD(P) (Fig. 6). A few wild-type redox enzymes function using NMN, including
liver alcohol dehydrogenase [155] and glutamic dehydrogenase [156]. Recently,
Scott et al. demonstrated that engineered Pyrococcus furiosus alcohol dehydro-
genase has an ability to work on NMN [157].

Although the importance of redox enzyme engineering is gaining recognition for
future biomanufacturing [1, 4, 14, 28], redox enzyme engineering remains at an early
stage because no framework or general rules exist for engineering redox enzymes on
non-natural cofactors [157]. This direction may become one of the top R&D pri-
orities of cell-free biosystems, especially for the production of biocommodities but
not for the production of pharmaceuticals that can use more costly natural cofactors.

4.4 Compromised Reaction Conditions

Although numerous enzymes used for the proof-of-concept cell-free biotransfor-
mation experiments have different optimal conditions [17, 26], they can work
together under compromised conditions (e.g., 30–32 �C) where hyperthermophilic
hydrogenase exhibited a very low activity. According to our experiences and
literature data, most enzymes from different sources are highly exchangeable in
cell-free biosystems [25]. In future applications, we will discover and utilize nearly
all enzymes from one source and/or engineer some unmatched enzymes to make
their optimal condition match most of other enzymes.

Fig. 10 Structures of natural cofactors and biomimetic cofactors
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5 Conclusion

The significant advantages provided by cell-free biosystems (Table 1) are moti-
vating their transition from basic research tools to a future biomanufacturing
platform. Although a few obstacles to cell-free biosystems remain, all of them can
be addressed by using well-known technologies (Table 2). The development of
cell-free biosystems may have a similar trend to modern computers. The first
prototypes were extremely costly, with low performance, and few applications.
After the performance of each part (e.g., CPU, RAM) was improved greatly and
standard parts were produced on a large scale, it was simple and less costly to
assemble a customized high-performance computer at low prices by using the
available standardized parts. Now it is time to discover and develop more stable
enzymes as standardized building blocks and engineer redox enzymes that can
work with less costly and more stable biomimic cofactors. Cell-free biosystems
will eventually become a new biotechnology platform for biomanufacturing
numerous products, especially for biocommodities because they are highly cost-
sensitive to both product yields (or energy efficiencies) and production costs.
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Lipid Bilayer Membrane Arrays:
Fabrication and Applications

Xiaojun Han, Guodong Qi, Xingtao Xu and Lei Wang

Abstract The lipid bilayer is one of the most important self-assembled structures
in nature. In addition to compartmentalizing the cell, the lipid bilayer maintains
many physical and biological characteristics of cell membranes, including lateral
fluidity. It provides a wealth of opportunities for the study of membrane properties.
Recently there has been an increasing interest in lipid bilayer arrays fabrication
and their applications. In this review, the leading methods for creating lipid bilayer
arrays are categorized as mechanical methods, pre-patterning substrate, direct UV
patterning, direct blotting or stamping, polymer liftoff technique, robotic micro
spotting, and microfluidics. The applications of bilayer arrays for cell adhesion and
activation, lipid bilayer based 2D electrophoresis, and high-throughput binding
assays are also presented.

Keywords Cell adhesion � High-throughput binding assay � Lipid bilayer arrays �
Photolithography
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Rh-PE 1,2-dipalmitoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphoethanolamine-N-
(lissamine-rhodamine B sulfonyl)
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[(2,4-dinitrophenyl)amino]hexanoyl] (ammonium salt)
GPI Glycan-phosphatidyl inositol
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NBD PS 1,2-dioleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phospho-L-serine-N-(7-nitro-2-

1,3-benzoxadiazol-4-yl) (diammonium salt)
FITC Fluorescein isothiocyanate
DOTAP 1,2-dioleoyl-3-trimethylammoniumpropane (chloride salt)
Biotin-cap DOPE 1,2-dioleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphoethanolamine-N-(cap

biotinyl) (sodium salt)
Tm Phase transition temperature
SAM Self assembled monolayer
PDMS Poly(dimethyl siloxane)
AFM Atomic force microscopy
CFM Continuous flow microspotter
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1 Introduction

A biomembrane consists of a lipid bilayer with embedded proteins [1]. The lipid
bilayer is a universal component of all cell-based biological systems, forming the
barrier between cytosol and the cell’s exterior, as well as mediating many biological
functions by providing a defined interface for cell-surface recognition, signaling, and
transport. The importance of the lipid bilayer has aroused great interest in fabricating
artificial membranes as both freestanding lipid membranes [2–9] and solid supported
lipid bilayer membranes [10–17]. Supported lipid bilayer membranes can be formed
by spontaneous fusion of lipid vesicles onto hydrophilic surfaces, such as silica [12,
18]. Supported lipid bilayers are typically separated from the solid substrate by a thin
(*1 nm) film of water [19], which serves as a lubricant for the lipids in the bilayer to
diffuse laterally. The fluidity of supported lipid bilayers distinguishes them from
other surfaces, such as self-assembled monolayers (SAMs). These model mem-
branes have been very useful fro various research investigations, including ion
channel activity, lipid phase separation, charged lipids manipulation, cell signaling,
cell–cell interaction, membrane base biosensor, and protein binding.

Since Boxer et al. pioneered the patterning of the lipid bilayer using the lith-
ographically fabricated corrals [16], lipid bilayer arrays have received consider-
able attention because of their potential use in studies of the physical and
biological properties of membranes, lipid mobility kinetics, diagnostics, and cel-
lular interactions with lipid-associated biomolecules. The lipid bilayer can be
patterned in two ways: homogenous arrays (all patterns contain the same bio-
molecules) and heterogeneous arrays (all patterns contain different biomolecules,
which is useful for high-throughput biosensing).

The aim of this review is to give readers an abundance of information on how to
fabricate lipid bilayer arrays, as well as how to apply lipid bilayer arrays in
research on cell adhesion and activation, 2D membrane electrophoresis, and high-
throughput binding assays.

2 Fabrication Methods of Lipid Bilayer Membrane Arrays

2.1 Forming Patterned Lipid Bilayers by Mechanical Scratching

The simplest method to fabricate patterned lipid bilayers is to mechanically scratch
the substrate with sharp tools, such as tweezers, after lipid bilayer formation
[12, 18, 20–22]. By using tweezers to scratch the silicon oxide substrate in the
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vertical and horizontal directions, one can create a checkerboard pattern. The
boundaries created using this method are stable in basic buffer (above pH 8) or
Millipore water for weeks to confine the fluid lipid bilayer. It is believed that the
hydration layers on the silica substrate play a substantial role in maintaining the
stability of a scratch barrier [20] because water molecules at a silica–buffer
interface become ordered as the pH is raised; this highly ordered hydration layer is
a poor lubricant for a spreading membrane. However, the lipid bilayer membranes
spread under mildly acidic conditions. One example of this method is shown in
Fig. 1 [20]. The black grids are a scratched area on the substrate created using a
pair of tweezers. The yellow regions are the patterned lipid bilayers containing
both green dye and red dye labeled lipids.

2.2 Forming Lipid Bilayer Arrays Using Pre-patterned
Substrates

2.2.1 Pre-patterning Surface Using Photolithography

In 1997, Groves et al. developed the first method for patterning solid supported
lipid bilayer membranes using a photolithography technique [16]. Standard posi-
tive photoresist was spun onto wafers with a thickness of 1 lm. The wafers were
then exposed to ultraviolet (UV) light through a photolithographic mask. After
developing and Ar plasma etching, the photoresist patterned surfaces were ready
for membrane deposition. For fabrication of Al2O3 and Au barriers, the photoresist
was exposed with the inverse mask and used as a template for metal deposition.
This method has been extensively used to fabricate lipid bilayer arrays [23–25].

Using this method, Creamer et al. created micrometer-sized hydrophilic boxes
[25]. After cleaning the positive resist patterned substrates, 10–100 pL droplets of
liposome were placed into each hydrophilic box (Fig. 2a). Each box can be
addressed with different compositions of lipid bilayers. Three types of lipid
bilayers were formed in the 50 9 50 lm well plates as shown in Fig. 2b. The lipid

Fig. 1 Fluorescence image
of a supported egg PC bilayer
containing both 1 % Texas
Red DHPE and 2 % D-291
(green dye labeled lipid)
patterned into boxes by
scratch marks. The yellow
color in the image results
from the mixture of green and
red fluorescence lipids in the
bilayer. Reprinted with
permission from Ref. [20].
Copyright 1999 American
Chemical Society
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bilayers appearing red in color contain 1 % TR-PE fluorescent probes, whereas
those appearing green contain 3 % NBD-PE probes. The dark yellow lipid bilayer
in the center contains both kinds of fluorophores.

2.2.2 Pre-patterning Surfaces by Microcontact Printing of SAMs

Microcontact printing of SAMs has proven to be an effective method for micro- or
nano-fabrication [26–28]. This method was adopted to fabricate lipid bilayer arrays by
Evans’ group [29], as illustrated in Fig. 3. A PDMS stamp [30] was used to make
patterned SAM surfaces. The ink used was home made cholesterylpolyethyleneoxy
thiol (CPEO3). The CPEO3 molecules dissolved in dichloromethane (1 mM) were
stamped on a ‘‘plasma cleaned’’ gold electrode to form an array of 20 9 20 lm
‘‘wells’’ (left diagram in Fig. 3). The wells were ‘‘backfilled’’ with mercaptoethanol by
placing the substrate in a 1 mM solution of mercaptoethanol in dichloromethane. The
patterned lipid bilayer formed after incubating the patterned SAM surface into a lipid
vesicle solution for 20 min, as schematically shown in Fig. 3 (right diagram). The
patterned bilayer formation was proven by the characteristic capacitance of 0.9 lF
cm-2 for this type of lipid membrane. The benefit of this method for patterned lipid
bilayers is that the majority of the gold substrate is covered by an integral (blocking)
SAM, thus reducing the leakage current of ions through areas of a defective lipid layer.

2.2.3 Pre-patterning SAM Surfaces by Soft UV

Han et al. introduced a method to fabricate lipid bilayer arrays on solid substrate
based on a soft UV (365 nm) patterned SAM surfaces [10, 31]. Two compounds
containing photocleavable Ortho-nitrobenzyl moieties were synthesized. They

Fig. 2 a Bright field image of a microcapillary tube containing liposome solution situated over an
array of patterned hydrophilic glass plates. b An epifluorescence image of a 3 9 3 array of glass well
plates containing addressed Egg-PC lipid bilayer membranes with various dyes. The scale bar is
50 lm. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [25]. Copyright 1999 American Chemical Society
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created patterned lipid bilayers on both gold and silica surfaces using these two
compounds respectively. The procedure for fabricating a patterned lipid bilayer on
a silica substrate is illustrated in Fig. 4a–d. 3-aminopropyldimethylethoxysilane
(APMES) was used to form amine-terminated SAMs (Fig. 4a). The photocleavable
molecule was then attached to an amine functionalized surface by surface reaction
(Fig. 4b). Subsequently, the surface was exposed to soft UV light (365 nm)
through a chromium mask containing the desired pattern shapes (Fig. 4c). After
rinsing with dichloromethane, the light-exposed regions were cleaved to the amine
surface (hydrophilic), while the rest of the regions were still hydrophobic. Thus, a
prepatterned SAM surface containing both hydrophilic patches and hydrophobic
areas was created. After immersing the patterned SAM substrate into lipid vesicle
solutions for 1 h, the patterned lipid bilayers were formed, as schematically shown
in Fig. 4d. The fluorescence image of lipid bilayer arrays is shown in Fig. 4e. The
bright dots are lipid bilayers doped with 1 % TR-PE.

2.2.4 Pre-patterning SAMs Surface by Deep UV

Han et al. found the diffusion coefficient of a patterned lipid bilayer using soft UV
patterned SAM is only 0.14 lm2 s-1, which is approximately 10 times less than
that of the bilayer on silica substrates. The low mobility is partially from the amine
surface after soft UV (Fig. 4c). It is well known that deep UV can cleave the SAM
from silica substrates and leave a –OH hydrophilic surface, which is an ideal
surface for forming fluid lipid bilayer membranes. Thus, deep UV (254 nm) was

Fig. 3 Schematic illustration of lipid bilayer formation on a micropatterned SAM. Reprinted
with permission from Ref. [29]. Copyright 1999 American Chemical Society
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used to pattern SAMs for forming lipid bilayer arrays [32, 33]. The process of this
method is illustrated in Fig. 5a, [32]. Han et al. synthesized a cholesterol deriv-
ative that was attached to an amine functionalized surface. After exposing the
resultant surface (top graph in Fig. 5a) to deep UV through a mask, the patterned
SAM surface (middle graph in Fig. 5a) was created. The lipid bilayer array
formed after immersing the patterned surface into the vesicle solution for 1 h
(bottom graph in Fig. 5a). Figure 5b shows the patterned lipid bilayer created
using this method on a silica surface, which has a diffusion coefficient of 1.22 lm2

s-1.
The other silanes (N-octadecylsiloxanes [34–38], and chlorotrimethylsilane

[33]) were also used to create lipid bilayer arrays using deep UV.

2.2.5 Pre-pattering Surface Using UV Polymerized Lipids

Morigaki et al. [39–41] developed a method to create a patterned lipid bilayer
based the idea of imprinting a pattern within the lipid bilayer by photochemical
polymerization. The general procedure is schematically illustrated in Fig. 6. After
a polymerizable lipid bilayer is deposited onto a solid support substrate (Fig. 6a),

Fig. 4 a–d Schematic of the fabrication steps required to form a patterned lipid bilayer on a
silica surface, e Fluorescence image of the lipid bilayer array in circular shape. The scale bar is
30 lm. Reproduced with permission from Ref. [10]. Copyright 2007 Wiley-VCH
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the bilayer is subsequently polymerized by UV light through a mask containing the
desired pattern (Fig. 6b) in an aqueous solution. The nonpolymerized lipid is
selectively removed by an organic solvent, while the polymerized lipids (solvent
resistant) remain on the substrate (Fig. 6c). The polymerized lipids serve as bar-
riers for patterning lipid bilayers (Fig. 6d). Figure 6e is the fluorescent image of
lipid bilayer arrays formed using this method. The bright regions are backfilled
fluid of lipid bilayer membranes containing dye label lipids, while the dark grids
are polymerized lipids.

2.2.6 Pre-patterning Surfaces Using Nanoshaving Lithography

Shi et al. [42] obtained nanosized lipid bilayer line arrays on borosilicate supports
by using nanoshaving lithography. The principle of this method is illustrated in
Fig. 7a. Basically a bovine serum albumin (BSA) monolayer is first deposited on a
borosilicate substrate by incubation with a phosphate–buffered saline (PBS)
solution containing 10 mg mL-1 BSA. After drying, immobilized protein mole-
cules are selectively removed from the surface with an ultrasharp atomic force

Fig. 5 a Schematic diagram for the fabrication of lipid membranes on a deep-UV patterned
SAM; b fluorescence image of lipid bilayer arrays created using this method (scale
bar = 50 lm). Reproduced with permission from Ref. [32]. Copyright 2009 Wiley-VCH
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microscopy (AFM) tip in air to create vacant lines with varying widths at a speed
of 40 lm s-1 (Fig. 7b). Finally, the lipid bilayer formes on the vacant line regions
by vesicle fusion (Fig. 7c). Shi et al. created a series of line widths from 600 to
15 nm and found the smallest bilayer lines created by this method were 55 nm.
The diffusion coefficient of the lipid bilayer in the lines is *2.5 lm2 s-1 with a
mobile fraction of *0.97.

Apart from the method mentioned above to pre-pattern the surfaces, the pro-
teins (TR-BSA [43] and fibronectin [13, 44–46]) were stamped onto the surface to
form corrals using PDMS stamp, which were subsequently used to form lipid
bilayer arrays.

2.3 Patterning Lipid Bilayers by Direct UV Exposure

Parikh et al. [47–49] described directly patterning microvoids or holes to serve as
fluidity barriers within supported lipid bilayer membranes using deep UV light
(10–20 mW cm-2). They placed a mask on top of the supported lipid bilayer
membranes (top graph in Fig. 8a), then exposed them to deep UV light (middle
graph in Fig. 8a). The lipid bilayer exposed to deep UV was photo decomposed,

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Polymerizable lipid bilayer

Photo-Polymerization 
using a mask

Remove the monomers

Incorporation of new 
lipid bilayers into the 
holes

Solid support

(e)

Fig. 6 a–d Schematic illustration of the bilayer patterning and introduction of new lipid
bilayers; e fluorescence image of the lipid bilayer array created using this method. The scale bar
is 100 lm. Reproduced with permission from Ref. [41]. Copyright 2001 Wiley-VCH
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leaving voids to serve as barriers for the unexposed lipid bilayer (bottom graph in
Fig. 8a). Figure 8b shows the mask used for creating the lipid bilayer arrays
pictured in Fig. 8c. The method is applicable for patterning bilayers formed on
large substrates, and is independent of bilayer composition. Using this method,
stable patterns of hydrophilic voids can be directly engineered within a fluid lipid
bilayer membrane. Because the voids can be backfilled with secondary lipid
vesicles, this method provided a way for manipulating membrane compositions,
probing 2D reaction—diffusion processes, and creating functional microdomains
in well-defined patterns.

2.4 Patterning Lipid Bilayers by Direct Blotting or Stamping

The supported lipid bilayer membranes undergo self-limiting lateral expansion
when the bilayer material is removed or deposited onto the surface. Based on this,
Hovis et al. [50, 51] introduced methods of blotting or printing bilayer material for
patterning fluid lipid bilayer membranes on solid supports. Similar to the micro
contact printing technique, PDMS material was chosen to make the stamp. The
blotting and stamping methods to fabricate patterned lipid bilayer are illustrated in
Fig. 9. Figure 9a illustrates the blotting method. Figure 9b shows the fluores-
cence image of a supported lipid bilayer after blotting for 10 min in water with a
PDMS stamp containing a grid pattern and waiting 30 min for self-limiting lateral
expansion of the patterned bilayer membrane. The bright regions are patterned
bilayers containing dye-labeled lipids, while the dark grid pattern is where the
bilayer has been removed. Figure 9c schematically shows the stamping methods.
Figure 9d is a fluorescence image of a grid pattern of lipid bilayers formed

Fig. 7 a Schematic diagram of AFM-based nanoshaving lithography for nanoscale lipid bilayer
membrane formation. The red and gray ellipsoids represent adsorbed BSA molecules. The gray
ones are being removed by the AFM tip. A subsequently deposited lipid bilayer is shown in
green. Fluorescence images of a nanoshaved BSA monolayer b and lipid bilayer lines c: the top
line, *200 nm in width, was used as a reference marker; the widths of shaved lines in b from 1
to 8 are *600, *300, *142, *103, *78, *55, *36, and *15 nm, respectively. The scale
bar is 3 lm. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [42]. Copyright 2008 American Chemical
Society
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by stamping. They explored two different ways to ‘‘ink’’ the PDMS stamp. One is
to ink it from a supported lipid bilayer when doing blotting as shown in Fig. 9a.
The other is to place stamps in the vesicle solution, making the vesicle rupture and
form bilayers on the PDMS surface. The second way requires at least 1 h for
hydrophobic PDMS stamps and 1–5 min for hydrophilic (oxygen plasma treated)
PDMS stamps.

Hydrogel stamps were applied to fabricate arrays of proteins [53, 54], bacteria
[55], and mammalian cells [56]. Inspired by these works, Majd et al. [52] first used
hydrogel stamps to fabricate lipid bilayer arrays. Rather than forming lipid bilayers

Fig. 8 Direct patterning of void arrays within bilayer membranes using deep UV photolithog-
raphy. a A schematic diagram of the key process steps. b Bright-field image of 100 lm square
features on the quartz/chrome mask, where bright squares are quartz and dark regions reveal the
chrome background. c Fluorescence images of POPC bilayers containing 1 mol % TR-PE.
Reprinted with permission from Ref. [47]. Copyright 2004 American Chemical Society
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on the surface of PDMS stamps, the lipid vesicles were adsorbed into the porous
hydrogel stamps, which allowed the stamp to produce more than 100 bilayer arrays
without reinking. They did not find a significant loss in the fluorescence intensity
of the spots over 100 stamping events (Fig. 10a). Figure 10b and c shows fluo-
rescence images of lipid bilayer arrays on glass obtained after 6 and 100 stamping
events, respectively. Figure 10d shows the FRAP on the last (100th) array. The
diffusion coefficient of the 100th bilayer array is similar to that of the 6th bilayer
arrays, indicating that the quality of the stamped arrays remained constant over
100 stamping events.

2.5 Fabricating Lipid Bilayer Arrays Using Microfluidics

Microfluidics has been used to fabricate lipid bilayer arrays during the last ten
years [57–66]. It usually involves introducing a solution of lipid vesicles through
multichannels imbedded within PDMS to produce parallel lanes of supported lipid

Fig. 9 Schematic illustration and consequent microscopy images of the blotting method a and
b and printing method c and d used to create patterned bilayers on the surface. The dimensions of
both images are 480 9 470 lm. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [50]. Copyright 2000
American Chemical Society
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bilayer membranes on a silica surface. One example is illustrated in Fig. 11a, b
[57]. The square patterns of lipid bilayer membranes were constructed by a
crosspatterned method: first, the biotinylated bovine serum albumin (biotin-BSA)
(0.5 mg mL-1) was injected through three channels (200 lm 9 200 lm 9 2 cm)
and allowed to incubate for 30 min to form biotin-BSA lanes on an aldehyde
modified glass slide; second, after rinsing, the PDMS chip was lifted off the slide,
and another PDMS chip was then aligned perpendicularly across these biotin-BSA
lanes; third, the surface aldehyde groups within the three channels were passivated
with a 1 mg mL-1 solution of BSA for 1 h; fourth, streptavidin or avidin was co-
injected with BSA at a concentration of 0.20 mg mL-1 and incubated for 1 h in
order to allow sufficient binding to the small biotin-BSA zones; fifth, after rinsing
with PBS, biotinylated vesicles were injected into the microchannels, incubated for
1 h, and subsequently rinsed. The fabricated lipid bilayer array is shown in
Fig. 11c. This work demonstrated a lipid bilayer array that was fabricated using a

Fig. 10 Fluorescence intensity after stamping of 100 arrays of Rh-PE doped membranes by
using a hydrogel stamp (without intermediate inking) and a test of bilayer fluidity. a Mean
fluorescence intensity of supported bilayers as a function of the number of stamping events. b and
c Micrograph of spots of supported bilayers after the 6th and 100th stamping events, respectively.
d Fluorescence images from a FRAP experiment performed on the array from the last (100th)
stamping event. Reproduced with permission from Ref. [52]. Copyright 2005 Wiley-VCH

Fig. 11 Schematic of the general array configuration: a the orthogonal alignment of the PDMS
chip for generation of the membrane squares; b structure of the membrane with based
biointerface. c Fluorescence image of a lipid bilayer array [57]. Reproduced by permission of The
Royal Society of Chemistry
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2D microfluidics system. The next example will explore a 3D continuous flow
microspotter (CFM) to form lipid bilayer arrays.

Conboy et al. [67, 68] used a 3D CFM system for the preparation of supported
lipid bilayer arrays. This method can produce high density multicomponent lipid
bilayer arrays. They fabricated the microspotter with PDMS material. The mi-
crospotter consists of a series of inlet and outlet wells connected by pairs of
microfluidic channels embedded within PDMS. Once the PDMS print-head con-
tacts the substrate, one continuous channel is formed between the inlet and outlet
pairs (Fig. 12a). Each channel is individually addressable, allowing the production
of multicomponent lipid bilayer arrays by injecting different vesicle solutions into
each channel. Figure 12b confirmed the ability to create a multicomponent bilayer
array containing three lipid compositions using this method. The diffusion coef-
ficient of the resultant lipid bilayer was obtained to be 1.4 ± 0.3 lm2 s-1, which is
within the same order of magnitude of the lipid bilayer on silica surface. This

Fig. 12 a Schematic of the CFM apparatus and close-up of the CFM print head in contact with a
silica substrate used for bilayer formation. The arrows represent the direction of fluid flow in the
sealed channel created by contacting the PDMS print head with the silica substrate. b A 48-
element lipid bilayer array of DOPC containing either 1.0 % Rh-PE (red), 1.0 % Oregon Green-
DHPE (green), or 3.0 % Marina Blue-DHPE (blue). Reprinted with permission from Ref. [67].
Copyright 2008 American Chemical Society
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method does not require the use of a prepatterned substrate because lipid bilayers
are effectively confined into discrete micrometer-sized domains by the residual
PDMS deposited on the silica substrate when the PDMS microspotter is removed.
The attractive features of this method include an easy washing process after
vesicle fusion, the ability to address each element of the array individually if the
print-head is maintained in contact with the substrate, and the capacity for high
throughput multiply-analyte assay using multicomponent bilayer arrays after
removing the print head from the surface.

Microfluidics offers a simple and low-cost alternative for creating multicom-
position arrays and also could be used for membrane base-sensing applications in a
lab-on-a-chip.

2.6 Fabricating Lipid Membrane Arrays Using Dip Pen
Nanolithography

Dip Pen Nanolithography (DPN) is a novel scanning probe-based fabrication
technique that uses an ink-coated AFM tip to pattern a surface [69]. The tip of
AFM cantilever acts as a pen, which is coated with a chemical compound or
mixture acting as an ink and put in contact with a substrate acting as the paper, as
shown in Fig. 13a. The first demonstration of DPN was done with alkanethiol
molecules [70]. Recently this technique was used to generate heterogeneous lipid
membrane nanopatterns [71–73]. This method provides a lateral resolution down
to 100 nm and an areal throughput of 5 cm2 min-1 [71]. Lenhert et al. found that
DOPC (Tm = -16.5 �C) is a suitable ink for DPN in higher humidities ([70 %).
A fluorescence image of a serially patterned contiguous line array of DOPC doped
with 1mol % of a rhodamine-labeled lipid is shown in Fig. 13b. Multicomponent

Fig. 13 a Schematic of DPN: an alkanethiol ink-coated AFM tip is brought into contact with a gold
substrate. Molecules diffuse from the tip to the surface and assemble in the wake of the tip path to form
a stable nanostructure. Reproduced with permission from Ref. [69]. Copyright 2007 Nature Publishing
Group. b A contiguous 250-nm line features fluorophore-doped phospholipid patterns deposited onto
a polystyrene petri dish. Reproduced with permission from Ref. [71]. Copyright 2007 Wiley-VCH
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patterns of lipid membranes can be easily fabricated with this state-of-the-art
technology. However, it should be noted that the lipid membranes fabricated in
this way are not single lipid bilayers, but multibilayers.

2.7 Forming Lipid Bilayer Arrays by a Robotic Spotter System

Ymazaki et al. [74] introduced a novel technology for generating lipid bilayer
arrays using a commercially available microarrayer. The microarrayer (Cartesian
technologies MycroSysTM SQ series) was equipped with software (AxSysTM) for
programmable aspiration and dispensing of lipid solutions. The experiment was
carried out in a humidified chamber (*98 % humidity) at room temperature to
avoid evaporation because the drop size was very small (nanoliters). An automatic
wash cycle was carried out before each sample aspiration to prevent contamination
from carryover between different lipid solutions. After arraying, the arrayed ele-
ments were submerged in deionized water and washed three times with PBS. One
example of a lipid bilayer array fabricated using this method is shown in Fig. 14.
The bilayer membranes containing unique lipid compositions (red or green-fluo-
rescent dopant lipids in this case) were arrayed at very high densities. This
approach can be used to automatically generate addressable bilayer arrays.

2.8 Patterning Lipid Bilayers Using the Polymer Liftoff Technique

Craighead et al. [75–78] developed a method for creating lipid bilayer arrays down
to 1 lm resolution using a photolithographically patterned polymer liftoff tech-
nique. The bilayer patterns are realized as the polymer is mechanically peeled

Fig. 14 Independently
addressable lipid bilayer
membrane arrays. A
supported membrane array
containing different
molecules (1 mol % NBD-
PG or 1 mol % TR-PE in Egg
PC) in an alternating pattern
was arrayed robotically.
Reprinted with permission
from Ref. [74]
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away from the substrate in one contiguous piece in solution. The fabrication
process is illustrated in Fig. 15a–d. Di-para-xylylene (Parylene) is vapor depos-
ited on a silicon substrate to produce a conformal polymer film that adheres
weakly to the surface. After coating with a photoresist, the film is patterned using
standard photolithography (Fig. 15a), and is then subjected to a controlled reactive
ion etch (RIE) to remove exposed regions of Parylene from the silicon dioxide
substrate (Fig. 15b). A more hydrophilic silicon dioxide surface is created by the
RIE in the exposed regions compared to the nonexposed regions of the substrate.
The resultant surface is immersed into lipid vesicle solution to form lipid bilayers,
both on silicon dioxide regions and polymer regions (Fig. 15c). The lipid bilayer
array was formed after removing Parylene (Fig. 15d). The fluorescent image of
lipid bilayer arrays fabricated using this method is shown in Fig. 15e. The bright
regions are lipid bilayers. Lipid bilayer arrays can be easily fabricated with sizes
ranging from 1 to 76 lm in width.

2.9 Forming Lipid Bilayer Membranes on Nanopore Arrays

Solid supported lipid bilayers have limitations for reconstituted transmembrane
proteins due to the thin water layer (*1 nm) adjacent to the solid surface. Free-
standing lipid bilayers can overcome this problem because they are accessible
from both sides of the lipid bilayer membrane. Attempts have been made in the
past decade to develop free-standing bilayer lipid membranes over micrometer- or
nanometer- sized pores [3, 6, 79–88]. Another advantage of this type of bilayer
array is its long-term stability over conventional black lipid membranes.

Fig. 15 Schematic of the fabrication steps of the polymer lift-off method: a photoresist
patterning using optical lithography; b reactive ion etching of parylene and removal of the top
photoresist layer; c POPC lipid immobilization; d peeling of parylene resulting in a patterned
lipid bilayer. e Fluorescence image of lipid bilayer arrays created using this method. Reproduced
with permission from Ref. [75]. Copyright 2003 the Biophysical Society
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Han et al. [3] used nanopore array chips (as shown in Fig. 16a) to fabricate lipid
bilayer arrays from naturally occurring lipids. All chips, fabricated using a method
detailed elsewhere [89], had a small window (0.5 9 0.5 mm) of silicon nitride
membrane (SNM) containing tens of thousands of nanopores. The chips were sil-
anized with fluorosilane to render the surface hydrophobic. The method used to form
lipid bilayer membranes on the nanopore arrays is the Mueller-Rudin technique [8],
i.e. ‘painting’ of a lipid solution over the pores. The lipid solution undergoes a
thinning process to single lipid bilayer thickness in the center of each pore. Formation
of the lipid membrane is clearly recognized as a jump in the impedance value during
lipid painting, because the impedance of bilayers at low frequencies is several orders
of magnitude higher than the impedance of a bare chip (top graph in Fig. 16b). From
fitting the impedance spectra, the resistance and the capacitance values were
obtained to be 12.1 ± 2.4 GX and *1 lF cm-2 respectively. This type of lipid
bilayer can survive from several days to a week. The chips used in this study have a
very low aspect ratio (defined as the thickness of the silicon nitride membrane to the

Fig. 16 a The bright field image of the chip (top graph) and SEM images of silicon nitride
nanopore arrays (top view, middle graph; side view, bottom graph). Scale bars are 500 lm for the
top graph and 400 nm for the middle and bottom images respectively, b Impedance spectra of
silanized chip in 0.1 M KCl before (Bullet) and 1h after painting lipid solution of DPhPC
(Square) and POPC (Upside down triangle) onto the chip. The solid lines represent the fitted data
using the equivalent circuit shown. Reproduced with permission from Ref. [3]. Copyright 2007
Wiley-VCH
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diameter of a pore) of *0.375, which makes this system suitable for studying mass
transportation across the lipid bilayer membranes because the ions and molecules can
easily access to both side of the bilayer.

3 Applications of Lipid Bilayer Arrays

3.1 Cell Adhesion and Activation Study Using Lipid Bilayer Arrays

It is well known that the chemical and physical characteristics of a surface can
influence cellular behavior dramatically [90, 91]. For example, a surface con-
taining poly (ethylene glycol) (PEG) moieties prevents cell adhesion by blocking
the extracellular matrix (ECM). On the contrary, a hydrophobic surface tends to
promote cell adhesion.

Solid supported lipid bilayers were originally developed for studies of cell–cell
recognition in the immune system [92, 93] and have proven to be effective arti-
ficial cell surfaces for immunological studies involving interactions with living
cells (T-lymphocytes [92, 94], neutrophils [95, 96]). Since the emergence of lipid
bilayer arrays, they have been used to regulate cell behavior by adjusting the lipid
composition [23] or reconstituting lipid modified receptors for cell adhesion and
stimulation. These receptors include DNP-cap-DPPE [78], GPI modified E-cad-
herin proteins (hEFG) [64], and RGD peptide amphiphiles [24].

Groves et al. [23] demonstrated that lipid composition in lipid bilayer arrays
can influence the adhesion and growth of cells on solid substrates. They found that
the bilayer containing PS promotes cell adhesion and growth, as shown in Fig. 17.
Figure 17a, b are the fluorescence and phase contrast images of the same lipid
bilayer array, respectively; both were taken 24 h after inoculation with cells. The
lipid bilayers in the upper two boxes contained 5 % PS/94 % PC/1 % TR-PE,
while the bilayers in the lower two boxes contained 5 % PG/94 % PC/1 % NBD-
PE. It is easily to see cells deposited in PS-containing bilayer regions, but not on
PG-containing bilayer regions, although they have the same charge property. This
result allowed us to direct cell adhesion to specified positions in a bilayer array.

T cells, B cells, and other specialized cells in the immune system are activated
by clustering antigenic receptors on their plasma membrane surfaces. Thus, rather
than simply adjusting the naturally occurring lipid composition in the bilayer, lipid
modified receptors were included in the membrane. Orth et al. [78] fabricated
bilayer arrays containing haptenated lipid to investigate signaling pathways of
cellular response. In their experiments, DNP-cap-DPPE was used for the specific
binding of anti-DNP IgE. The DNP-cap-DPPE containing lipid bilayer can facil-
itate the rat basophilic leukemia (RBL) mast cell adhesion because RBL expresses
cell surface immunoglobulin E (IgE) receptors.

After incubating RBL cells at 37 �C with patterned lipid bilayers, cells settled
onto the wafer and became adherent within 30 min, as shown in Fig. 18. In the
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regions with no DNP-cap-DPPE, the cells remain rounded and mostly detached
from the patched features (Fig. 18a). In the patterned lipid bilayer containing
DNP-cap-DPPE, the cells near or on lipid patches flatten and spread out. The
labeled IgE receptors are distinctly polarized toward the edges of the lipid patches,
if the periodic spacing is larger than 10 lm (Fig. 18b). Cells settle over several
patches if the periodic spacing is smaller than 10 lm (Fig. 18c). Cells may settle
between the patches or on top of one or more, and the IgE-receptors polarize
toward the edge or cluster on top, respectively, if the periodic spacing is similar to
10 lm (Fig. 18d). Clustering IgE receptors on mast cells initiates signal trans-
duction that leads to degranulation and release of chemical mediators. This process
is accompanied by polymerization of cytoskeletal actins, leading to spread of the
rounded cell. This clear morphological change allowed us to establish that
receptors clustered by the haptenated lipid patches stimulate a cellular response.

Perez et al. [64] reported a patterned bilayer system for investigating how the
lateral mobility of signaling protein influences cadherin-based cell signaling. The
GPI modified E-cadherin proteins (hEFG) containing lipid bilayers were formed
on the surface. In the bilayer, hEFG exhibits a diffusion coefficient of
0.6 ± 0.3 lm2 s-1 and mobile fraction of 30–60 %. The authors observed that
MCF-7 cells recognized and clustered hEFG, but did not exhibit cell spreading.
However, by micropatterning small anchors into the supported lipid bilayer, they
achieved cell spreading across the bilayer surface.

Stroumpoulis et al. [24] created RGD peptide amphiphiles (a peptide-lipid
conjugate molecule containing the RGD amino acid sequence, home synthesized)
containing lipid bilayer patterns for controlling the ability of these surfaces to
support cell adhesion and growth. They found mouse fibroblast cell adhesion was
prevented on PC bilayers in the absence of RGD, but promoted in the presence of
accessible RGD amphiphiles. The total area of adhered and spread cells increased
with the peptide concentration but leveled off at high concentrations. Developing

Fig. 17 Patterned cell growth on lipid bilayer arrays. a Fluorescence image of four membrane
corrals in an array. b Phase contrast image of the same four corrals in (a) illustrating cell
positioning. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [23]. Copyright 2001 American Chemical
Society
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peptide composition gradients in a membrane environment has been demonstrated
as an effective method to screen biological probes for cell adhesion and growth.

More recently, Oliver et al. [38] formed lipid bilayer arrays with bilayer patches
surrounded by lipid monolayers using the deep UV patterned SAM method. They
found that human retinal pigment epithelial (ARPE-19) cells adhered and grew in
the lipid monolayer regions, not on bilayer regions, when the membrane contained
POPC lipid only. The reason comes from the subtle variations in the physical
properties (membrane tension and out-of-plane undulations) of the lipid mono- and
bilayers, because essentially they have identical surface chemicals and structural
character. After introducing PS into the patterned membrane surface, the cell-
patterning capability disappeared.

Fig. 18 Interaction between RBL cells and the patterned lipid bilayers. a–d, Confocal images of
RBL cells sensitized with Alexa 488 anti-DNP IgE (green) on either a DPPC/DiI (red) with
molar ratio 99.5:0.5 or b–d DPPC/DNP-cap-DPPC/DiI (red) with molar ratio 94.5:5:0.5.
a 16 9 objective; 5, 30, 60 lm pattern. b 40 9 objective, 10 lm pattern, 20 lm period.
c 40 9 objective, 1.5 lm pattern, 5 lm period. d 40 9 objective, 6 lm pattern, 16 lm period.
Reprinted with permission from Ref. [78]. Copyright 2003 American Chemical Society
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3.2 2D Membrane Electrophoresis in Patterned Lipid Bilayers

Membrane proteins are the main target of nearly 50 % of known drugs. In most
cases, the membrane proteins lose their structure and functions when removed
from their membranous environment. Thus there is significant interest in creating a
platform to manipulate (separate, concentrate) membrane proteins in lipid bilayer
environments. Because the proteins are chargeable by varying the solution pH,
electric fields can be used to manipulate the charged species in the lipid bilayer.
2D electrophoresis in supported lipid bilayers has been demonstrated [18, 22, 33,
97], since Poo et al. [98] first reported in 1977 that electric fields could induce
redistribution of charged membrane components (concanavalin A receptors).

Figure 19 demonstrates the separation of oppositely charged lipids in the
membrane. TR-PE (q = -1e) (red color) and D 291 (q = +1e) (green color) lipids
were separated upon application of a 50 Vcm-1 field for 10 min. The TR-PE
moved to the positive electrode side, while D 291 moved to the negative electrode
side. The separation was clearly shown by the fluorescent intensity line profile of
these two dye labeled lipids (the inset of Fig. 19).

Lipids with the same charge polarity can also be separated. Figure 20 shows the
separation of TR-PE (q = -1e) and NBD PS (q = -2e) under an electric field.
Initially both TR-PE and NBD PS were driven to the left side of the square by applying
a 30 Vcm-1 field (left to right direction) for 90 min (Fig. 20a). After changing the field
direction, the field strength was increased to 75 V cm-1 to rapidly separate the two
lipids. From the line profiles, a gradual peak separation can be seen (Fig. 20b–d). The
red and the green curves correspond to TR-PE and NBD PS, respectively.

Apart from manipulating simple charged lipids in the bilayer using 2D elec-
trophoresis, the more complicated systems of, membrane associated proteins were
also studied [22, 33]. As mentioned above, the migration of charged lipids in an
electric field is mainly controlled by electrophoresis, but this is not true of proteins
bound to lipid membranes. Han et al. [33] took FITC-labeled streptavidin as a

Fig. 19 Separation of
charged lipids of TR-PE
(q = -1e) and D 291
(q = +1e) under the
application of a 50 V cm-1

field for 10 min. [33] –
Reproduced by permission of
The Royal Society of
Chemistry
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model for a membrane-associated protein and investigated its migration behavior
in the electric field. The schematic model of the system is illustrated in Fig. 21a.
After applying an electric field, the negatively charged streptavidin (under their
experimental conditions) moved towards the negative electrode (Fig. 21b), which
suggested that electro osmosis flow caused by negatively charged biotinylated
lipid in the bilayer is also important for the movement of membrane associated
proteins. By adding enough positively charged lipids (DOTAP in this case) into the
bilayer, the streptavidin can be tuned to move towards the positive electrode
(Fig. 21c).

Fig. 20 Fluorescence images of a lipid bilayer containing 0.67 % TR-PE and 1.33 % NBD PS
before a and after applying 75 Vcm-1 for 5 b, 10 c, and 15 min d. The red and green dotted
curves under each image represent the average intensity profile of TR-PE and NBD PS,
respectively. [33] – Reproduced by permission of The Royal Society of Chemistry

Fig. 21 a Schematic model of streptavidin attached to the biotinylated lipid ‘doped’ lipid
membrane under an electric field. Fluorescence images of FITC-labeled streptavidin-bound lipid
membrane b containing 0.5 % biotinylated lipid and c) 0.5 % biotinylated lipid ? 0.5 %
DOTAP, after applying an electric field of 5 Vcm-1 for 10 min. The curves are the intensity
profiles in the bilayer regions for each image. The scale bar is 25 lm. [33] – Reproduced with
permission from The Royal Society of Chemistry
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Similarly, electric fields were used to manipulate and concentrate GPI-tethered
proteins in planar supported bilayers [22]. Naturally GPI-linked CD48, along with
engineered forms of l-Ek and B7-2 in which the transmembrane domains were
genetically replaced with the GPI linkage, were studied under an electrical field. All
three protein complexes are mobile and migrate toward the cathode, but the B7-2 and
CD48, each tethered to the membrane by a single GPI linker, moved significantly
faster than the l-Ek, which has two GPI linkers. Close-packed densities were also
achieved while preserving the fluidity and structure of the supported membrane in the
fields. These results demonstrated that the patterned lipid bilayer provides a suitable
environment for the electrical manipulation of GPI-tethered proteins.

Yoshina-Ishii et al. [44] reported a dynamic response of individual DNA-
tethered vesicles in lipid bilayer membrane arrays in an electric field applied in
parallel to the substrate. Vesicles respond to the field by moving in the direction of
electro-osmotic flow, and this can be used to reversibly concentrate tethered
vesicles against a barrier. The mobility of tethered vesicles can be increased by
adding negatively charged PS to the lipid bilayer to enhance electro-osmosis,
while their speed can be slowed by increasing the amount of negative charge on
the tethered vesicle. The response of vesicles to an electric field can be finely tuned
because the composition of the lipid bilayer in the arrays can be independently
addressed. This expands the versatility of DNA-tethered vesicles for studying
membrane–membrane interactions.

3.3 High-throughput Binding Assays Using Lipid Bilayer Arrays

Supported lipid bilayer membranes have long been known to be inherently bio-
compatible substrates for performing biological assays. Bilayer surfaces containing
phosphocholine headgroups have been shown to be highly resistant to nonspecific
protein adsorption due in part to their charge neutrality and hydration of the head-
groups. Once a lipid bilayer contains protein receptors, it can be used to study binding
events with corresponding proteins. It results in an important application of lipid
bilayer arrays, i.e. detecting proteins that attach to or interact with lipid-soluble
receptors and elucidating their binding characteristics [99]. So far, many binding
pairs including biotin/avidin [25, 59, 66, 67], gangliosides GM1/cholera toxin(CT)
[57, 67, 68, 74, 76], ganglioside GT1b/tetanus toxin fragment C (TTC) [76], and
antidinitrophenyl (DNP)/DNP-antibody [67], have been used for binding assays
using lipid bilayer arrays. In this section, several examples will be presented.

Cremer et al. demonstrated the selective binding of streptavidin to a biotin
functionalized patterned lipid bilayer [25]. They created four 50 lm 9 50 lm
boxes by standard lithography. Box 1, 2 and 4 were formed with a lipid bilayer
containing 3 % NBD-PE and 2, 0, and 1 % biotinylated lipid, respectively, as
shown in Fig. 22a. Box three was left empty. After exposure of the substrate to a
10 lM Texas red-labeled streptavidin solution, the streptavidin was selectively
and quantitatively absorbed onto the bilayer patches. There was no streptavidin
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adsorption on box two due to the lack of biotinylated lipid. As expected, box one
adsorbed more streptavidin than box four because it contained double the con-
centration of biotinylated lipid (Fig. 22b).

Gangliosides, a family of negatively charged ceramide-based glycolipids with
one or more sialic acid residues, are membrane-imbedded receptors that several
bacterial toxins recognize and bind to in order to infect the host cell. Cholera toxin is
an oligomeric protein produced by Vibrio cholera. Its B subunit (CTB) is a 12-kDa
domain of cholera toxin that binds in pentamers to the intestinal cell surface via five
identical gangliosides GM1 [100]. Similarly, tetanus neurotoxin released by the
bacteria Clostridium tetanii binds to gangliosides presented on the surface of neural
cells [101]. Tetanus toxin binds with higher affinity to ganglioside GT1b [102]. The
carboxyl terminus of (TTC) (57 kDa) is responsible for binding to ganglioside GT1b.
To explore these binding activities, Moran-Mirabal et al. [76] used micron-sized
lipid bilayer arrays containing gangliosides GT1b or GM1 to assay the binding of
bacterial toxins. They studied the binding of cholera toxin B subunit or TTC to GM1
or GT1b using this platform. The apparent dissociation constants of 370 nM and
1.1 lM have been calculated for CTB and TTC, respectively. They also fabricated
patterned lipid bilayer arrays in microfluidic channels for segregating toxins from a
binary mixture and detecting them independently.

Taylor et al. [57] demonstrated the addressable GM1-containing lipid bilayer arrays
can be used to biosense cholera toxin (CT). The authors fabricated lipid bilayer arrays
containing 5 % GM1 receptor in the microfluidic channels. Three concentrations of
FITC-CT were delivered to the bilayers through three channels. The fluorescence
intensity increased with the concentration of CT from top to bottom as shown in Fig. 23.
The brighter squares indicate more CT binding on the bilayer. The lowest concentration
is 0.833 nM, demonstrating a relatively high sensitivity for the approach.

Smith et al. [67] demonstrated a more complicated lipid bilayer array system
for binding assays. They selectively incorporated biotin-cap DOPE, DNP(antidi-
nitrophenyl)-cap-DOPE, and GM1 into the same bilayer array for binding avidin,

Fig. 22 An epifluorescence image of membranes containing various concentrations of biotin-
ylated lipids a before and b after exposure to streptavidin. The scale bar is 500 lm. Reprinted
with permission from Ref. [25]. Copyright 1999 American Chemical Society
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anti-DNP antibody, and CTB, respectively. In Fig. 24, rows one, two, three con-
tained different concentrations of GM1, DNP-cap-DOPE, and biotin-cap DOPE,
respectively. After incubating the substrate into a solution containing CTB (200
nM), NeutrAvidin (500 nM), and anti-DNP (500 nM), fluorescence images with
three different filter sets—one for each of the fluorescently labeled proteins, CTB
in the red (Fig. 24a), anti-DNP in the green (Fig. 24b), and neutrAvidin in the blue
channel (Fig. 24c)—were taken to quantify binding events. Each row has two
series of increasing concentrations of ligand (two adjacent sets) from left to right.
As expected, each analyte was selectively and quantitatively bound to the right
ligand. The plotted data represent the average of the two reproduced bilayer spots
of identical lipid composition, which shows the intensity of corresponding fluo-
rescence increased with ligand concentration in the bilayers. This work demon-
strated the usefulness of the lipid bilayer array for high-throughput binding assays.

The lipid bilayer arrays were also used for controlled chemical release [79] and
measuring ion channel activities [9, 82].

4 Outlook

This review provided an overview of the fabricating methods and applications of
for lipid bilayer arrays. While in the past the focus has been on the assembly of
lipid bilayers in an array format, the core area of the field has already started to
implement functionality into the bilayer arrays. One way to functionalize bilayer

Fig. 23 Fluorescent characterization of FITC-CT binding on the GM1-functionalized lipid bilayer
arrays. Profiles for each channel are displayed to on the right. Solution concentrations of CT from top
channel to bottom channel are 1 9 10-5, 4 9 10-5, and 7 9 10-5 mg mL-1 respectively. The
square size is 200 9 200 lm [57]. – Reproduced by permission of The Royal Society of Chemistry
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arrays is to reconstitute multiple lipid-based receptors in heterogeneous bilayer
arrays; the other way is to reconstitute membrane proteins in the bilayer to form
membrane protein arrays. In the lipid bilayer environment, the membrane proteins
keep their native functions. In the future, the functionalized bilayer arrays will play
an important role in following areas. First, they are useful tools on screening
surface properties for cell adhesion, growth, or migration. Second, the bilayer
arrays containing integral membrane proteins (such as ion channels or transport-
ers) will be highly useful for high-throughput drug screening or drug discovery
since approximately half of the known drugs target membrane-associated proteins
[103]. Third, by combining microfluidic platforms, the functionalized bilayer
arrays are excellent high-throughput analysis systems, which could be optimized to
make a biochip that is applicable in clinical diagnostics, such as, detecting low
abundant predefined proteins in blood or urine for early diagnosis.

Acknowledgments This work was supported by the National Natural Science Foundation of
China (Grant No. 21003032) and the program for New Century Excellent Talents in University
(Grant No. NCET-09-0054).

Fig. 24 Multiligand lipid bilayer arrays containing the following: (row 1) GM1 at 0.5, 1.0, 3.0,
5.0, 10.0, and 13.0 mol % in DOPC; (row 2) DNP-cap-PE at 0.2, 0.3, 0.5, 1.0, 2.1, and 4.0 mol %
in DOPC; and (row 3) biotin-cap-DOPE at 0.25, 0.5, 1.0, 2.0, 3.0, and 4.0 mol % in DOPC. Each
ligand concentration is present in two sequential sets going from the left to right in each row. The
array was imaged under the red (a), green (b), and blue (c) filter sets to obtain the images. The
representative binding curves to the right of the images represent the average fluorescence
intensity of the duplicate bilayers from rows one, two, and three obtained under the red (open
triangles), green (open circles), and blue (open squares) filter sets. The scale bar represents
600 lm. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [67]. Copyright 2008 American Chemical Society
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RNA Aptamers: A Review of Recent
Trends and Applications

Kyung-Nam Kang and Yoon-Sik Lee

Abstract RNA aptamers, small oligonucleotides derived by an in-vitro selection
process called SELEX (Systematic Evolution of Ligands by EXperimental
enrichment), are important candidates for therapeutic and diagnostic applications.
RNA aptamers have high affinity and specificity for their target molecules. In this
review, we describe methods for generating RNA aptamers (the SELEX technique
and modified SELEX processes) and therapeutic applications for diseases such as
neovascular age-related macular degeneration (AMD), inflammatory diseases, and
obesity. We also analyze the social networks among researchers and organizations
(universities, research institutes, firms, etc.) that are active in the pursuit of apt-
amer-based therapeutic approaches. This study provides relevant information on
recent research trends in RNA aptamers.
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of the REG1 anticoagulation system compared to unfractionated
heparin or low molecular heparin in subjects with acute coronary
syndromes
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1 Introduction

In 1990, an in-vitro selection procedure for generating novel RNA molecules
that bind target molecules was introduced. The isolated RNA molecules were
called ‘‘RNA aptamers’’ (from the Latin word aptus, which means ‘‘fitting’’) [1].
During the past decade, much progress has been made in the use of RNA
aptamers for therapeutic or diagnostic applications. In particular, selection
strategies have been improved and post-modification methods for enhancing the
biostability of RNA aptamers have been developed. Many researchers have
developed RNA aptamers for therapeutic and diagnostic purposes. Here, we
describe methods for generating RNA aptamers and their therapeutic and diag-
nostic applications. We also analyze collaborative activities among researchers
and organizations (firms, universities, hospitals, etc.) that are active in pursuing
therapeutic approaches, and outline future prospects for the application of these
RNA aptamers.
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2 Methods for Generating RNA Aptamers

2.1 The SELEX Method

In 1990, three research teams independently developed methods for generating
catalytic or ligand-binding RNA molecules from RNA libraries [2–5]. The pro-
cess, which was termed SELEX (Systematic Evolution of Ligands by EXponential
enrichment) by Tuerk and Gold [4], is a powerful tool for the in-vitro selection of
nucleic acids with a desired property, such as catalytic activity or target affinity,
from libraries of synthetic DNA or RNA with diversities of up to 1015 different
molecules and possible secondary and tertiary structures [6].

For SELEX, an oligonucleotide is chemically synthesized to contain a central
randomized region, commonly consisting of 15–75 random positions, flanked by
conserved regions that are designed as primer-binding sites for reverse tran-
scription and PCR amplification [6]. Usually, a T7 promoter site is used as a
conserved region and the original RNA pool is produced by in-vitro transcription
with T7-RNA polymerase on the double-stranded DNA templates, creating a
library containing at least 1012 different sequences and possible 3-dimensional
structures [6]. RNA molecules in the initial pool are purified and folded. The RNA
pool is then mixed with its target molecules, and RNAs that bind with high affinity
are eluted from the target molecules by phenol/chloroform denaturation of the
target proteins. These selected RNA molecules are amplified by RT-PCR to pro-
duce the next-generation DNA pool. In-vitro transcription of the new DNA pool
provides the RNA pool for the next selection cycle. The affinity of the RNA
population for the target molecules is usually maximized after 6–20 rounds of
selection and amplification and does not increase further with additional rounds.
The RNA molecules in the final pool are then purified, reverse-transcribed to
DNA, and cloned. Isolated clones are identified by DNA sequencing [6].

The major drawback of aptamers is their instability in biological fluids. Several
different approaches to producing nuclease-resistant RNA molecules have been
described. For the most part, modifications of the nucleotide sugar residues, phos-
phates, or bases have been employed for this purpose [7]. Post-SELEX modification
methods, including the addition of 30-30-linked dinucleotide caps (usually conju-
gated deoxythymidine caps) and attachment of macromolecules such as polyethyl-
ene glycol (PEG) chains or cholesterol, have been developed to improve aptamer
stability and reduce clearance from the bloodstream [7] (see Fig. 1a for a depiction of
the SELEX process and Table 1for details of the modification methods described).

2.2 Modified SELEX

Various modifications that greatly improve the stability, affinity, and/or specificity
of the original SELEX process have been developed since 1990. These improved
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processes include automated SELEX, toggle-SELEX, photoSELEX, mirror-image
SELEX, and intramers. In automated systems, multiple targets can be handled with
parallel processes and selection cycles can be conducted without any direct inter-
vention with an automated aptamer selection procedure coupled to an in-vitro
translation system for the target protein [8, 9]. Toggle-SELEX assays have been
developed to facilitate the generation of aptamers that are cross-reactive between
species [9, 10]. The photoSELEX method increases binding affinity via UV-induced
cross-linking between aptamers and their target molecules [9]. Intramers, which use
retroviral vectors to encode aptamers, have been developed to solve the delivery

Fig. 1a A depiction of SELEX process

Fig. 1b The process of mirror-image in-vitro selection. Adapted from [5, 10]
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problem, which is particularly serious when the target is located inside the cell [1, 9].
Yang et al. [9] reviewed all of these methods except for mirror-image SELEX. In this
paper, we introduce the mirror-image SELEX method in detail.

For therapeutic or diagnostic purposes, the major weakness of aptamers is their
insufficient stability in vivo. Mirror-image (chiral) nucleotides have been used to
solve this stability problem. Stereochemistry and chirality have become invaluable
tools for targeted inhibition of intermolecular interactions [5]. Mirror-image in-vitro
selection yields nuclease-resistant mirror-image L-oligonucleotides that bind bio-
logical target molecules. Furste et al. [12] invented this method, which relies on the
synthesis of the selection target in its non-biological enantiomeric form (e.g., a
peptide target synthesized from D-amino acids) [5]. As with traditional SELEX,
repeated selection and amplification cycles are performed, and the target-binding
nucleic acid species are identified through cloning and sequencing. The best can-
didates may then be chemically synthesized from mirror-image nucleotides. These
L-oligonucleotides consequently bind to the natural target of interest [5]. As they are
exact mirror images of their parent aptamers, the L-oligonucleotides were termed
‘‘spiegelmers’’ (from the German word Spiegel, which means mirror).

3 Applications of RNA Aptamers

3.1 Therapeutic Approaches

Aptamers show high affinity and specificity for their targets, with dissociation
constants in the picomolar to nanomolar range [13, 14] and better specificity than
control antibodies [14, 15]. Aptamers showed potential for superior target binding

Table 1 Modifications to
RNA aptamers

Position of modification Details of modification

Sugar residues 20-fluoro
20-NH2

20-O-methyl
20-O-methoxyethyl
20-O-dimethylallyl

Phosphate phosphorothioate
methylphosphonate

Nucleotide base propenyl
5-(N0-aminoalkyl) carbamoyluracil
methyl
trifluoromethyl
phenyl
2-thiopyrimidine

50- or 30-terminus 30-30-linked dinucleotide caps
polyethylene glycol (PEG) chains
cholesterol group
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compared with naturally occurring RNA or DNA molecules [13]. Furthermore,
aptamers allow for adaptive recognition such as conformational alteration of either
the protein or the aptamer, which further increases binding affinity [13]. During the
past decade, much progress has been made in the therapeutic use of aptamers.
In this study, we describe RNA aptamers in clinical development, including
pegaptanib, REG1, NOX-E36, NOX-A12, and ARC1905. The targets, composi-
tions, and clinical statuses of therapeutic RNA aptamers are summarized in Table 2.

3.1.1 Pegaptanib

Pegaptanib is an RNA aptamer with a 3-dimensional structure that facilitates
binding to vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) [16]. The target (VEGF) has
been linked to angiogenesis in age-related macular degeneration (AMD), and
VEGF165 is the predominant isoform [7]. AMD is the leading cause of severe,
irreversible vision loss [17], and angiogenesis is an important factor in AMD and
other pathophysiological conditions [18].

Using the SELEX process, Ruckman et al. [19] isolated RNA aptamers to
human VEGF165 and identified three families of aptamers with affinities in the low
picomolar range [7]. A representative aptamer selected from each family was
chemically modified after SELEX (with 20-fluorine-modified pyrimidines and
20-O-methyl instead of 20-hydroxyl at all but 2 purine positions). The 50 terminus
of each aptamer was also conjugated to a 40-kDa polyethylene glycol (PEG) chain
and a deoxythymidine linked to the 30 terminus via a 30-30 linkage [19, 20]. The

Fig. 2 Factor IXa and RB006-RB007 interactions. vWF indicates von Willebrand factor.
Adapted from [28, 27]
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aptamer that showed the highest affinity for VEGF165, NX1838 (dissociation
constant *50 pM), was finally translated to pegaptanib [7, 16].

In-vitro studies using human umbilical vein endothelial cells found that peg-
aptanib inhibited VEGF binding as well as signal transduction, calcium mobili-
zation, and cell proliferation mediated by VEGF165 [16, adapted from 21]. The
pharmacokinetic parameters of pegaptanib were evaluated in plasma and vitreous
humor of rhesus monkeys, and intravitreal pharmacokinetics were studied in 18
New Zealand white rabbits [16]. The effects of pegaptanib were also studied in
animal models of vascular leakage and ocular neovascularization such as the Miles
assay, the rat corneal angiogenesis model, and the mouse retinopathy of prema-
turity (ROP) model [22]. A phase 1a single ascending dose study using intravitreal

Table 2 List of RNA aptamers in clinical development

Aptamer
(Company)

Composition Target Condition Status

Pegaptanib
sodium
(Eyetech/
Pfizer)

20-O-methylpurine/
20-fluoropyrimidine
with two 20-
ribopurines
conjugated to 40
kDa PEG, 30

inverted dT

Vascular
endothelial
growth factor
(VEGF-165)

Age-related
macular
degeneration
(AMD)

Approved
in the
US
and
EU

REG1 (RB006-
RB007)
(Regado
Biosciences)

20-fluoropyrimidines/
20-O-methypurines/
20-O-
methylpyrimidines/
with a single 20-OH
residue conjugated
to 40 kDa PEG
(50end), 30-30 dT cap
(30 end) (RB006),
20-O-methyl antidote

Coagulation factor
IXa

Percutaneous
coronary
intervention

Phase II

NOX-E36
(NOXXON
pharma)

L-RNA conjugated to
40 kDa PEG

MCP-1 (CCL2)
(monocyte
chemoattractant
protein 1)

Complications of
Type II
diabetes incl.
nephropathy
and lupus
nephritis

Phase I

NOX-A12
(NOXXON
Pharma)

L-RNA conjugated to
40 kDa PEG

SDF-1 (CXCL12)
(stromal cell-
derived factor-1)

Hematopoietic
stem cell
mobilization,
hematological
and solid
tumors

Phase I

ARC1905
(Archemix/
Ophthotech)

20-ribopurine/
20-fluoropyrimidine
conjugated to 40
kDa PEG, 30

inverted dT

Complement
component 5

Age-related
macular
degeneration

Phase I
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injections of the drug was then performed in 15 patients with subfoveal choroidal
neovascularization (CNV) secondary to exudative AMD, which revealed a good
safety profile [22, 23]. The Eyetech Study Group next conducted a phase
2 multiple-injection study with and without photodynamic therapy for patients
with subfoveal CNV secondary to AMD, which revealed that multiple intravitreal
injections of pegaptanib were also well tolerated [23]. Gragoudas et al. [17]
conducted two concurrent, prospective, randomized, double-blind, multicenter,
dose-ranging, controlled clinical trials to test the safety and effectiveness of
pegaptanib in patients and reported that pegaptanib showed treatment benefit in a
broad spectrum of patients with neovascular AMD, regardless of the size or
angiographic subtype of the lesion or the baseline visual acuity [17]. A series of
clinical trials led to FDA approval for the commercialization of pegaptanib for the
treatment of all types of neovascular AMD in December 2004, and pegaptanib
became the first aptamer-based therapeutic agent [7, 13].

3.1.2 REG1

Anticoagulant therapeutic agents are widely administered due to the high preva-
lence of cardiovascular, cerebrovascular, and peripheral vascular diseases [24].
However, there are significant risks, such as bleeding, that increase patient mor-
bidity and mortality [25]. In 2002, Rusconi et al. [25] devised a unique approach to
the effective regulation of aptamer function by adding an antidote [7]. Their
strategy was to develop drug–antidote pairs in which the aptamer can be controlled
by an antidote with a complementary sequence.

Using the SELEX process, Rusconi et al. [25] isolated an aptamer specific for
coagulation factor IXa, which plays critical roles in both the initial and propa-
gation phases of coagulation [24]. The aptamer was then modified with 20-flu-
oropyrimidines, 20-O-methylpurines and 20-O-methylpyrimidines with a single 20-
OH residue, and conjugated to a 40-kDa PEG and a 30-30 inverted deoxythymidine
cap in order to enhance its bioavailability; the modified aptamer is referred to as
RB006. Then, in order to rapidly and effectively inactivate the aptamer, Rusconi
et al. designed a series of antidote oligonucleotides complementary to different
portions of RB006. In preclinical trials, RB006 systematically induced anticoag-
ulation in pigs and inhibited thrombosis in mice [24]. The antidote (referred to as
RB007) inactivated RB006-mediated anticoagulation in surgically challenged
animals [24].

The phase 1a study on dose, initial safety, and duration of effect in 85 healthy
volunteers was successfully completed in 2005 [7, 26]. Chan et al. performed a
randomized repeat-dose study of REG1 (a name for the combination of RB006 and
RB007) and demonstrated its graded active reversibility [27]. In the phase 1b
study, the safety, tolerability, and pharmacodynamic profile of REG1 were eval-
uated in patients with stable coronary artery disease (CAD) on maintenance single
or dual antiplatelet therapy [28]. Povsic et al. performed detailed modeling to
translate these phase 1 results into an appropriate phase 2 dose selection [29].
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In a phase 2a clinical trial completed in September 2009, the feasibility and safety
for percutaneous coronary intervention (PCI) of the REG1 anti-coagulation system
were compared with those of heparin [30]. In addition, a phase 2b pharmacokinetic
and pharmacodynamic substudy was completed and supported the weight-adjusted
dose of 1 mg/kg of RB006 (pegnivacogin) selected for the RADAR study [31].

3.1.3 Spiegelmers (NOX-E36 and NOX-A12)

Several spiegelmers (aptamers based on L-ribose) are in clinical development, and
the most advanced is the spiegelmer raised against monocyte chemoattractant
protein-1 (MCP-1/CCL2). MCP-1, which is also known as CCL2, is a key che-
mokine in the regulation of the migration and infiltration of monocytes/macro-
phages. Both MCP-1 and its receptor CCR2 have been demonstrated to be
upregulated and involved in a variety of inflammatory diseases, including
nephritis, and are also associated with type 2 diabetes.

Aptamers that showed high affinity to D-mCCL2 were identified after 11 rounds
of in-vitro selection [32]. The final candidate, mNOX-E36, was linked to 40-kDa
PEG and referred to as NOX-E36 [32]. An in-vivo study in diabetic mice dem-
onstrated that NOX-E36 delayed decline in kidney function and disease progression
[33]. A first-in-human clinical trial was completed in late 2009 and showed a dose-
dependent effect on blood monocytes, consistent with the proposed mode of action
of NOX-E36 [7]. A double-blinded, placebo-controlled phase I study to evaluate
the safety, tolerability, pharmacokinetics, and pharmacodynamics of NOX-E36 in
healthy volunteers and non-insulin-dependent diabetic patients was initiated in
mid-2010 [7, 34].

NOX-A12, an L-ribose-based aptamer raised against stromal cell-derived fac-
tor-1 (SDF-1) has also been developed. SDF-1 has been shown to bind to several
chemokine receptors and play important roles in vasculogenesis, tumor growth,
and metastasis. Therefore, inhibition of SDF-1 would be an effective method for
the treatment of many types of cancer. NOXXON has announced the successful
completion of the first-in-human phase I clinical trial [7, 34].

3.1.4 Arc1905

ARC1905, which is an aptamer against complement component 5 (C5), interrupts
the complement cascade by inhibiting factor C5. This inhibition of C5-mediated
inflammation makes ARC1905 a promising potential therapeutic agent for both
dry and wet AMD. An open-label multicenter phase 1 clinical study of ARC1905
in combination with an anti-VEGF agent (ranibizumab) in patients with wet AMD
is ongoing. In addition, a phase 1 clinical study in patients with dry AMD was
initiated in 2009 [35].
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3.2 Diagnostic Approaches

As previously described, aptamers show high affinity and specificity for their
targets, making them potentially useful as diagnostic reagents. For diagnostic
applications of aptamers, post-SELEX modifications such as fluorescence labeling
and quantum dot coupling are employed [6].

RNA aptamers can be used in place of antibodies because they bind their targets
with equal or better specificity [14, 15]. Therefore, aptamers conjugated to sig-
naling molecules can substitute for antibodies in enzyme-linked immunosorbent
assays (ELISAs), Western blot assays, and chip-based technologies [6, 36–38]. For
example, Davis et al. [39] developed fluorophore-tagged RNA aptamers for flow
cytometry. Bagalkot et al. [40] reported a novel quantum dot–aptamer–doxoru-
bicin conjugate as a targeted combined cancer imaging, therapy, and sensing
system. Quantum dots are novel fluorophores, each having a distinct sharp

Fig. 3a Social networks among researchers who conducted studies related to the discovery and
development of REG1. Red circle: Regado (Biotech SME), yellow triangle: university, green
square: hospital, light blue diamond: private research institute, dark blue pentagon: national
institute
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emission profile [1]. Ulich argued that coupling aptamers to quantum dots may
greatly facilitate high-throughput chip-based screening systems because quantum
dots allow the simultaneous use of many intensity levels and colors [6]. Recently,
Gold et al. created a new class of aptamer, the Slow Off-rate Modified Aptamer
(SOMAmer). These aptamers contain chemically modified nucleotides and kinetic
manipulations that support the construction of diagnostic tools [41]. Multiplex
SOMAmer affinity assays allow large-scale comparison of proteome profiles
among discrete populations [41].

4 Social Networks in Therapeutic Applications
of RNA Aptamers

In this section, we introduce brief histories related to the development of pegap-
tanib and REG1. We also describe the social networks among researchers involved
in REG1, which is in clinical development, by analyzing published research
papers. For social network analysis, we used NetMiner II ver. 2.6 (Cyram Co., Ltd)

Fig. 3b Social networks among organizations involved in the discovery and development of
REG1. NHLBI indicates National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute. Red circle: Regado (Biotech
SME), yellow triangle: university, green square: hospital, light blue diamond: private research
institute, dark blue pentagon: national institute
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and employed spring-embedding algorithms, especially Spring-KK (Kamada–
Kawai), to visualize the results.

4.1 Discovery and Development of Pegaptanib

The discovery of and preclinical development work on pegaptanib were conducted
by NeXstar and began in 1994 [13]. NeXstar may be advanced in the field because
they owned the patent related to the SELEX process, which is essential for
studying aptamers. When NeXstar was acquired by Gilead Sciences, Gilead and
Eyetech entered into an exclusive license agreement in which Eyetech received the

Fig. 3c Social networks among researchers who conducted studies related to the discovery and
development of NOX-E36. The line width is proportional to the number of co-authorships. Red
circle: NOXXON (Biotech SME), blue triangle: university
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rights to use pegaptanib for therapeutic applications [21]. Eyetech then tested
pegaptanib in humans in a phase 1 clinical trial. Since December 2002, Eyetech
has collaborated with Pfizer to jointly develop and commercialize pegaptanib [21].
The history of the development of pegaptanib shows the importance of patents in
research tools. The NIH (National Institutes of Health) defines research tools as
‘‘embracing the full range of tools that scientists use in the laboratory’’ [42].
According to the OECD (Organization for Economic Cooperation and Develop-
ment), ‘‘research tools may be considered as compositions or methods used in
conducting experiments. This term could embrace a broad range of resources that
scientists use in the laboratory including, but not limited to, cell lines, monoclonal
antibodies, reagents, animal models, growth factors, combinational chemistry,
genomic and proteomic libraries, drug and drug targets, clones and cloning tools,
methods, laboratory equipment and machines, databases and software’’ [43]. In the
field of biotechnology, research tool patents have enormous power because the
patented inventions are of crucial importance to researchers [44]. Under these
circumstances, the owner of a research tool has priority for its use and thereby
influences subsequent studies.

4.2 Discovery and Development of REG1

Rusconi et al. designed the aptamer against coagulation factor IXa and its antidote
in 2002 [24]. Rusconi then founded a biopharmaceutical firm named Regado-
Bioscience (Regado). Regado continuously collaborated with researchers at Duke
University to develop REG1. For clinical development, Regado still collaborates
with Duke University as well as other organizations including several universities,
hospitals, and public and private research institutes.

We used co-authorships of published research papers to analyze the social
networks among researchers who conducted studies on REG1 [24–31, 45]. We
also analyzed the social networks among the organizations where the researchers
were employed.

As depicted in Figs. 3a and b, Regado has collaborated with various organi-
zations. Many previous studies have revealed that interaction with other actors is a
positive influence on the research performance of biotech small- and medium-
sized enterprises (SMEs) [48–53]. These interactions help biotech SMEs to
overcome deficiencies in their scientific knowledge, human and financial resour-
ces, and complementary competencies [51, 54, 55].

Deep collaboration between a biotech SME and universities was also observed
in the development of NOX-E36 [32, 33, 46, 47]. As depicted in Fig. 3c, NOX-
XON has collaborated with universities to form ‘‘dense’’ networks. A major
benefit of networking with universities is that these interactions increase a firm’s
stock of knowledge. The results of several empirical studies show that companies
which collaborated with a university had higher levels of innovative output [49].
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5 Future Prospects

Considerable effort is being directed towards improving the affinity, specificity,
and biostability of RNA aptamers. Therapeutic applications of RNA aptamers have
been broadened in a number of fields. Some RNA aptamers have been used in
clinical trials, as described in this study, and in-vitro studies are being conducted
for the development of RNA aptamers against targets such as human immuno-
deficiency virus (HIV), hepatitis C virus (HCV), and angiopoietin 2. According to
BCC Research, the global market for aptamers was valued at $10 million in 2009
and is expected to be valued at nearly $1.8 billion by 2014, with a compound
annual growth rate of 67.5% [60]. With this extension of the market, it is expected
that research into the therapeutic and diagnostic applications yof RNA aptamers
will increase. It seems likely that firms that are currently using RNA aptamers will
maintain their collaborative activities in order to continue their prior occupation of
the market.
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